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Snyder Tells Rotary:

Effective Leaders
Needed In Higher
Education Circles
Leadership should be on the minds of
officials in institutions of higher learning, government and civic organization, Harry M. Snyder,executive
directior - nof the Kentucky Council on
Public Higher Educatiof, said in an address prepared for del very before the
Murray Rotary Club at noon today
(Thursday).

Schedule For
Dickens' Christmas

7.x•
tn,

DICKENS CHRISTMAS - Final preparations for "A Dickens' Christmas," scheduled for tonight,
Friday night and Saturday, were done today by representatives of several local organizations,
including the Murray Electric System, Murray Sanitation Department, Murray Street Department, Calloway County employees and several interested community members. The same
events from last year's celebration, including Ye Olde Pig Roast, an appearance by Scrooge,
strolling musicians and Christmas caroling, have been scheduled. The pig will be roasted
tonight and served Friday night. Hot spice tea will be served in the Olde English Pub. The nonprofit event is sponsored by a group of citizens attempting to revive the old-fashioned Christmas spirit. All residents of the county are invited to attend the celebration each night. (Left
photo) George Ligon attaches light wires.(Above photo)Laura Miller puts the finishing touches
on a wreath. (Below photo) Dale Meyers, Danny Hudspeth and Charlie McKenney set up
decorations in the pub.

The schedule of events for Dickens' Christmas is:
Thursday, Doc. 18
530-6- Memorial Baptist Church puppets.
6-7- First Baptist Church Bell Choir.
7-730- Murray High Choir.
8-830- South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church Choir.
830-9- First Assembly of God Church Choir.
Friday, Du. 11
5-5:30- Community Chorus.
5:30-6- Memorial Baptist Church Puppets.
6-6:30- Hazel Mason's Chapel Methodist Church.
6:30-7- First Christian Church Choir.
7-7:30- Madrigal Singers of Memorial Baptist Church.
730-8- Grace Baptist Church Choir.
8-8:30 - Ye Olde Roasted Pig, heralded in by brass ensemble.
Saturday, Dec. 20
1-2 p.m.- St. John's Baptist Church Choir.
2-2:30- Poplar Springs Baptist Youth Choir.
2:30-3 - Sharon Owens and Troves Middleton present A
Holiday Connection.
4 p.m.- Murray Woman's Club, Music Department Chorus.
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Reagan Cabinet Still Uncertain
By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Ronald
Reagan still can't make up his rnind
who to pick for the rest of his Cabinet,
say sources on the president-elect's
transition team.
Of five Cabinet posts yet' to be filled,
Reagan reportedly has settled on
choices for secretary of interior and
secretary of energy. There were still
some questions about his choices for

secretaries of housing and urban
development and agriculture and
education, however.
While Reagan was trying to round out
his Cabinet, his chief of staff, James
Baker, told reporters in Washington on
Wednesday that Reagan is "seriously
considering" declaring an "economic
emergency" shortly after he takes office Jan. 20.
Baker said Reagan and his advisers
feel "it's extremely important to act

inside today
Christmas is just a week away. For help in selecting those last-minute
gifts, turn to the special, 12-page Gift Guide section included with today's
edition.

today's index
Two Sections -28 Pages
Aces
2-A
Classifieds
14-A, 15-A
Comics
14-A
Crosswords
14-A
Dear Abby
3-A
Deaths & Funerals
I6-A
Dr. Lamb
5-A
Garrott's Galley
8-A
Horoscope
3-A
Local Scene
2-A,3-A,4-A,5-A
Opinion Page
8-A
Sports
10-A,:1-A
Last Minute
Shopping Guide
12 Pages

Sunny
Breezy
And Mild
Mostly sunny breezy and mild
today. Highs in the upper 50s.
Mostly cloudy and turning colder
tonight. Lows in the upper 20s.
Partial clearing and much colder
Friday. Highs in the mid and upper 30s.
Lake Levels
354.7
,„jok;Barkley
Kklicicy Lake

354 7
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quickly and decisively" on economic
matters. He also said Reagan would
probably ask for changes in the fiscal
1981 budget already approved by Congress. The 1981 fiscal year began Oct. 1.
Baker's comments came several
weeks after a call last month by Rep.
David Stockman, R-Mich., for an aggressive legislative program of tax and
spending cuts during the first 100 days
of Reagan's terna. Stockman has since
been picked by Reagan to head the Office of Management and Budget, a key
executive branch post.

MES Seeks To
Hire Draftsman
The Murray Electric System board
authorized Superintendent Ron Underwood to contact an individual concerning his employment as a draftsmanplanner with the system.
Underwood, who succeeded Bill
Barker as MES superintendent in
January, had served in the capacity of
draftsman-planner prior to his promotion. Another employee presently with
the system who could assume the position is nearing retirement.
In other business, the board voted to
become a part of the DEED program of
the American Public Power Association. The program, according to information from the association, will help
create more efficient- Meats of VV.,
viding energy service to consumers of
the nation's public owned utilities.

Stockman has said that unless
Reagan takes decisive action, his administration could face rises in the inflation rate, an unstable dollar, and a
new recession.
While the economic moves are being
considered, Reagan and his top advisers are also trying to complete the
Cabinet, a task that has taken several
weeks longer than planned.
Reagan spokesmen originally talked
about filling the Cabinet by Thanksgiving. Now,they say, Reagan hopes to announce the final five secretaries before
Christmas, if not by the end of this
week.
Former South Carolina Gov. James
B. Edwards is in line to become energy
secretary, according to his secretary,
Lil Jenkins, who said he had been offered the post by Reagan and had accepted. The appointment of Edwards
wotild mollify southerners who had
complained there were no southerners
among the first 10 Cabinet appointments.
James G. Watt, a conservative Colorado lawyer who heads a foundation
that has challenged environMental
regulations, is reportedly in line for interior secretary.
Sources said Philip Sanchez, former
head of the defunct Office of Economic
Opportunity, was the likely candidate
to be HUD secretary until Wednesday.
when one source said a problem
litereiored- that &lull block 'Sanchez.
The source would not disclose the pr„oblem.
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Introduced by Murray State University President Constantine W. Curris,
Snyder told the Rotarians that most
problems and concerns might be solved
by effective leaders.
"Leadership is on the minds and lips
of many people. It was the central issue
of the 1980 presidential campaign.
Hardly a week goes by without some
kind of issue that - when you examine it
closely - is really a leadership problem."
In the area of higher education
Snyder, who has served the-state council since 1973, said public universities
should take a leadership role "to
eliminate some of the contemporary
problems."
Snyder called on officials from
universities and local governments to
work together to train effective leaders
for the future. "Our higher education
establishment and our community
leaders must in some deliberate manner dedicate some small portion of
time and resources to nurturing future
leaders."
Snyder suggested programs be
established through the cooperation of
universities and community leaders to
"train people in leadership. Such programs could provide talented individuals with opportunities to get their
hands into the day-to-day work of policy
making and policy implementation."
The state education official said he
believes no one wants to take responsibility for "our leadership problem."
Snyder told the Rotarians, We have
reached a point at which leaders of this
group or that organization are largely
reactive, directing efforts in a me-first,
let's protect our own turf manner. The
result is prolonged problems rather
than problems that are solved."
Such problems, he noted, can be traced to one "primary root" - that of conflict.
"The result of this conflict," he said,
at least here in this country, this state
and this community, is that the general
public's needs often are neglected."

''The greatest good for the greatest
number often is eclipsed by the combative goals and power drives of
leaders."
Beckuse of this situation, he went on,
good leaders often are powerless
because the press and public seems to
want to deal "with personalities or
trivia or helicopters" rather than issues
where those leaders are concerned.
"We are in a leadership vacuum," he
said.
The solution lies, he said, in the
assumption of the responsibility of
"nurturing good grassroots leaders,"
starting "in the classrooms of our colleges and universities and in our communities."
This, he pointed out, will require a
merger of community and educational
leadership, and "the spirit of cooperation promises good for both parties."
"Your support of higher education,"
he told the Rotarians, "must include
more than that for Murray State
University or whatever institution tops
your preference list.
"To support an institution in a manner that consciously excludes others
can do nothing but increase factionalism and fractionalism," he emphasized,adding:
"Conflict and opposition are the two
major contributors to our leadership
problem, and we must eliminate
them."
As for community leaders, the state
educational official had this adrnonition
for higher education:
"Community leaders, in turn, must
have the support of higher education if
they are to have the help they need in
solving local problems without turning
to state or federal authorities and abdicating their own leadership roles.
"They must have the support of
higher education if they are to develop
and nurture, locally, effective leaders
to take over the reins from them in the
future."
A native of Corbin And raised in London, Snyder bega
s career in 1964 as
an adjunct pIofessor of law at
Georgetown College. Later, he served
in several positions at the University of
Kentucky including assistant budget
director.
Snyder was named associate director
and legal, counsel for the Kentucky
Council on Public Higher Education in
1973. He was appointed executive director of the council in 1976.

Warrant Issued For
Figure World Owner
A warrant of five felony and 15 misdemeanor counts currently has been
issued by Calloway County District
Court for the arrest of Deward C.
"Tripp" Miles, owner of Figure World,
214 N. 15th, Max Parker, Calloway
County attorney, has reported.
The warrant, under $10,000 bond, was
sought by Parker Wednesday afternoon.
The salon closed down without notice
this week and Miles allegedly left town
with an undetermined amount of money
and all the equipment from the facility,
Parker said.
Miles also
reportedly
owes
employees of the salon for two to three
weeks of wages, Parker said.
However Parker said Miles told him
he )Miles( would "turn himself in today" after seeing a report of the incident on a television newscast Wednesday night.
About 300-400 women had paid money
to Figure World, Parker said. He added
a membership to the Murray salon was
$59 while monthly dues were $10.
Parker said the charges against
Miles could increase as. more women
file complaints in the case.
Miles reportedly is starting another
salon in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Rick Masters, an assistant in the
Kentucky attorney general's office of
consumer prottftm.,
Miles 'and
another individual have a similar suit
filed against them in McCracken Coun-

ty Circuit Court. The two collected
$17,266.17 in memberships for a
Paducah salon which never opened,
Masters said.
That suit states that Miles and the
other individual are in "violation of the
Consumer Protection Act," Masters
said.
Masters said the suit would be dropped if the $17,266.17 was refunded. A
garnishment of wages was served
against Miles at the Murray salon,
Masters said. He added the reply from
the garnishment stated that Miles "was
only an employee."
Some personal property of Mlles, including a 1979 Corvette, has been seized
and will be sold at a later date to cover
part of his debts. Masters added.
Parker said Miles has been connected
to a similar incident in Pafis, Tenn.
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Shupe And Winslow Wedding Vows Solemnized

—Osborne &Crouse Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond M.
Joelton,
Osborne of RouteTenn., announce the engagement and approaching marhawk of their daughter,
Jenifet Lynette, to William F.
Crouse, son of Mr. and Mrs.
• Harold W. (Bill Crouse of St.
Joseph, Mo. •
Miss Osborne is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
a Osborne of Springfield,
Tenn., and of Mrs. C. B. Harris and .the late Mr. Harris of
Joelton, Tenn.
A 1978 graduate of
Cheatham County High
School, she is presently attending Murray State University
where she is a junior majoring
in agribusiness.
Mr. Crouse is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Crouse
and of Mrs. P. H. Carmichael
and the late Mr. Carmichael,
all of Easton, Mo.
The groom-elect, a • 1974
graduate of Mid-Buchanan
High School, Faucett, Mo.,
earned the Bachelor of
Science - degree from the
University of Missouri at Columbia in 1978 majoring in
animal science, and the
Master of Science degree from
Murray State University in
in
1980 specializing
agriculture.
Mr. Crouse is presently
employed as horse herdsman
at Murray State University.
The wedding vows will be

groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. T. Winslow, 805 Usher
Street, Mayfield.
Two large baskets of white
gladioli were used as decorations in the chapel.
Musical selections were
presented by Mrs. Marie
Taylor, pianist.
s h•s- rrllirIc the bride

fhe wedding of Sherry P.
Shupe and John L. Winslow
was solemnized on Saturday,
Nov. 22, at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of the First Baptist Church,
Murray, with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating.
The bride is the-daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Paulsen
ths
.t S. st.

!Ott's To 1k Solemnized
.-It First Baptist Church

selected a steel blue two-piece
suit, fashioned with white
lapels and cuffs, and a flared
peplum below the belted
waistline. The skirt was
designed along straight, slim
lines.
She wore white pearls, and
her corsage was a purplethroated orchid with blue rib-

After a short wedding trip,
bons.
Miss Beth E. Paulsen, sister the couple is residing on
of the bride, was the maid of Mayfield Route 3.
honor. She wore a navy blue
Out of town guests included
two piece suit with a white
blouse with bola tie at the the bride's parents, her grandneckline. Her corsage was of mother, Mrs. Paul H. Paulsen,
her brother, Paul D. Posssen,
white carnations.
C. T. Winslow served as best his wife, and children;
another brother, Curt Paulsen
man for his son.
An informal reception was and children; Mr. and Mrs.
held in the Fellowship Hall of Robert H. Robbins, uncle and
the church. Rebekah Blaine aunt of the groom, and Rear
and Patricia Sympson Admiral Joe A. Robbins, also
an uncle of the groom.
assisted in the serving.

OSPITAl NEWS

TWO GRADES — Students in the fifth and sixth grades at North Calloway Elementary
School are directed by Mrs. Sarah Hail as they sing at the Christmas program at North
Calloway Elementary School.

Musical Program Is Held
s The North Calloway evening, Dec. 11, at the school. Kindergarten,
Northstar
!Elementary School Fifth and
Mrs.Sarah Hail directed the Singers, Guitar Players, and
i'Sixth Grades presented their program on "Island of Misfit Santa Claus.
S annual Christmas program Toys." Featured along with
entitled "The Most Wonderful the fifth and sixth grades were
Photos by Renee Miller
Fellowship Hall of the church. Day of the Year" on Thursday the Sixth Grade Band,
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding s
and the reception.

lliNs Jenifer Lynette ()shortie
and Williant P'. (:rouse
solemnized on Saturday. Jan.
3, at 3 p.m. at the First Baptist
Church, Murray. reception
will follow the ceremony in the

12-11-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hunter, baby boy (Krista
902 Chickasaw, Paris,Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Susan E. Walker and
baby girl, Sedalia; Mrs.
Sheryl L. Mansour and baby
girl, 2429 University Station,
Murray; Mrs. Sheila C.
Crosslin and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Tenn.; Mrs. Johnnie Kay Walker and baby boy,
Rt. 7, Mayfield; Mrs. Rita A.
Stutter and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Benton.
Mrs. Edna K. Merrell, 221
North 13th Street, Murray;
Earl R. Elkins, 323 Aden,
Paris, Tenn.; David W. Love,
Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.; Angela
Quinn Perry, Canton;
Kimberly A. Rhodes, Rt. 1,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs.
Maddie Tynes, Rt.8, Murray.

THE

Leighan B. Bear, Rt. 5, Murray; Cynthia A. Shively, 8096
Woods Hall, Murray; Mrs.
Gwenith L. Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Margaret Laree
McKinney, Rt. 3, Murray;
Charles B. Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
Ralph E. CraM, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Steven D.
Steele, 803 Bagwell, Murray;
Cecil Baker, 1604 Catalina,
Murray; Mrs. Martha S. Crafton, 806 Sycamore, Murray;
Mrs. Mary E. Parrish, Rt. 5,
Murray.
Harley D. Bolen, 618 Broad,
Murray; Mrs. Dulcie
Douglass,217 Woodlawn, MurH.
Theodore
ray;
Vanderspool, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Vera B. Ward,109
Spruce, Murray; Mrs. Cordie
E. Whitlow, Rt. 1, Alino.

ACESTRA G CORN, JR.
NORTH

"Manners require time,
and nothing,is more vulgar
than haste." -- Ralph Waldo
Emerson.

1111188 .4
program presented at
,
1•'; NORTH STAR SINGERS — Mrs. Sarah Hail was director of the
Star Singers per.
North
the
are
here
Pictured
School.
Elementary
Calloway
•` the North
forming before the audience.

YOUNG GROUP — Mrs. Sarah Hail directs the Kindergarten class at North Calloway
Elementary School in a special selection at the recent Christmas program. At her left is
Santa Claus.

Give Movie Tickets This Christmas

Program Information 753-3314
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The Power Behind The Throne
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FERN TERRACE 1_40DGE

By Abigail

Teach
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DEAR ABBY:
name or locatio
situation that ei
First, let mesa
a good exampli
behavior. howi
teachers here
having an affair
topic of discussi,
I realize that v
business, but by
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behavior, WhicF
concerned abou
having on our ic
The administri
they have taken
not within their
I welcome youi
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DEAR NAME
values at homt
school, so you
following the"
mention.
If this allege('
edge, it is possi
with it in ways
solicited my ad.
you. I'd stay ot

DEAR ABI3Y:
with a friend of h
but I must admil
On Monday I ri
The card said,
really shook, but
Abby, maybe l'
heard of a woman
a date. I suppose
me, is this the w
DEAR JEFF:

DEAR ABBY: F
for a while, and C
all my calls came
elderly; all of then
some of my fares v
out of the cab.
Abby, please re
friends and relati,

Do you wish
booklet, "H w
Young or To
addressed, stan
Popularity, 132
100212.
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SONDRA LOCKE

•K J 10
V 78 5 4
•A J 10 9 6
•2

West made a hasty play in
WEST
EAST
defending against today's 49
•8 7 5 4 2
63
touch-and-go slam. Had he •A 9 8
•l02
•KQ72
waited with his ace of •8 5 3
tru ps, the story would •Q 10 97+S4
hay had a different ending.
SOUTH
aSt's double steered
•A Q
111KQJ3
Wes't into a diamond lead
•4
and dummy's ace won. A
4AKJ863
trump was led to declarer's
king and West took his ice
to return another trump -Vulnerable: North-South —
he was trying to reduce
dummy's ability to ruff club Dealer: South. The bidding:
losers (a diamond continuation by West would be no South West North East
Pass
Pass 1•
1 41
better).
Pass
Pass 4•
Declarer won the trump 2•
Dbl
Pass 5•
NT
return and played his ace 64•
All pass
and a low club, using one of
Opening lead Diamond
dummy's remaining two
trumps to ruff. Declarer Eight
came back to his hand with
In summary, the defense
the spade ace to ruff anoth- should allow declarer to
er low club and now the draw one trump or three,
slam was home.
but not exactly two rounds.
Declarer could return to
his hand safely in either
Bid with Corn
spades or a diamond ruff
and' all that remained was
to draw West's last trump South holds 12-18-B
and claim.
West had two shots at
•A Q
beating the slam. One canVKQJ3
not fault him severely for
•4
not leading a low trump on
opening lead; however, it
was clear that West should
have refused the first South North
I.
1
trump.
3
2V
Had he done so, declarer 4,
4
would have been stuck. If
declarer tried another
trump, West would win and • ANSWER: Four no trump.
bang back a third trump, Blackwood. With one ace, bid
limiting declarer to only one six hearts. With no aces, play
club ruff in dummy.
in five hearts.
If declarer doesn't lead a
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
second trump, East can P.O.
Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
overruff the third round of with self-addressed. stamped envelope
clubs, and the slam will fail for reply ropyrtght 1961I
by one trick.
United FealureSvndicate
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dress up as woodpeckers
and get
framed
for
robbing
a bank...
and
when
they
discover
that
prison
life is for
the birds
they go...
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(01 UMBIA PICTURES Pres'ents A HANNAH WEINSTEIN PRODIICTION

GENE WILDER • RICHARD PRYOV in STIR CRAZY
Micyr by 10M SE ()II • Exec utive Producer ftELVILLE I lit Kt
Produced by HANNAH WEINSTEIN • Written by BRUCE ;AY FRIEDMAN
Directed by SIDNEY POITIER
Ft

i OLD TfiviEs

COLUMBIA PICTURES Present. A RAY STARK Productio,
CHEVY CHASE GOLDIE HAWN CHARLES GRODIN
IN 'NEIL SIMON'S SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES'
A JAY SANDRICH FILM ROBERT GUILLAUME
ny MARVIN HAMLISCH
rt.......mi... ROGER M ROTHSTEIN
GENE CALLAHAN
rt.... nt entilogittpitr DAVID M WALSH w.orefily NEIL SIMON
Prnfltoodt, RAY STARK D•reriedn, JAY SANDRICH
r.50'S.•00 I.pfl1
I ty ginai ,-...nat,ach no kn.,
PG. MINIM IMMO SR..AM I

At Fern Terrace we have our tree and decorations
up and waiting for Santa. We have been enjoying all
the parties, Christmas Carole's and many visitors.
Our resident Christmas Party will be Dec. 22nd at
7 p.m. This is one night of the year where we invite
all the families and friends of our residents to come
and be with them. The residents are all excited
waiting for their party.
We want to wish a Happy Birthday to Selma Stubblefield, Nevada Hodge, Elsie Graham, James
Williams, Glyco Wells, Maud Bucy, Burie Miller,
Dottie Garner, Ruth Reagan and Leslie Burkhart.
We also want to wish a speedy recovery to Don
Riley, Dennis brandon and Mr. Herbert Shepard.
They are all patients at Murray C.alloway County
.: Hospital.
That's all the news for now but we want everyone
in the community who has a loved one or a friend
at Fern Terrace to join us on the 22nd at 7 p.m. Old
Santa will also be here Hope to see you all then.
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Teachers' Affair Gets
Flunking Grade
DEAR ABBY: As a teacher at a junior high school (no
name or location, please) I am deeply concerned about a
situation that exists here.
First, let me say I think a major aspect of teaching is to set
a good example for the students to follow in terms of
behavior. However, it is common knowledge that two
teachers here (both married, but not to each other) are
having an affair. It has progressed to the point where it is a
topic of discussion among students and other teachers.
I realize that what two adults do in private is their own
business, but by being so open about it, our students might
get the impression that all of us teachers condone such
behavior, Which is certainly not true. Thus I am truly
concerned about the detrimental effect this example is
having on our students.
The administration is aware of this problem, but I'm told
they have taken the position that it is a private matter, and
not within their jurisdiction.
I welcome your advice as to how this situation should be
handled by both me and the administration.
NAMELESS, PLEASE

;
WINNER OF QUILT — Dorothy Parker of Mayfield Route
the winner of the cross stitch quit recently given
away in a promotion by the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens.
7 was

SANTA AND HELPER — Meda Jackson, right, picks the
ticket for the winner of the cross stitch quilt in the
promotion by the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens. With Mrs. Jackson is Santa Claus.

of Interest To

Senior Citizens

Dorothy Packer Wins;
Holiday Party Is Held
Dorothy Parker of Mayfield
Route 7 was the winner of the
cross stitch quilt given away
by the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
The name of Mrs. Parker
was drawn by Meda Jackson
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DEAR JEFF: Only the smart ones.

bl

Sal Wynn, immediate past
president, expressed her
gratitude to those who had
helped her to carry out her
presidential duties during the
past year
The president, Susan
McKnelly, distributed treats
to the children before the closc
of the meeting.

41Zaz

DEAR ABBY: One of the women I work with fixed me up
with a friend of hers last Saturday night. I hate blind
dates,
but I must admit that this one lived up to her billing.
On Monday I received a bouquet of flowers from my date.
The card said, "Thank you for a terrific evening." I
was
really shook, but I must say I liked it.
Abby, maybe I'm behind the times, because I have never
heard of a woman sending flowers to a man to thank him for
a date. I suppose this is part of the women's lib thing.
Tell
me, is this the way women do things today?
JEFF

DEAR ABBY: For whatever this is worth: I drove a taxi
fora while, and Christmas Eve was a heartbreaker. Nearly
all my calls came from bars. Most of my passengers were
elderly; all of them were lonely. As the evening progressed,
some of my fares were so drunk I had to help them into and
out of the cab.
Abby, please remind your readers to remember elderly
friends and relatives who are alone on Christmas Eve.
SAN FRANCISCO
Do you wis you had more friends? Get Abby's
booklet,"H
t
Popular; You'reisiever Too
Young or To
d.' Send $1 with a long, selfaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly.Hills, Calif.
90212.

What kind of day will tomor- arguments about expenses.
row be/ To find out what the SAGITTARIUS
stars say, read the forecast (Nov. 22toDec. 21) )
iir
given for your birth Sign.
Distractions interfere with
work performance. Enjoy
ARIES
private satisfactions. Don't
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)"CA count on help from others
at
It's too soon to launch a new present.
idea concerning funds. Mean- CAPRICORN
while, financial matters seem (Dec.22toJan. 19) V
complicated.
Watch
Watch tendency to overdo
disagreements.
partying. You could get overTAURUS
tired. Spend time alone to
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
recoup energy before going
Others seem downright con- out.
trary. You'll need tact and AQUARIUS
diplomacy to get through the (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
day without a row. Don't insist
Quiet times with friends are
on your own way.
favored over large gatherings.
GEMINI
Problems on the home front
May 21 to June 20) ga
r- need attending to. Others may
You seem indecisive. Find be moody.
out what's bothering you, so PISCES
the pieces of the puzzle come (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
together. Use time conExpect some modest career
structively.
progress, but appointments
CANCER
may have to be changed. A
June 21 toJuly 22)
trip may be hard to get off the
Utilize ingenuity on creative ground.
YOU BORN TODAY can
projects. Strain among close
friends puts you in the mood succeed in both business and
the arts. You're versatile and
for solitude.Try to relax.
LEO
a natural moneymaker. You
I July 23to Aug.22
gravitate towards public serClose ties are your best bet vice and are often found in a
for satisfaction at this time leadership position. Selfwhen career complications discipline will prove to be the
cornerstone of your success.
are likely.
Law, medicine, science,
VIRGO
literature, TV, music,
Aug.23 toSept. 22)
Your mind's on distant publishing, banking and real
places, yet the here and now estate are some of the fields in
afford great satisfaction. which you'll find happiness.
Don't let worry about the You're interested in reform
future make you discontented. movements and would make a
good politician or government
LIBRA
official. Learn to shrug off
(Sept. 23to Oct. n)
Don't spend on • non- disappointment. Birthdate of:
essentials now. Local visits David Susskind, TV personaliare favored over distant ty; Leonid Brezhnev, Soy.
travel. Moodiness could spoil gov't leader; and Edith Piaf,
an otherwise good conversa- siNger.
tion.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 toNov. 21) nIALtC.
Plans are subject to change.
Partners expect extra attention yet may be edgy. Avoid

The Welcome Wagon Club
held a potluck dinner
heralding the Christmas
season on Thursday, Dec. 4, at
the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
Club members and their
families were served a special
dinner.

GO

DEAR NAMELESS:Children formulate their moral
values at home, long before they reach junior high
schooi, so you needn't be concerned about their
following the "bad example" set by the teachers you
mention.
If this alleged affair is, as you say,common knowledge, it is possible that the administration is dealing
with it in ways unknown to you. Since they haven't
solicited my advice, I'll offer them none, but if I were
you, I'd stay out of it.

'Si
ass
ass

Club Has Dinner Meet

Your Individual
Horoscope

20 T. 500/0

LARGE GROUPS
PANTS
SHIRTS
SKIRTS
ALL BLAZERS
DRESSES
SUITS
JEANS
COATS
JEWELRY
BLOUSES
ALL CO-ORDINATED
SPORTSWEAR

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

1/.1 CARAT I1/2 CARAT I
E700

1 CARAT

Peg EL ME

Res $4.000

$499 $999 $2,495
OTHER SIZE DIAMOND SOLITAIRES
ALSO NOW ON SALE
Charge be
.10 Days Soma As Casio
'Up to 20 Ataaltss To Pay

OPEN
SUN
1-5

MICHELSON'

NIGHT
'TIE 800
753 7695

Murray

SUNDAYS
1-5

at the Christmas party held by
the Murray Senior Citizens at Adults 137
the Ellis Center. Members of Nursery 7
the group expressed apprecia- 12-12-80
tion and thanks for the comNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
munity for the successful
Ragsdale, baby boy
bazaar on Nov.9 and the ticket (Mayda) Rt. 1, Box 192-A,
sales on the quilt.
Benton.
Santa Claus visited the
Hooker, baby
girl
group attending the Christmas (Geraldine) 400_,Sciuth 16th
party and distributed gifts Street, Murray.
donated by the Peoples Bank
DISMISSALS
and the Bank of Murray.
William T. Bucy, Rt. 1,
Travis Middleton, Sharon Buchanan, Tenn.; Sharon K.
Owens, and Thyra Crawford Thompson and baby boy, New
-presented a program. of Concord; Mrs. BatAcia E.
Christmas music.
Cothran and baby boy, Rt. 3,
Punch and homemade Benton.
cookies were served for
Gerald J. Lancaster, Rt. 7,
refreshments. Pearline Gor- Hopkinsville; Lophus Hiett,
don, Beulah McMillian, and 1000 Birch Street, Benton;
Madie Vaughn served as Cody Eugene Jones, Rt. 1,
hostesses.
Murray; Mrs. Sadie N. CarThe Rev. Dr. Jerrell White son, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Robert
gave the morning devotion Paul Key,Rt. 5,Paris,Tenn.
and was a guest for lunch.
Mrs. Gracie L. Henson, Rt.
Attending the party were 4, Benton; Glen Edward
the following:
Jacobs, 1011 Madison Street,
Raymond Pyle, Faye Pyle, Paris, Tenn.; Jamill D.
Lela Culp, Lalla Boyd, Jewell Wilson, 605 W. Blythe, Paris,
Byrd, Ambie Willoughby, Tenn.; Stacy R. Darnell, Rt. 3,
Trudy Miller, Mina Flainsey, Murray; Joseph L. Dowdy,102
Hazel Workman, Trilby Cunn- Main Street, Cottage Grove,
ingham, Lillie Farris, W. 0. Tenn.
Vaughn, Nellie Bell,
Adam D. Houk, Rt. 3, MurMinnie Belle Shrade, Lena ray; Joseph Dale West, Jr.,
Bucy, Maggie Pruitt: Seth Kenlake State Park, Rt. 1,
Cooper, Hazel Ahart, Alma Hardin; Henry Lee Beach,
Cooper, J. A. Reaves, Lura Kirlcsey; Kathy Pauer, 2014
Asberry, Jewell Jones, College Farm Road, Murray;
Maurian George, Novie Hale, Darrell Shannon Hayes, Rt 2,
Edna McReynolds, Mary Martin, Tenn.
Pierce,Treva Washer,
James H. Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Flossie Snow, Willie Emer- Dexter; Mrs. Clara Paschall,
son, Charlie Marr, Jessie
Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Estelle
Robinson, Dottie Haley, McKinney,Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Neville Williams, Noah Miller, Hazel M. Snyder, 208 North
Bea Miller, Tommie Turner, 13th Street, Murray; Ronald
Maggie Paschall, Thomas W. Churchill, 1507 Cardinal,
Ahart, Mary Perry, J. D. Murray.
Rogers,and Carl Miller.
Mrs. Magdalene Lovett, Rt.
Also present were Tripp 4, Benton; Mrs. Lorena M.
l'huritian, executive director, Bryant, Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs.
Annette 1.ale, secretary. (3tie Cleaver, Rt. 2, Murray;
Verona • Grogan, Murray Eugene P. Forrester, Rt. 1,
director, and Toopie Thomas. Union City, Tenn.; George W.
bus driver, all for the local Morgan (expired) 205 Ash
Senior Citizens.
Street, Murray.

Ky

NIGHTS 'TIL
8:30

Pipping Long . . .
Piping Short . . .
Piping-Hot!!!
These ore the iorg and shoo of the
perfect Gift Wrop reody to brighter
your Christmas Blue Frost Regoi
Red Suede Beige a the wrop coat at
32" & the robe a those colors plus
Nary 13nght alumette 8 Rose Sachet
or 38- 4orh sued PS-M.1

Merr.
j Christmas
Reflecting at Christmas, we give
thanks to our many friends

The CherrY Branch
MURRAY

I Open Mon-Fri. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Now
Till Christmas
0

Pretty Blouses For Holiday Angels

'1110hSilk,41049‘."Cgoo.rtf4B4Sw4.
,
..\-44
1

--41r

1900 Broadway — Paducah
1204 ch•stilvt-Murray
Downtown — Murray

Sammons Bakery
Chestnut Street

-L..

5e.

AVAILABLE

•

OPEN
FRIDAY

Ant the naht roads for the fancy Aolodoy occovoos 00 Yo.
MINA*,
chart* o bnald nest Mouse from &NOD s sertsattonal soloction of
&locum (dors You e,O fInd your*,re rn seam and rams
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Community Happenings
Thursday, Dec. 18
Friday, Dec. 19
Granny's Gift Shop at 106
Youth of the Memorial BapNorth Fourth Street for the tist Church will have their
Senior Citizens will be open Christmas party at 6 p.m.
from 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
East Calloway Elementary
School will have its annual
Christmas program, directed
by Linda Stalls with Shirley
Wall as accompanist, at 7 p.m.
at the school.
Murray Civitan Club will
meet at 7 p.m.
Knights of Columbus
meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. in
the Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
UAW Local Union 1068 will
meet at 2 p.m. at the Legion
Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
"A Dickens Christmas" will
be held in Press Alley, located
between North Fourth and
North Fifth Streets, north of
the downtown court square,
from 5 to 9 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have its
Christmas party for members
and their guests at 6:30 p.m. at
the Ellis Center.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord with
Margie Shown to present a
musical program.
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall.

- Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m, for
afternoon shopping.

Stadium, MSU. The ceremony
is open to the public.
Second night of "A Dickens
Christmas" will be from 5 to 9
p.m. in Press Alley between
North Fourth and North Fifth
Streets.
Hazel and Douglas Center's
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lun _II at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
noon at Douglas.
Christmas Medley will be at
8 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors
Center Theater. Reservations
are required and call 1-502-9245602, extension 295.

Church wide Christmas
fellowship of the Grace Baptist Church will be at 6:30 p.m.
at the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.

Harvest Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Dan Shipley.

Friday, Dec. 19
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Dorcas Class of Sinking Spring Baptist Church will meet
at
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord at 6:30 p.m.

HOSPITAL NEWS

1

Adults 132
Nursery 8
12-13-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Gibson, baby boy (Joyce)
520 Broad Street, Murray.
NorsWorthy, baby girl (Linda) 516 South Seventh Street,
Murray.
Lampkins, baby boy (Norma)Rt. 5, Box 73, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carolyn L. Barber and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mrs.
Joyce A. Hodge, 312 Cedar
Street, Calvert City; Mrs.
Alisha S. Delapp, Rt. 6,
Mayfield; Mrs. Celestine I.
Caligiuri,602 Memorial Drive,
Paris,Tenn.
David L. Calhoun, 1219
South Eighth Street,
Mayfield; Mrs. Patsy A.
Thorn, Rt. 8, Murray; Walter
P. Hutchens, C-I0 Fox
Meadows, Murray; Mrs.
Marie Shekell, Rt. 3, Murray.
Ira Rudy Tripp, Sr., 1610
Sunset Boulevard, Murray;
Mrs. Sara C. Tucker and baby
boy, Rt. 4, Miyfield; Mrs.
Kathleen J. Dunn, 1015 Sharpe
Street, Murray; Mrs. Ruby
Biffle, 1107 Vine Street, Murray.
Van D. Sullens, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Argyle M. Finley,824
South Ninth Street, Murray;
David L. Large, 109 Mott
Street, South Fulton, Tenn.;
Toy W. Grooms, 1114 Poplar
Street, Murray.

Saturday, Dec. 20
"A Dickens Chritmas" will
be from 1 -to 6 p.m. in Press
Alley, located between North
Fourth and North Fifth
Streets, north of the court
square.

Annual fur sale, sponsored
by the West Kentucky Fur'
takers Association, will start
at 9 a.m. in the West Kentucky.
The Senior Citizens' shop,
Livestock and Exposition
Granny's, at 106 North Fourth
Center. For information call
Street, will be open from 8:30s
Earl Allen, 4316-2686.
a.m. to 9 p.m.
Square and round dancing is
Today is the deadline for enp.m. at the
tries in the Baby contest for scheduled at 7:30
World Hall.
ages 0 to 1 by the Xi Alpha Phi Woodmen of the
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
Countryside Homemakers
Send non-returnable picture
with child's name, parents' Club-will meet at DeVanti's at
name, addregs, phone 7 p.m.
number, and $2 entry fee to
Baby Contest, Southside
Reunion of the descendants
Manor Apts, A-2, Murray, Ky. of John Steely and John
42071.
Wesley White will be held at
6:30 p.m. at the Hazel ComMid-year commissioning
munity Center. A potluck supceremony of Murray State
per will be served. For inforUniversity's Reserve Officers
753-8690 or 753Training Corps will be at 8 mation call
a.m. in Room 228, Roy Stewart 0818.

Saturday, Dec. 20
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

Murray Women-

Murruy
Ledger & Time",

Ready for the Snow
r

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H.
Overcast will have open house
in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at their
home, 511 Whitnell, Murray,
from 2 to 4 p.m. The family requests that guests not bring
gifts.

and successes of exceptional
Leslie Ann Furches, Rt. 4,
young women throughout Box 200, Murray.
America.
Dr. Janet White Mitchell,
The local women are as 913 North 16th Street, Murray.
follows:
Bevtrly Anne Paschall, 3808
Carmey Arnold Garland, H
Anthony, Mesquite, Texas.
Rt. 5, Box 2066, Murray.
Vicki Ellis Shell, 2010
Valdez B. Deboe, 207 South Gatesborough
Circle, Murray.
11th Street, Murray.
Corrine M. Sheppard, 8
Martha Odle Erwin, Route Stanger Road, Bridgeton, N.
1, Hazel
J.
Dorothy Louise Ford, 1546
Theo Maria Tuck, Rt. 1,
Oxford Drive, Murray.
Murray.

For Covers Of Magazines
NEW YORK (AP) —
Blondes flopped, brunettes
were hits. Politics was cold,
Mount St. Helens was hot.
Valerie Bertinelli was the surprise of the year, and Mario
Thomas just kept up the good
work.
The game is selling
magazines, and putting the
right person on the cover can
make a big difference in
newsstand sales and advertising rates.
Miss Bertinelli was on two of
the best-selling covers of the
year: an issue of People which
sold 500,000 more than Peo-

Grades 7 and 8 Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will have a
Christmas party at the church.

Mr. and Mrs. Fuqua
Hopkins of Murray Route 3
will be honored at a reception
at the home of their son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Hopkins, 1602 Sycamore
Street, Murray, from 2 to 4
p.m.

Ten women from Murray
have been selected as
Outstanding Young Women of
America for 1980. Their complete biographies will be
presented in the annual
awards volume, Outstanding
Young Wen of America.
Mrs.
xter Otis Arnold,
chairoan of the Advisory
Board of the publication, said
the awards program seeks to
recognize the talents, abilities

Blondes Were Hits-

Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
a Christmas party at 6 p.m. in
the parlor of the church.

Sunday,Dec. 21
Mr. and Mrs. Dewward
Cook of Murray Route 5 will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception
at the Congnunity Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan,
Seventh and Main Streets,
Murray,from 2 to 4 p.m.

Selected For 1980 Publication

Ce
dlite

COZY DUO — Colorful, two-piece snowmobile
ensembles combine fashion with warmth. The zip-front
jackets have stretch knit collars, while the high bib
overalls feature elastic shoulder straps and tuck-in
storm cuffs. (Both by Bombardier in oxford fabric of
Caprolan nylon.)

When extra ice cubes are
needed for punches, or ice
buckets at parties, use muffin tins instead of buying
new ice cube trays. The big
ice cubes will last longer.

" Wiz belicue
illat the wag
to a wornalf,s heart
is througll
her sole."0o0,
3
„,
rthe
treeshoe

ple's no. mal 2.3 million in
newsstand sales, and Us,
where she drew 850,000
buyers, compared to the
average of 712,000.
But, says the Daily News,
Meryl Streep wasert bust for
Ladies Home Journal, Jill
Clayburgh was a loser for McCall's and "Charlies Angels"
co-star Cheryl Ladd was a
disappointment for Us.
Miss Thomas held the interest of Good Housekeeping
readers with her marriage to
Phil Donahue. And one blond
bucking the trend was Robert
Redford, who sold 300,000
copies over the 1 million

Ammor
vs,
'Give the perfect gift..
,1 the gift of fun & fit- ;
ness
1
Boys
Ages
6 & Up

Lyndia Cochran Dance!
& Gymnastics Studio ;
Studio 914214 Fairlane-753-4647

What! You haven't been to Watkins yet?
Well now, what
are you waiting for
... Christmas?
Come and see
what we have in
store for you.
There are special
gifts for your special
people.
And festive
windows full of gift
suggestions grouped
to make it easy to
choose just the right
present at just the
right price.
Even a sackful
of unusual gifts for
under five dollars.
We'll stay open
a little later just to
make sure you get
a chance to browse
at least once.
Special
Christmas
Hours.
10 AM to 8:30 PM
Monday through
Saturday.
1 to 5 PM Sunday
Located in
Paducah at 422
Broadway and in
Murray in the
Dixieland Shopping
Center.

By Ceellyttistenat.rae
Associated Press
Food Editor
MORNING PICKUP
Nog

Girls
Ages
& Up

Gymnastics Classes Start Jan.7th at

COOKING
IS FUN

Banana
Wafers

average as the first male
cover star in Ladies' Home
Journal history.
One of Time's best sellers
was a cover on the Mount St.
Helens' eruption that killed 34
people in May. President
Carter, on inflation, was the
loser.
Ronald Reagan was best
and worst for Newsweek: a
March issue featuring Reagan
and wife Nancy was a bust;
the post-election cover of the
president-elect was the- big
seller.
"Ronnie and Nancy just
weren't making it then," said
a spokesman of the low-seller.

Sunflower

BANANA NOG
Weight-watchers may appreciate this.
1 medium-size ripe banana
LA cup non-fat dry milk
powder
1 cup ice-cold water
L-2 teaspoon vanilla
Freshly grated nutmeg, if
desired.
In an electric blender whirl
together until blended the
peeled banana, dry milk,
and vanilla. Makes
about 2 cups. Pour into 1 tall or
2 regular glasses. Top with
freshly grated nutmeg. Serve
at once

•
."...."'"weefte.reierweiriegreorrieriwireki
47
."44
!
'
."
‘riffit

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

;
41**4110114rerst.f.,
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Christmas Gifts

Nurse upset with fad diets

DEAR DR LAMB
I am
the nurse in an all girl's high
school and come in contact
with students constantly on
starvation diets On many
occasions we've had students
faint from lack of food.
I have called the County
Health department, The Dairy
Council and several other
agencies, but all they can recommend to me are brochures
on the four basic foods.
Do you have any flyers,
brochures, etc., that I might
obtain to counsel these students on the hazards of drastic
dieting? I would appreciate
any help you can give us.
DEAR READER — The
country seems to be plagued
by two great ills — obesity
and dangerous dieting. In my
opinion, the large number of
ads promoting fad diets is
largely responsible for the
dangerous practices such as
you are seeing in high school
students.
Fainting is a common consequence of many of these
diets. Why? Because many
low -carbohydrate plans
depend on the body's tendency
to wash out sodium, and with
it, water. This, of course, does
absolutely nothing to correct
obesity, which is the accumulation of fat, not fluid.
Loss of hair, disturbances in
the menstrual cycle, loss of
interest in sex by the male
and many other problems
from such dietary fads are
discussed in The Health Letter number 16-2, Dangerous
Dieting, which I am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019. This issue
should be useful as a handout
to youngsters you see who are
not on a proper dietary
program.
I approve of prevention and
control of obesity but it can be
done in a slow, sensible way
that doesn't endanger one's
health. Developing permanent
good dietary habits along with
a good exercise program is
usually the best approach on a
long-term basis.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Very
often I wake up with one or
both eyes swollen or puffy. It

with a personal touch

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
usually takes a few hours
before the swelling goes
down Sometimes it doesn't
disappear until evening What
causes this and how can I
avoid this annoying problem'
How can I get rid of the swelling once it has occurred?
DEAR READER — Some
fullness around the eyes in the
morning is normal. The more
tendency you have to accumulate excess body water the
more likely you will have
swelling in the moi long. M‘y
women are bothered with t s
problem when they accum late fluid before their menstrual period.
You notice it in the morning
because fluid tends to run
downhill from the heart. So
you don't accumulate fluid in
the daytime when you are up

as fluid doesn't flow uphill. At
night when your heart is at
the same approximate level
as your head, your eyes puff
up Fluid normally passes out
of your blood vessels into your
tissues and at night it all
doesn't run back into your circulation from the tissues
around your eyes. The skin
and tissue around the eyes is
loose -o it is easy for fluid to
accum,late there.
If it it, marked, you should
see your doctor to see if you
have any important medical
reasons for accumulating
fluid. Otherwise, cut back on
your salt. If you have enough
fluid accumulation to justify
doing it, your doctor may
want to give you a diuretic as
is often used by women with
premenstrual tension.

Buy One Glass
Or The Whole
Set. They
Will Love It!
issvw

All kinds of glassware etched to your
own personal specifications - coffee
mugs, soup mugs wine glasses etc.!
PARENT PARTICIPATION — Mrs. Lucile Sorensen, a parent of one student in Mrs.
Rachel Neale's first grade class at North Calloway Elementary School, instructs the
students on decorating a Gingerbread House for Christmas. Pictured with Mrs. Sorensen, center, are, from left, Mitzi Anderson, Lanell Richardson, Travis Russell, Cyndee
Sorensen, Kristy Collins, and jimmy Overbey.
Photo hv Renee Miller

Juanita's Flowers
Inc.
917 Cold water Rd -753-3880

PRE
/
1 3 Off CHRISTMAS
SALE!

Bel Air Center and Olympic Plaza

Catholic Nun
Tops List Of'Most
Admired Women'
NEW YORK(AP)— Mother
Theresa of Calcutta, a Roman
Catholic nun whose order rums
homes for India's poor and
sick, has displaced Anita
Bryant at the top of Good
Housekeeping magazine's list
of"Most Admired Women."
Miss Bryant, a singer whose
fame stems mostly from her
orange juice commercials and
campaigns against homosexual rights, had been voted
most admired woman by the
magazine's readers for the
past two years.
This year she dropped to
third behind former first lady
Pat Nixon, the only person to
place in the top 10 each year
since the magazine's poll of its
readers first was conducted in
1969.
Rosalynn Carter moved
from 6th to 4th place, and
Phyllis Schlafly, a leading opponent of the proposed Equal
Rights Amendment, moved to
5th from 9th place.
Rounding out the top 10
were, in order, New York City
Opera Director Beverly Sills,
former first lady Betty Ford,
British
Prime
Minister
Margaret Thatcher, former
Texas Congresswoman Barbara Jordan and humorist Erma Bombeck.

/
13 off

/
13 off

% off

BLAZERSand SKIRTS

RABBIT COATS

SKIJACKETS

Natural Rabbit Coats on sale - in time for a luxurious
Christmas Gift' Soft, cuddly Rabbit Coats - jacket.
pant, and full lengths. Rabbit Coats reg. $121 to
$232 on sale $77 to $153. Furs labeled to show country of origin. Choose yours now at terrific savings
before Christmas.

Your favorite warm. lightweight Ski Jackets Reduced
Now' Washable nylon and poplin ski lackets - many
reversible, hooded, and with zip-off sleeves Ski
Jackets reg $40 to $59 on sale 26.50 to 39.50. Buy
now and Save'

Save Now on a great selection of Wool, Corduroy. and
Velveteen Blazers reg
J to $100 on sale 39.00 to
66.50. Match pour new blazer with a beautiful plaid
skirt from Minnens vast collection Pleated, Circle,
and Mitered Plaid Skirts reg $22 to $36 on sale
14.50 to 24.00. Buy complete outfits for Christmas
Gifts'

WINTER DRESSES Y3 off
Dressy and Casual Styles reg $24 to $58 on Sale $16 to $38.50

iFREE GIFT BOXES
iPut together several new
;outfits for Christmas Gifts...
IMinnens will give you a
1 FREE DESIGNER GIFT BOX1
!with your purchase!
.8

/
13 off
SWEATERS
and PANTS
The average washing machine lasts about 11 years.

MIS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of he Nem ledger & limes by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3,30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1114 between 5:30 ph
sod 6 ph.. Mader liengh Hein «
3;30p.. led 4 ph. Sahnlays.
A cirCulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by eh weekdays or
4 eh. Saturdays to guarantee
dehve,y.
The regular business office
hours of The Hurray Weer I Timesore I a... h 5 eh., Monday
through Friday and 1 sh le nee.
Saturdays.

1

Lined Warm-Up Glove reg s2219
Driving Glove reg sp9516
You can buy famous lsotoner Gloves on Sale at Minnens! A superb selection
in solid fashion colors and popular two-tone colors. Hurry! Quantity Limited!
Your best Christmas Gift One Size Fits All' Gift boxed FREE at Minnens!

An incredible selection of
the years best fashion
sweaters - classic basics.
novelty designs, designer
knits
yours now at
tremendous savingslFashion Sweaters reg $14
to $44 on sale 9.50 to
29.50. Match your new
sweater with a pair of Min
nens Fashion
Pants
Pleated. Belted. and
Classic Fashion Pants reg
$24 to $36 on sale $16 to
$24. Buy complete outfits
for Christmas Gifts'
•N•

Your Christmas Fashion Store with
"More for Your Money...Honey!"
Bel Air Center and Olymptc Plaza
Shop Daily 10-9. Sunday 1-5

',',i4.4k
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Police Beef Up Miami Patrols
After Acquittal Of Policeman
By STEPHEN C.storm
nocent ut tour civil rights
Associated Press Writer
charges. The verdict came one
MLAMI ( AP) -- Police beefed year to the day after the fatal
up patrols and routed white beating of uisurance executive
motorists away from Arthur McDuffie, a death which
predominantly black Miami allegedly was covered up by
neighborhoods today after the police to make it appear McDufacquittal in Texas of a white fie had died in a motorcycle acciformer police officer on charges dent.
stenuning from the beating
Although jurors were convincdeath of a black Miami ed McDuffie had been beaten to
isinesman.
death by police, we couldn't in
Scattered rock-throwing was good conscience bring in a guilty
epotted after the verdict was verdict on Mr. Veverka as
,nnouneed Wednesday, but it charged," said jury foreman Pat
eneraIR was quiet in the McNamara.
leighborhooets where three days
The verdict, handed up after
,4 Woo* rioting erupted in May - 16 hours of deliberation, was
after other acquittals in the -the best Christmas present
tine case.
could have," said Veverka. lie
A federal jury in San Antonio. could have been jailed for up to
exas. t‘iwitl former Dade Couri- 26 years and fined $21,500 if con. y officer("harks Veverka Jr.
victed.
But to Ear/ T. Shinhoster,
Southeast regional director of
the NAACP, the verdict
"represents the continuing
moral failure of the American
criminal justice system to deal
justly with official police
violence and cerer-up.'
Chief Justice Department
Prosecutor Brian McDonatti
refused to speculate on what effect Veverica's acquittal might
have on any future trials, but he
said an investigation into the
case would continue.
Five of Veverka's colleagues
were acquitted on Florida
charges in May — one on a
directed verdict from the judge.
May every day
Veverka testified for the proof your holiday
secution with state immunity in
that case.
be filled with
Those verdicts triggered race
riots that claimed 18 lives and
smiles. Happy
left $100 million in damage here.
Veverka's federal trial was movthanks to all.
ed to Texas because of racial
tensions in Miami, Atlanta and
New Orleans.
Overnight shifts went on
patrol early here Wednesday
Yours, Mine,
and off-duty officers went on
Et Ours
standby to guard against an out753 0087
break of hostilities.
501 , Maple
"We are barricading around
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some of the high crime areas to
make sure that civilians don't go
driving into these areas," said
Mnum Police Sgt. Clyde Ryan.
Mcnuffie, 33, was chased by
police after allegedly committing a traffic violation on a
motorcycle. He died Dec. 21,
1979, and officers said he had suffered fatal injuries in a crash.
Medical Examiner Dr. Ronald
Wright testified McDuffie's injuries were "consistent with the
force of a person who jumps or
falls from a three-story building
and lands on his head."
The day after Christmas,
Veverka said police reports
were falsified. According to trial
testimony, six to eight officers
brutally attacked Mcnuffie with
'nightsticks and flashlights, then
faked the accident.

The

Burley Tobacco Price
Climbs Two Cents
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The burley tobacco price
average climbed two cents
Wednesday to $165.93 per hundredweight but volume was
down two million pounds at
Kentucky's markets.
The Federal-State Market
News Service said growers
auctioned 17,552,100 pounds
which returned $29,124.520.
Louisville had the day's best
average, $166.43 on the auctioning of 374,146 pounds.
Mount Sterling reported
sales of 682,024 pounds for an
average price of $166.28 while
Morehead's average was
$166.13 on sales of 555,486
pounds.
Lexington, the world's
largest burley center, moyed
3,297,452 pounds for $5,472,841,
an average of $165.97.
The news service said sales
for the season in Kentucky
now stand at 315,875,940
which
pounds
returned
$524,273,672, an average of
$165.97 per hundredweight.
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at Wickliffe
Joins with the
Students & Faculty
at
high School
Memorial
Ballard
in
Presentation
Television
Fourth Annual
of
"Chryitums In The Country"
*PSD-TV, Channel 6
Monday, December 22, 1980
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See Our Christmas Specials On

LANE ACTION RECLINERS

A

$1(100

Save L.V

$C1100

to Jv

Over 100 recliners to choose from in our best styles
and finest fabrics.

Big Savings On

BRASS LAMPS
As Low As
Hard Rock Maple
Solid Oak

CORNER CABINETS
Still Only

329"
Your
Choice
of
Styles

.1;

3000 Pieces Of
Wall
I Decorations
Many Items At
Special
Christmas
Prices

Give One Of Our Beautiful

CHESTS

TEA CARTS

For Only

$169"

A gift that will be treasured
forever! Your choice of styles
and woods.

Make a lovely gift. We have several styles and finishes, with or
without mirrored backs. All are
lighted.
And Priced From

Reg. Price to $119.95
Only

$9900

Yes, We'll Still
Have These
Beautiful Lane

CURIO CABINETS

ACCENT
CHAIRS

A Sportsman's Dream
. . .and you can make it come
true with one of our fine solid
wood gun cabinets. We have
a selection to choose from.

$189°°
•
Furniture Exchange Company
209 North Market Street

MAIR

1

$A900 A
Pair
nr

Beautiful

Your
Choice
of.
Colors

1

Our Terms Are Easy - Interest
Has Not Increased At Our Store

NiZOI NM MN NM%IOW NANO)1ga 1•2041111411M10

isWOW MA MAMA NIA NOMA AIM

Phone 642-2272

Paris, Tennessee

tor.
0'

3

MAMA NM lig#110111111•11g010211)1021NMISIONA NOMA NILLIII)110.1.011101
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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kt! LOST(SUITS SANTA

Welcome the
heavenly King!

Chapter 15
MOUSE POWER
By Luise Putcamp Jr.

were the bad elves Sheela and
Shneeko. They weren't grinning their toothy grins now.
They were holding their hands
over their eyes,
(WHAT HAS HAP- little scared noisesand making
PENED: Hulda and Wullie, On the rocket floor sat MorSanta's elves, walk through ris, the mouse, his whiskers
the Russian snow, carrying a twitching, and his tail swishGrandfather Frost robe for ing. He was chattering loudly
Santa's collection. But Roger at Sheela and Shneeko.
Rocket has mysteriously disHulda and Wullie clambered
appeared into the starry night. into the rocket. Morris hopped
How will they get back to the up on the control panel and
North Pole?)
combed his whiskers proudly.
Wullie glared at Sheela and
Now the lights of the village Shneeko.
were behind them, and a cold "Don't let him get us!"
wind blew across the lonely squeaked Sheela.
snow. Hulda shivered, and "He won't, said Wullie.
AV looked
up at the sky. Wullie "Because he's staying here.
was still looking at his watch. And you're going out into the
"We'd
better
start snow.
walking,- said Hulda, trying
Shneeko took his hands
to make a joke. But which way away from his little squinty
do we go?eyes.
A strange humming sound"You wouldn't dare leave us could know," said Wullie.
ed in the cold air above them. here,"
But Morris only squeaked,
he said. "Santa Just then Roger Rocket
Sparks lit the dark sky. The wouldn't
like it."
started humming again. like somebody who is not can753 2613
humming got louder. The
vinced.
Wullie, who was reaching Wullie looked at his watch.
sparks got closer.
,
for the bad elves, looked at "It's time to go!" he said. '(NEXT: The Miss!'rgg
And here came Roger Hulda.
Chest.)
He slammed the rocket door,
Rocket, heading straight for
"He's right,- said Hulda. and squirmed into his seat in
the melted snow where it had
"If you do anything to us," front of the Time Twister
landed the first time. The said Sheela,
getting braver. dials Hulda, with a warning
humming got so loud, Hulda "we'll tell
Santa you lost the glare at Sheela and Shneeko,
and Wullie covered their ears. key to his
suit room.took her place. Morris, the
With a soft whoosh, Roger "And that's
why you have mouse, hopped into her lap.
Rocket settled down. Hulda to fly all around
the world get- Roger Rocket shuddered,
and Wullie ran to the rocket. ting new Santa
suits, before and rose slowly into the air.
Wullie threw open the door. he finds out.- said
Shneeko. The pictures on the Time
They peered into the soft blue
Hulda felt he,r face get Twister screen changed faster
light inside the rocket.
warm. "How did you know than the eye could follow.
...-Aha!" said Wullie.
that?" she said.
"You knew all the time that
Scrunched into a corner "There's only
one way they Roger Rocket was coming
back by itself!" said Hulda
raising her voice over the

Welcome the
Yuletide! We join
you gis mg thank.

Hwy 94E

,-Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center
Dr Mart Broenniimeter

it A

Ch110 ' to

vcry
%%arm wishes for a
holiday without measure, among
your gifts this Christmas.
Thanks for being our friend.
(
'
Aunt

Brenda's Beauty Salon
Uncle Jeff's Stio)pping Center
753-4582

Merry
Christmas

Air Division Says Calgon
May Resume Operations

G

liding by

to wish you
Peace, Joy and
Happiness at the'\
Yuletide.

It's a

N110°e.''.14V
pleasure to serve you.

Uncle Lee's
Sporting Goods
Olympic Plaza

759-4492

Inn&

MERRY CHRISTMAS1

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The state division of air pollution control said Tuesday that
Calgon Corp. is being allowed
to resume operations of its
carbon-reactivation furnace
at its Catlettsburg plant.
The plant was closed June 29
after a meeting between officials of the company and
state Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection. Air pollution officials said the company had
exceeded the state's airquality standards for particulate emissions.
There was also controversy
at the time over the company's acceptance of low-level
radioactive
wastes.
Specialists from the state
Department for Human
Resources later determined

Nissan Begins
Recall Of 72,407
New Datsun Cars

Thanks good friends for your loyalty and good
will. Hope your holidays will be filled to the
brim with old fashioned Christmas cheerl

Kentucky Lake Oil Co.
Shell

New Concord Rd

753-1323

CARSON, Calif. (API —
Nissan U.S.A. has begun a
voluntary recall of 72,407 new
Datsun cars after tests showed some seat belt assemblies
can unlatch by themselves.
The U.S. distributor of the
Japanese automaker issued
the recall Wednesday for 1980
Datsun 280ZX,310 and 210 cars
with NSK-Warner seat belts.
It said tests show, under certain loading conditions, that
the belts unlatch
by
themselves.
But the company added it
had received no reports of any
injuries or deaths in connection with the belts, the NSK
1020 through NSK 1022 series.
Datsun dealers will inspect
and replace defective belt
components at no charge,
Nissan said.

hu
'.es,- said Wullie.
"But they didn't!" said
Hulda.
"Stowaways and stealers
don't know much,- said
no environmental or health Wullie. "They got Roger
hazards existed from the pro- Rocket into the air, but they
cessing of the material.
couldn't stop him from comThe company was allowed a ing back.30-day test period to deterThe pictures on the Time
mine the best processing and Twister screen slowed down.
furnace-operating conditions There was the sparkling ice of
which would allow the plant to the North Pole. There were
reactivate carbon while the candy-striped roofs of
meeting state air pollution Santaland. There was the incontrol standards. The testing side of Wullie's toolshed.
Wullie opened the door.
period concluded Nov. 26. A
set of operating conditions Morris squeaked loudly. But
Shneeko
which allow the eli-VIronmen- already Sheela and
were squeezing past Wuhie.
tally safe operation of the
They scurried through the
Catlettsburg plant were toolshed
and into the night.
established and evaluated by
Hulda and Wullie and Morengineers from the air pollu- ris
climbed out of the
tion control division.
rocket.
Conditions of the permit
"They knew, because they
issued the company include stole the key!" said Hulda.
anaylsis of the chemical comWale took off his space helposition of incoming carbon met."They wouldn't dare," he
said.
and prior approval by the divi"Well," said Hulda. "at
sion of sources from which
spent carbon is accepted. The least they don't know about
plant will also not be permit- the Invincible Chest, where
ted to handle any radioactive --we've hidden all the Santa
suits."
materials

FE

Look for the special red tags throughout
the store for super pre-holiday reductions
on hundreds of shoes Here's lust a sam- pie of the savings you II find

Women s Orlon Booties
Reg. $2 29

NOW $188
4 pair pack 4

Best wishes of the
season to all our friends.
We hope that Christmas
,

will be a time of great
spiritual joy for you

Dream

SAVE $6.11

A real tashon find, These western
boots feature authentic detailing at
a value-packed pnce Tncot linings
for comfort In brown or natural
Women's Reg. $24.99

M

•4•

Guy Gray
Supply Co

i41,

Blonciville Rood Paducah Ky
554 4 206

earveorcemea

1

CARRA WAY
FARMS
Rte 4 - 753-5522

SAVE $10.11

$1888 $2688

ay the
blessings of
Christmas
abide in
your house.
Our warm thanks.

e it come 3
fine solid
We have
?from.

AVAILABLE

49A
A
YULETIDE
WISH*

Rough and rouge()as the old west.
these Honchos' boots are an incredible value Fancy accent stitching In two-tone brown
Men's Reg. /36.99

SAVE $4.11
$12
88
These Honchos western boots are
built to last Durrble man-made
uppers for easy-care Handy pull
tabs inntowl16.99
Boy.' Reg.

America's#1 Self- Service Shoe Store.

Payless ShoeSource
VISA

Central Shopping Center
641 North
759-4920

Mon.-Sat. 9:00-9:00
Sun. 1:00-6:00
Pn,es g000
'
,
rough,
rop. votleicenti

lees vow..51100 COMMIlt.N,
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Looking Back

FtitAND

10 Years Ago-

The Murray Middle School will open
next year in the building at Main and
Eighth Streets as the lagh school will
move to its new facilities on Doran
Road, according to Fred Schultz,
superintendent of Murray City Schools.
Bids were opened yesterday at the
Murray City Hall for the construction of
50 new low rent housing units by the
Murray Municipal Housing Commission.
Deaths reported include Bertron
Willis,66.
Plans for the construction of a 20,400
square foot addition to the Big K Store
in the Bel Air Shopping Center were announced today.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Ahart of Almo
Route 1 will observe their 50th wedding
anniversary on Dec. 23.
Births reported include q boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dwaine Spencer on Dec. 14
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Brown on Dec. 15.
The Rev. Charles Moffett is serving
as pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church.

Jimmy's White Howe
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — It seems that
Frank Moore's problems will never
end, as long as he is associated with
Jimmy Carter's White House.
Moore is Carter's congressional
liaison chief, charged with overseeing
contacts between the White House and
Capitol Hill — a difficult job in the best
of times.
The best of times and the worst of
times are nearly over for the Carter
White House, and at one of the parties
marking the end of the Carter years,
Moore once again ran into a problem.
But it was hardly of his awn doing.
The fete was held at a Washington
hotel to honor Robert Strauss, who was
Carter's campaign chairman.
A reporter covering the black-tie affair observed that Moore had slipped
off his shoes during a speech. The
reporter could not resist hooking one
with the curved end of an umbrella and
stealthily sliding it away, unbeknownst
to Moore.
When Moore discovered that the shoe
was missing, he began a frantic search
under the table, eventually aided by his
wife. As he searched,At became apparent that he had a hole in one of his
socks.
Eventually, the shoe was passed
along to Rep. Jack Brooks, D-Texas,

chairman of the House Goverrunent
Operations Committee and an influential member of the House.
He appeared to take great delight in
returning the shoe to its rightful owner,
but not until he walked through the
crowd calling out to Moore in a loud,
Texas bray, and advertising to all
within earshot that the White House official was senushoeless.

Business Mirror
yv YORK(AP) — When the people
who used to know are asking the questions now, you have to wonder and
worry about where the economy is going. Guesses count today. Is there
anything better?
Q. Where is the prime rate, now 21
percent, headed?
A. Current thinking is that it will
reach at least 22 percent or 23 percent.
These projections rise with every rise
in the prime. Some forecasts now go as
-high as 28 percent. In listening to any
forecaster today, realize thpt they are
as perplexed as anyone el
Q. How about inflation?
A. The consumer price index is now
at more than 12 percent, although the
underlying inflation rate, which excepts volatile prices such as fuel and
mortgage interest costs, is closer to 9
percent.
Higher oil costs are expected to push
up both rates. Anticipating OPEC's recent 10 percent oil price rise, one investment firm raised its underlying rate
forecast one point.
private
Most analyses from
economists project consumer prices as
rising at about the same rate as they
are now, which is about 1 percent a
month. High interest rates, which in
theory depress demand and lower
prices, can contribute to them in the
short run.
The most extreme consumer inflation
forecast seems to be by Bert DohmenRamirez, editor of the Wellington Let-

When Rosalynn Carter put the White
House Christmas tree and other holiday
paraphernalia on public display, two of
her grandchildren had to be restrained
from attacking the fancy decorations.
Five-year-old Jason Carter and his
sister, Sarah, who will be 2 years old
Friday, were so enamored with the
gingerbread house set up in the state
dining room that they were all ready to
gobble it up.
Sarah drew patterns with a finger in
the powdered sugar snow, licking her
finger clean and then continuing her
tracing.
"You probably ought not make tracks
in the snow," said Mrs. Carter.
A White House chef, in a tall white
hat, distracted the youngsters by
breaking off logs made of chocolate and
offering them to the children, who kept
coming back for more until Mrs. Carter
led them off.

By JOHN CUNNIFF
ter, an investment advisory service. He
tells subscribers to expect a 30 percent
peak by mid-1981.
Q. Gold prices?
A. You can find forecasts of any price
to $2,J00 or so in 1981. The gold market
inovlves serious, informed investors,
investors who are properly concerned
about the security of their assets.
But it also attracts those who, like
primitive man, tend to worship gold as
a piece of the sun. Speculators flock to
gold. So do those with neurotic fears,
revelations and the desire to make a
quick buck.
In recent days gold has fallen to $575,
a 15 percent loss in less,than three
weaker: put isn't gold suppoSed to rise
during times of economic and political
instability? That's the theory, but it
hasn't been so.
Q. Home prices?
A. Median home prices are falling.
The National Association of Realtors
says existing single-family houses sold
for $62,700 in October,$1,500 than in the
previous month.
Q. What about stocks?
A. It's confusing. The rule of thumb is
that stocks fall as interest rates rise.
True, the market has lost considerable
ground in the past few weeks, but it remains higher on average than it was
last January.
In addition, hundreds of individual
stocks have doubled in the past year,
and the reception for new issues have
been good.

Letters To The Editor

Shelter Improvements
Dear Editor:
Visitors to the Animal Shelter over
the holiday season will notae a number
of improvements which have been
made in the facilities there. Most
noticeable is the road leading from
East Sycamore Street to the shelter,
which was recently sealed, giving allweather access to the shelter. In addition, the Fiscal Court has made
necessary repairs to cages, doors, drop
boxes, and other facilities, and has put
much-needed bars on the laboratory
window, providing security for that
area. Security has also been enhanced

by the installation of tamper-proof dead
bolt locks on the exterior doors.
The Humane Society operates the
shelter under an agreement with the
Fiscal Court,each underwriting certain
of the expenses. We are grateful for the
continued cooperation of Judge/Executive Robert 0. Miller and the
Magistrates, and I want to take this
means to thank them publically for
their support.
Sincerely,
Keith M. Heim, President
Humane Society of
Calloway County

Copley News Service

Bible Thought
When they saw the chief captain
and the soldiers, they left beating of
Paul. Acts 21:32.

one of the babies entered in the contest
and their parents for their participation
in this special fund raising drive for the
sorority chapter.
Sincerely,
Trisha Nesbitt,
Sorority Member
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Policemen and soldiers are still
needed to protect innocent people
and to keep the peace.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
In his popular two-volame social
history of the United States entitled The
Americans (1969), J. C. Furnas notes
that twice at the end of the nineteenthcentury, Americans successfully imitated the British. The first was the
women's suffrage movement, which
resulted in the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920:
Never had direct imitation of the
British worked out better — except in the appearance in the
IS90's at the best clubs of the
Scotch and soda, which, as it
spread down into lower strata,
did much to wean American
drinkers away from the slug of
straight whiskey.
The way Fumes links suffrage and
Scotch, we cannot be sure whether he
overrates Scotch and soda or underrates women volkiig. What he has
against straight whiskey is anybody's
guess.

anything but highly complimentary
things about either of them — so much
alike they are.
Mike would go anywhere, anytime —
his schedule permitting — to promote
Murray State and its programs. I made
a number of those trips with him, and
got a close look at the inner man. I look
forward to doing the same with Frank,
because I know he is just as willing to
unselfishly give of his time as a speaker
as Mike was.
Personally, I don't think we have a
thing to worry about when it comes to
the Racers' 1981 football program and
beyond. It's in good hands, and as soon
as Mikeis finished picking over the present staff for his assistants at Cincinnati, I have no doubt that Frank will bring in top people of his own.
I have no way of knowing this, but I
have a sneaking suspicion that Mike —
in bringing Frank to the staff two years
ago — was already lookini on down the
road to the time when he would be moving on and there would be someone
ready to step in without any lost motion.
I think he saw that man in Frank
Beamer, and he recommended him for
his replacement.
+++
Mike was an excellent public relations man for Murray State. Even old
ladies loved him just from seeing his
"Mike Gottfried Show" on Channel 6
television, Paducah. I've heard many
people say,"If! had a boy playing football, I would want him to play for a
coach like Mike Gottfried."
They'll be saying the same thing
about Frank Beamer, just mark my
words. He's just that sort of fellow, and
come to think of it, he just might have a

slight edge over Mike in that department — because Frank's a golfer.
A lot of good public relations can be
generated among news media, alumni,
former students, fans and just plain
friends of Murray State on the golf
course, and Frank is a good golfer.
Given the time and the opportunity, he
will make the most of this, I'm sure,
and it's good.
So, it's the best of luck to the both of
them — Mike up there at Cincinnati butting heads with the likes of Pittsburgh
and Penn State this season and the
Alabama Crimson Tide in 1982, and
Frank here at Murray just as dedicated
and just as intense on not only continuing the revived football traditions but
adding to them.
We couldn't have a better man for the
job.
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1972
Highway accidents in the past 20 years in Calloway County
have registered a methodic increase disproportionate to the increases
in population, however in proportion to the increasing number of
vehicles on the road. Other reasons may be ascribed: Motor cars
with lighter construction gealed to high speed capacities, diminishing
of driving abilities through increased consumption of drugs and
intoxicating beverages, and highway construction designed to accommodate slower and lesser volume of traffic. Perhaps the problems
are of too great a magnitude to be challenged on the county level,
however every effort should be made by county organizations to
stem the tide, acknowledging a minimum of local effort to focus
public attention to suppress drivers under the influence of narcotics.
If one-tenth of the expenditures of time and money spent on play
activities were diverted into waging campaigns against the causes
of highway accidents, maybe some light could be seen at the end
of the rapacious dark tunnel. Roman arenas where Christians and
slaves were thrown in the pit to match wits with vicious animals
were tragic and barbaric sports, but fall far short of fatalities as
compared with the American highway toll, confessing in inconsistency in the comparison logic.
Open house at the new Murray High School JaTary 9 was
of necessity delayed until after the first of tlit...19-72-year because
of the lateness in construction and frustrations of getting classes
underway in mid-term November. Comforting to the school board
was a ruling by the attorney-general's office that Murray Electric
System had shorted the school board $10,400 over and above the
in lieu of taxes payment calculated in the new 3 per cent utility
tax. The utility bite was not too unbearable to the aging for the
$6,500 home exemption amendment last year provided a comforting
cushion for this year.
Scarcely had the year got underway before another tragic
accident occurred January 4 on Highway 121, near the Fair Grounds
when a 21 year old Vietnam veteran, Herbert B. Felts' car collided
with another driven by Mrs. Robert R. McKinney, 40. Mrs. McKinney died in a Paducah hospital the following day and was
buried in Salem Church Cemetery.
To Be Continued

30

20 Years Ago

By M.C. Garrott

Frank Beamer Is His Own Man,
But He And Mike Are A Lot Alike

Appreciation For Support_,
Dear Editor:
We, the members of the Xi Alpha Phi
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority,
wish to express our appreciation for the
support and cooperation of local firms
in our first Baby Contest now in progress.
The baby contest for ages 0 to 1 will
close Friday, Dec. 19, and all participants with a $2 entry fee and enclosed picture will be accepted with this
postmarked date. Entries may be mailed to Southside Manor Apts., A-2, Murray, or contact Linda Rogers at 753-6397
for more information.
We wish to express thanks to the
following firms for their support and
cooperation:
Murray Theaters, Artcraft, Lad dr
Lassie, Showcase, Jerry's,
Michelson's, Cook's, Shoe-Bizz, Jr.,
Step Ladder, Holland Drug, Storey's,
Seven Seas, Headliners, Scott Drugs,
Bank of Murray, Green Door, J. P.
Nesbitt's Gifts and Accessories, Wiggins Furniture, Murray Ledger &
Times, Radio Station WNEtS, Radio Station WSJP, and David Celaya,
photographer.
A special thanks is extended to each

a

Garrott's Galley

Over in Harlan in the mountains of
East Kentucky,they tell this story.
When A. B. (Happy) Chandler was
first elected governor of Kentucky, the
editor and publisher of "The Harlan
Daily Enterprise" and an avid
Chandler supporter headlined the story
in his paper with big, bold type proclaiming:
"Praise God from Whom All Blessings Flow!"
I felt much the same way last Saturday when the board of regents at Murray State, upon the recommendation of
university officials, named defensive
coordinator Frank Beamer as the
Racers' head football coach to fill the
vacancy created by Mike Gottfried's
move to the University of CincinnAas
head coach there.
I don't think the fine football program at Murray State will miss a beat
with the transition. •
I love Mike Gottfried. He seldom
came to our building that he didn't, as
rushed as he always seemed to be,
come by my office, drop down in a chair
and visit for a few minutes.
We had a lot in common, both having
been at Morehead — he as a star
quarterback and me in a public information position similar to the one I
have at MSU. He left the year before I
got there, but we knew a lot of the same
people. We became close friends after
he came to Murray because of this common bond.
I hated to see him — and Mickey and
the girls — leave Murray, but! am happy for them. This is a step up a ladder
which I honestly feel will lead Mike
some day to the head coaching job at
Notre Dame.
Wouldn't it be great to know the head
coach of the Fighting Irish by his first
name? It would to me. And don't be surprised to see Mike wind up there or at
that level someday.
He's gone now,almost without saying
goodbye or autographing a picture for
my office wall, and now it's Coach
Beamer.
+++
I don't know much about either man's
coaching abilities, but I have been
keenly aware of many comparable
characteristics of the two — Mike and
Frank.
Both are the type of fellows that you
like from the moment they walk in the
door. They're warm, personable and,
most of all, humble. I have never heard

-

The Murray City Council adopted a
record budget for the city for the year
1961 which amounts to $206,700. The
budget for 1960 amounted to $190,000.
Murray State College has been
awarded an $80,000 National Science
Foundation grant for the fifth annual
summer science institute here, according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of MSC.
Joe H. Jones of Murray received his
doctor of philosophy degree from Ohio
State University on Dec. 16.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Latimer, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Coles, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Morley, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Futrell, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Croft.
In high school basketball games
Calloway beat Sedalia and Douglas
beat Fulton. High team scorers were
Curd for Calloway, Boaz for Sedalia,
Duffy for Douglas, and Morris for
Fulton.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Eklgar Allan Poe's "House of Usher"
A:arcing Vincent Price, Mark Damon,
Myrna Fahey,and Harry Ellerbe.

•

30 Years Ago
Ray Brownfield, local banker, has
been appointed as Calloway County
Director for the 1961 March of Dimes.
Deaths reported include James
Henry Farris, 81, Luther Farmer, 77,
John W. Phillips, 61, and Mrs. Edgar
Wells, 57.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. (Sime) Burkeen
will celebrate their 58th wedding anniversary on Dec. 24. A celebration for
the anniversay and for the 79th birthday of Mr. Burkeen will be held on Dec.
24 at their home on Dexter Route 1.
Miss Jo Broach, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W.H.Broach of Murray, was married to George L. Fielder, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Fielder, Sr., of
Paducah, on Dec. 10 at the First
Methodist Church, Murray.
William McElrath, Clegg Austin, and
Patricia Lewis, all of Murray, have
been elected as officers of the French
Club at Murray State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Gobel Roberts, Mr. and
Mrs. Orby Williams, Mr. and Mrs. John
Grogan, Mrs. Murray Carr, Mrs.
Virginia Herndon, Mrs. Buel Hargis,
Newman Grogan, Bill Miller, and Billy
Galloway are members of the cast of
the play, "An Old Fashioned Mother,"
lo be presented Dec. 20 at Almo High
fSchool by the Parent-Teacher Associaion.

t

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 18, the 353rd
day of 1980. There are 13 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 18, 1865, slavery was abolished in the United States with the adoption of the 13th amendment to the Constitution.
On this date:
In 1777, George Washington's army
went into winter quarters at Valley
Forge in Pennsylvania.
In 1787, New Jersey became the third
state to ratify the U.S. Constitution.
In 1927, Chiang Kai-shek overthrew
the Hankow government in China.
In 1972, the U.S. Supreme Court ended compulsory chapel attendance at
government military academies.
Ten years ago: A law permitting
divorce went into effect in Italy, despite
opposition by the Roman Catholic
chuch.
Five years ago: The United States,
Israel and 11 other nation withdrew
from a meeting of UNESCO in Paris
because of a dispute over Zionism.
One year ago: Gunmen on motorcycles at Tehran University
assassinated a leading member of the
Ayatollah Khomeini's regime.
Today's birthdays: Former Attorney
General Ramsey Clark is 53. Theatrical
producer Abe Burrows is 70. Keith
Richards, lead guitarist of The Rolling
Stones,is 37.
Thought for Today; There is no such
thing as justice, in or out of court
Lawyer Clarence Darrow (1857-198
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Nation's Christmas Symbol Dark For Second Year
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Carter To Leave Tree Unlighted
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May thoughts of
peace and love
joy and contentment be with you
this merry season

Joe Sledd Insurance Agency
302 N 12th

753- 5842

WASHINGTON
AP) -President Carter, dedicating
the national Christmas tree
tonight, has decided to again
leave it unlit to honor the 52
Americans who may have to
spend their second Christmas
as hostages in Iran.

hostage Moorehead Kennedy,
the tree would be lit.
think it should be lit
because it's there for many
other reasons," she said Dec.
2, the day hostage wife Penne
Laingen was hoisted in a
crane and placed the crowning
ornament atop the tree. Her
husband is L Bruce Laingen,
who was charge d'affaires in
Tehran when the embassy was
seized.
"It's an institution that
should go on the way all our instittrtions should go on,

But the president's action to
keep the tree dark for a second
straight year may not meet
with universal approval from
hostage families.
If it were up to her, said
Louisa Kemnedy, wife of

regardless of what takes piaci.'
in Iran," Mrs. Kennedy said.
Hostage family members
will participate in the
ceremony dedicating the living 30-foot blue spruce, which
has served as the national
Christmas tree since 1978.
It is on the Ellipse, a garden
south of the White House.
Smaller trees, for each state,
territory and the District of
Columbia, are nearby.
Bell ringers, bands, choral
and gospel groups will perform every evening from Fri-

day and to next Tuesday near
the base of the tree, an occasion which each year draws
thousands of visitors to the
site.
While negotiations for the
release of the hostages have
inched forward for more than
a month, there is scant expectation here of a breakthrough
before Christmas.
Carter is known to hope that
the crowning achievement of
his administration, which
ends Jan. 20, will be the return
of the hostages.
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Great gift adds to cycling fun! Fits
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easily for off-bike use. 3" safety
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Exciting Rescue Chopper Kit

99

Convert solar energy to electrical energy! Build a solar
powered radio. perpetual
motion pendulum, more.
100 projects in all #28-190
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Super value! Kids can pilot Coast
Guard rescue missions. Features
take-off lights, whirling rotor, radar
strobe. more! #60-1024
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Boise State Hopes To Break Even With Expenses

Eastern More Worried About Game
By The Associated Press
Boise State has made it into
the finals of the NCAA Division I-AA football championship playoffs, but Athletic
Director Lyle Smith said the
school won't do much more

than break even with expenses.
Meanwhile, Eastern Kentucky Coach Roy Kidd is spending his time worrying about
the game itself, in which his
Colonels will be defending the

title earned last year with a 3330 double-overtime win over
Nevada-Reno.
Boise State and Eastern
Kentucky meet Saturday in
the Camelia Bowl at
Sacramento, Calif., for the I-

AA title. Eastern Kentucky
beat Lehigh 23-20 in a
semifinal game while Boise
State upset Grambling 14-9.
"Boise has tremendous
team speed and very good personnel," said Kidd. "They are

Passing King Lomax Also In Backfield

Hawkins Named Third Straight Year
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Frank Hawkins, a running
back from Nevada-Reno, was
named to The Associated
Press 1980 College Division All
team
football
America
Wednesday for the third year
in a row. He was joined in the
backfield by Neil Lomax of
Portland State, -college football's all-time passing king.
Besides Hawkins, the only
other repeater was defensive
end Pete Catan of Eastern Illinois.
Lomax, who was on the
third team a year ago, completed 296 of 473 passes — a
red-hot 62.6 percent — for
4,094 yards and 37 touchdowns
this season. He finished his
career with a whopping 13,220

yards in 42 games and 106
touchdown passes. Of his 1,607
career passes, only 55 were intercepted and Lomax passed
for 300 or more yards 28 times
and went over 400 yards in 12
games.
Hawkins, one of only six
runners in NCAA history to go
over 5,000 career yards, led
Division I-AA ground-gainers
this season with 1,719 yards,
averaging 156.3 yards per
game and 5.6 per carry.
His colleague at running
back is Bobby Hedrick of
Elon, who became the NAIA's
leading rusher with
his fourth consecutive 1,000yard season. He gained 1,383
18
yards and scored
touchdowns, boosting his
career yardage to 5,177.

Reggie Eccleston of Connecticut, one of the wide
receivers, caught 50 passes in
10 games for 1,081 yards and
nine touchdowns. The other
wideout, Grambling State's
Trumaine Johnson, the only
sophomore on the so-called
Little All-America team,
caught 41 passes for 910 yards
and 13 touchdowns and ,was
the Division I-AA punt return
leader, averaging 17.4 on 13
returns.
The rest of the offensive unit
consists of tight end Mike
Maher of Western Illinois,
tackles Mike McDonald of
Bucknell and Todd Thomas of
North Dakota, guards Don
Greco of Western Illinois and
Pete Walters of Western Kentucky and center Steve Wigton

of Capital.
Joining Cabin on the defensive unit are end Brett
Williams of Austin Peay,
tackles Mike Barker of
Grambling State and Randy
Trautman of Boise State, middle guard Steve Scillitani of
Clarion State, linebackers
Mike Htuniston of Weber
State, Bruce Bang of Lehigh
and Larry Werts of Jackson
State and deep backs William
Dillon of Virginia Union,
George Floyd of Eastern Kentucky and Bob Manning of
Massachusetts.
The College Division AllAmerica team was picked
from all four-year footballplaying colleges except the 139
members of the NCAA's Division I-A.

Murray Gymnasts Sweep Competition
In the Holiday Invitational
Gymnastic Meet held this past
Saturday, the High Risers
from the Murray Gymnastic
Center swept the all-around
competition.
There was a total of 80 participants from the Murray
Gymnstie Center and the Lynda Cochran Dance-Gymnastic
Studio.
The .all-around winners,
from the Murray Gymnastic
—Center, in the respective divi
sions included:

ther 1St); Julie Jones 2nd);1
Allison Carr 13rd): beam,
Cathy Williams ( 1st); Cheryl
Billington ( 2.nd ); Mandy Banther 3rd): floor, Mandy BanAllison Carr and
ther 1st);(
Christy West 12nd tie); Chris:
-ty Watson (3rd I.
Class IV junior division —
vault, Tammy Wagner (1st);
Kristi Aldridge ( 2nd); Kim
Moody )3rd); bars, Kim
Moody(1st); Felicia Weather-10rd (2nd): Shelle Ward (3rd):
beam, Felicia Weatherford
(1st); Kim Moody and Kristi
Class IV children division —
Aldridge (2nd tie): Holly
Mindy Banther.
_
Jones and Joele Tynes )3rd
Class IV- junior division —
tie); floor, Kim Moody )1st);
Kim Moody.
Felicia Weatherford (211d);
Class III children division —
Micea Nunnally ( 3rd).
Melissa Collins.
Class III children division -Class III junior division —
vault, Melissa Collins (1St);
Gerald McCuiston.
Kristen Blackwood (2nd); Lee
Class III senior division —
Holcomb ( 3rd ); bars, Melissa
Lee Ann Harrison and Chris
Collins (1st ); Lee Holcomb
Senf.
(2nd); Kristen Blackwood
The rest of the individual
(3rd ); beam, Lee Holcomb
results included:
(1st); Kristen Blackwood
Class IV children division — (2nd): Jackie Dunigan (3rd );
vault, Buffy Fitts ( 1st); floor, Kristen Blackwood
Angela Woods and Amy (1st ); Melissa Collins (2nd );
Harper (IA tie(; Jennifer
Lee Holcomb (3rd I.
Class III junior division —
Rayburn and Mary Collins
vault, Buffy Stokes ( 1st,;
3rd tie (; bars, Mandy Ban-

Valeria Anderson (2nd);
Leslie Franklin (3rd); bars,
Leslie Franklin (1st); Valeria
Anderson (2nd ); Gerald McCuiston (3rd); beam, Gerald
McCuiston (1st); Valeria
Anderson (2nd); Leslie
Franklin and Buffy Stokel
(3rd tie); floor, Gerald McCuiston (1st); Buffy Stokes
(2nd); Leslie Franklin ( 3rd ).

Class III senior division —
„„yault, Lee Ann Harrison (1st);
"'Kay Farley (2nd); Lisa Clees
(3rd); bars, Chris Senf (1st);
Lee Ann Harrison (2nd);
beam, Lee Ann Harrison
(1st); Chris Senf (2nd); Tracy
La Mastus (3rd); floor, Lee
Ann Harrison (1st); Chris
Senf (2nd); Tracy La Mastus
(3rd).

much like us in that they try to
mix their running and passing. Their quarterback (Joe
Aliotti) is a good thrower and
he can also run, and they have
a strong running game."
Aliotti passed for 1,831 yards
and 15 touchdowns and ran for
another 156 this season. The
ground game is led by tailback
Cedric Minter, who ran for
1,148 yards and 11 touchdowns
in helping Boise win nine of 12
games.
Eastern Kentucky, 10-2, had
a rugged time with Lehigh last
weekend, but Kidd thinks
Eastern will have even more
trouble come Saturday.
"Boise is much better than
Lehigh was at the skilled positions," he said. "They are
much like some of the better
teams in our own (Ohio
Valley)conference."
The payoff for the finals
isn't settled yet, but will include gate receipts and television revenue. The NCAA pays
all expenses and gets half the
revenue. Based on last year's
revenue, Smith said the two
finalists can expect to get
about $140,000 each.
Boise expects to spend about
$10,000 on expenses and $2,500
to $3,500 goes to the Big Sky
Conference office.
The Broncos, Big Sky champions, get an extra $7,500 and
the remaining $120,000 is split
up among the eight Big Sky
teams,.
That will be about $15,000 for
each team and with its extra
$7,500, Boise State will wind up
with $22,500.
With extra expenses from
running the football season
one month longer, the Broncos
will do little more than break
even,Smith said.

HOPING TO CARRY EASTERN KENTUCKY PAST BOISE STATE — Colonel tailback
Tony Braxton (25) will have to equal to the task as his opponents boast a tailback,
Cedric Minter, who has gained 1,148 yards and scored 11 touchdowns.

Marquette Has Jitters Al ost Like Opening Night
By JOHN NF1SON
AP Sports Writer
It was almost like opening
night jitters for Coach Hank
Raymonds and his Marquette
basketball team.
He had his unranked and inexperienced Warriors on the
road for the first time this
season, facing a highly touted
Minnesota team, and the butterflies were as big as basketballs.
"I'm elated, boy, I'll tell
you," Raymonds said after his
Warriors rallied to beat the
Gophers 92-84 at Minneapolis.
"I was scared corning up here,
the first time on the road with

an untested team."
Oliver "Big 0" Lee was the
Trailing 65-55 with 12 top scorer for Marquette, hitminutes left in the game, Mar- ting a career-high 30 points.
quette finally got untracked. Minnesota's 7-foot-1 center,
Guards Art Green and Mike 'Handy Breuer, scored 21
Wilson led a nine-point surge despite foul trouble that forcthat cut Minnesota's lead to ed Dutcher to keep him on the
one, and freshman Glenn bench part of the second half.
The victory left Marquette
Rivers, the third guard in
Raymonds' fastbreak offense,
hit two free throws to give the
Warriors their first lead.
"They just outquicked us,"
Gophers Coach Jim Dutcher
said. "When we had to have LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
patience, we didn't have it. Charles E. Coon, an expert of
You don't give up 92 points. race track surfaces, has told
How are you going to win giv- the Kentucky State Racing
ing up 92?"
Commission that race tracks

ith a 3-1 record, the Warors' only loss coming to 17th-'
r nked Illinois last Saturday.
nnesota, meanwhile, lost
for the first time in four
gam
"In Thç,middle of January,
this will a
forgotten," Dutcher said.
t did we learn

WE

should
have
maximum
elevated turns.
Coon, of Pontiac, Mich.,
recommended to the commission that track surfaces in

Hockey Countdown Etched In Memory
an American flag, his eyes
glazed over, looking for his
father so they could share that
once-in-a-lifetime moment.
But most of all, Mike Eruzione will always remember
the medal ceremony when 20
Americans, who called
themselves Big Doolies, stood
on a podium designed for one,
and together accepted their
gold.
"I remember it so well,"
said Eruzione. "Standing
bedlam that erupted on the ice there on the podium, I felt at
at Lake Placid, N.Y., after the the time 'and I still feel now
that one person doesn't win a
Soviets were beaten.
And sure, he will remember hockey game or a tournament
goalie Jim Craig wrapped in like that one. I hoped all 20 of
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us would get up there. I stood
there and I watched for
awhile. And then I said to
myself, 'Hey, wait a minute,
they've got to come up here
with me."
And that's when the captain
of the team, motioned for the
rest of the Big Doolies to join
him. It wasn't exactly Olympic decorum but it was fitting.
The Doolies belonged together
at that moment.
Sports Illustrated brought
some of them together
Wednesday, bestowing on
these remarkable young men

its Sportsmen of the Year
Award.

bunch of kids obviously in over
their heads at this level of inIt was an obvious choice. ternational competition. They
were realistic about their
And an outstanding one.
chances.
Remember the cirIn a pre-Olympic exhibition
cumstances.
Fifty-three in New York, the Soviets betAmerican citizens were being tered the U.S. team 10-3 with
held hostage in Iran. Russia some frighteningly expert,
had sent troops into textbook hockey.
Afghanistan and the United
"We thought we had a shot
States was talking about an at a medal," said Eruzione.
Olympic boycott of the Sum- "Maybe a bronze, maybe a
mer Games in Moscow. The silver. We had to be realistic.
tenor of the times was bleak at But we thought if we got a
best.
chance at the gold, one
Into this setting skated the chance, well then, anything
American hockey team, a could happen."

And, of course, something
surely did.
The Russians breezed
through the early games to the
long anticipated showdown
with the United States.
"I have a tape of the game
at home," said Eruzione."My
dad watches it more than I do.
I'll come home and he'll
'C'mon, Mike, here's a good
play coming up."

The Rams' reserves on the
team are guard Dennis Harrah, defensive tackle Larry
Brooks, middle linebacker
Jack Reynolds and cornerback Rod Perry.
Dallas and Philadelphia,
battling this Sunday for the
East Division title (both
already have clinched NFC
wild card berths), placed four
players apiece on the Pro
Bowl team. The Eagles'
starters are- wide receiver
Harold Carmichael, defensive
tackle Charlie Johnson and
safety Randy Logan; the
Cowboys' starters are guard
Herbert Scott, defensive
tackle Randy White and middle linebacker Bob Breunig.
Bartkowski and reserve
quarterback Ron Jaworski of
Philadelphia rank second and
third in NFC passing, behind
Vince Ferragamo of Los

Angeles, but were selected
ahead of him by the conference's 14 head coaches and
NFC members of the NFL
Players Association.
The running backs are
Walter Payton of the Chicago
Bears and Ottis Anderson of
the St. Louis Cardinals.
Payton, with 1,330 yards,
leads the NFC in rushing (second in the league behind
Houston's Earl Campbell)and
is seeking his fifth consecutive
conference rushing title.
Anderson has 1,230 yards and
is third in the conference, 19
yards behind rookie Billy Sims
of Detroit. Sims and Atlanta's
William Andrews are the
reserve runners.
The AFC team was announced Wednesday. Campbell, rookie running back Joe
Cribbs of Buffalo and quarterback Brian Sipe of Cleveland

Kentucky and elsewhere be decrease the amount of
re-engineered in order that the medications being used," he
turns have maximum eleva- said.
tion. He said abrupt changes
Coon also proposed during
in surface that cause injury to Wednesday's meeting that the
horses should be taken out of commission consider starting
race tracks.
thoroughbreds from behind a
Coon said his recommenda- moving gate as is done with
tion is tied to the national standardbreds. He said the
horse medication problem.
springing out of standing
"If we could reduce gates causes injuries to
lameness, we can also horses.

Domville Romps
In Latonia Feature
FLORENCE, Ky. (AP) —
Domille, ridden by Charles
Woods Jr., romped to a fourlength victory Wednesday
_night in the $5,400 featured
eight race at Latonia and paid
$3.60, 3.60 and $2.40.

The captain of the American
hockey team smiled at the
memory."I watch it over and
over. And the nicest part is we
keep on winning."

Rams Dominate Pro Bowl Team
By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Los
Angeles dominates the National Conference Pro Bowl
team announced today, but
Steve Bartkowski, who helped
Atlanta break the Rams' hold
on first place in the NFC West,
is the starting quarterback.
The Rams, who had won
seven consecutive division
titles before settling for a wildcard playoff berth behind the
Falcons this year, put eight
players on the 40-man unit (20
on offense; 17 on defensc; 3
specialists) which will face
the American Conference
Feb. 1 in the National Football
League's all-star game at
Honolulu's Aloha Stadium.
Los Angeles' starters are
guard Kent Hill, center Rich
Saul, cornerback Pat Thomas
and safety Nolan Cromwell.

in tonight's championship.
Nevada-Reno got 20 points
from center Greg Palm and
coasted by Arkansas State 7961 in the first game. In the late
game, Portland outclassed
McNeese 84-61 as 'Jose
Singleton led the way with 19
points.

Elevated Tu s Recommended

Olympic Team Named Sportsmen Of Year

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
The moment is etched in
Mike Eruzione's mind and it
will stay there, probably
forever.
Sure, he will remember
scoring the winning goal for
the United States against the
Russians in the Olympic
hockey tournam
Sure, he
remembe the
ting down the cldçk

anything from it? That's the
key."
None of college basketball's
ranked teams saw action
Wednesday night, but one
tournament, the Nevada
Wolfpack Classic at Reno got
underway. Nevada-Reno and
Portland University will play

Happy
New
Year!

'.4914v

are among the starters while
San Diego has eight players on
the team, including its entire
passing contingent.
The Chargers' starters are
wide receiver John Jefferson,
tight end Kellen Winslow,
defensive end Fred Dean and
defensive tackles Gary
Johnson and Louie Keleher.
Their reserves are quarterback Dan Fouts, wide receiver
Charlie Joiner and guard
Doug Wilkerson.
New England placed seven
players on the AFC squad, including starters Stanley
Morgan at wide receiver, John
Hannah at guard and cornerback Mike Haynes. Pirtsburgh, the defending Super
Bowl champion, has three
starters — center Mike
Webster, middle linebacker
Jack Lambert and safety Donnie Shell.

1

No Taller placed, $18.60 and
$4.60, and the show horse,
Buck N Fool, paid 41.
The 9-5 combination of South
Dakota Rip and Cathy's Hit
paid $304.80 and the crowd of
2,724 bet $392,396.
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By Mir Associated Perm
Eastern oideirner
Atlantic 1/1116600
VI
I.
Pct. GIS
Philadelphia
71
4
886
&soon
ZI
8
712
6
New York
21 11
106
107
Washwitton
14 19
124 16
New Jerney
12 22
itil
Cron-al Diviskin
Milwaukee
24 10
7t16
tnikana
19 14
576
4'
Atlanta
14 18
424
9
Ow-ago
13 20
341 10.7
CleveLoyd
II 'X
:314 13'7
Dttion
9 23
&I 14
Western l'onleronv
Midwest Divine-in
San Antonio
t07
23 12
Hintaun
14 17
452
Utah
14 18
478
7'7
?Camas City
15 20
8
129
Dower
11 26
.355 10
4 33
118 18',
Pacific Division
8
8
716 low Angeles
Z.I It
3
076
Golden State
16 16
.500
9
Seattle
16 17
485
9.7
Portliaxi
14 19
.121 II',
San Diego
11 20
.112 12
Wednesday's Games
Boston 115, Chiczwo 98
New Jersey 115, Mivraukee 112
Philadelphia 103, Cleveland 79
New York 119. Detroit Kb
San Antonio 113, Houston 107
Phoenix 115, Dalian 102
Portland 115, Golden State 113
Seattle 101, Kansas City 94
Thursdays GIIII1PS
I Asiver at Cleveland
Detroit at Milwaukee
Atlanta at Utah
I Akita., at San Otefir
tralay sGaines
HOUSI. at Boston
New Jersey at Phdadelpha
New York at Washington
Indiana at Detroit
Golden State at San Antonio
Mdicaukee at Chicago
Utah at Phial. °
Portland at Lix Angeles
Atlanta at Seattle

By The Aoociated Press
BOXING
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico 1API
Former
World
Boxing Council
lightweight champion Esteban DeJesus
was charged with first-degree murder III
the Thankgiving Day shooting of a 17.
year-old youth, police said
Authorities said 13e.lenus. N, who held
the WBC title two years, was charged in
San Juan District Court in connection
with the death of 17-year-old Roberto
Cintron Gonzalez, who was shot with a
single bullet fired from a 78-s aliber
pistol, according to Police Information
Officer Ramon Gonzalez
Until Sugar Ray Leonard did it last
month. DeJesus was the only fighter to
have beaten Roberto Duran
TENNIS
SYDNEY, Australia Al',1- Shloino
Ghckstein of Israel upset third-seeded
Jose-Luis Clerc of Argentina 7.6, 6-2 in
the second round of the 8125,000 New
South Wales men's tennis tournament
In other matches, top-seeded Guillermo Vilas of Argentina outlasted South
African Kevin Curren. 6-7, 6-4, 6-4,
American Fritz Buehning surprised No 7
seed Yannick Noah of France. 7.6, 6-4.
ninth seeded Bill Scanlon was ousted by
Sash, Menon of India, 6-3, 7-5, while New
Zealander Russell Simpson downed No
10 Victor Peer, of Paraguay,6-4,6-2.
Also, fourth-seeded Vitas Gerulaitis
edged Pat Dupre 4-6, 6-2, 7-6 and sixth
seeded John Sadri nipped flddie Edwards 76,4-6,6-3
TU(SON, Ariz
AP I - Unseeded
Peanut lowe and Sandy Collins became
the first players to qualify for the
quarterfinals of the 8100,000 Tucson Tennis Open via upset victories.
Louie
eliminated
third-seeded
Marylou Piatek 6-4, 7-5 in a second
round match, while Collins disposed of
lea Antonolpis 6-2,6-2.
In other matches, No 5 seed Barbara
Potter defeated Beth Norton 6-2. 6-3,
sixth-seeded Wendy White beat Jeanne
Duvall 6-7, 7-6, 6-2. top-seeded Tracy
Austin defeated Roberta McCallum 6-1,
6-0, and fourth-seeded JoAnne Russell
beat Barbara Jordan 7-5, 6-2
BASKETBALL
DENVER ( API - Llonnie Walsh was
fired as coach of the Denver Nuggets, a
spokesman for the National Basketball
Association team said,adding that assistant coach Doug Moe would take over on
an interim basis.
Walsh succeeded tarry Brown as Nuggets' coach in February 1979 when
Brown resigned under pressure Walsh
completed that season with 19 victories
in the team's last 29 garnes
The Nuggets are 11-20 this season.
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By The Associated Press
EAST
American 96. George Washington &L
Canisius 67, Buffalo St. 59
long Island 69, Manhattan 62
SOUTH
Auburn 78, Florida St. 74
Austin Peay 62, Nicholls St. 61
Davidson 93, Tn.-Chattanooga 84
Furman 85, W. Carolina 81,OT
Georgia Tech 64.presbyterian 61
G rambling St. 96.4'ry View 68
Mississippi St. 81,Ten Martin 62
N. Caro-Charlotte 66. leorgia 51. 64
N. Carolina St. 71, Appalachian Si. 47
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 79, Mississippi 76
Cincinnati 76, Bradley. 64
Detroit 87, John Carroll 60
Lamar 80,Oklahoma 79
Marquette 92. Minnesota 84
Moorhead St. 84, Mayville St. 71
Wichita St. 93, Denver 60
TOURNAMENTS
•
Rose-Hulman
Championship
Baldwin•Wallace 67, Rose-Hulman 62
Wolf Park Classic
First Round
Nevada-Reno 79, Arkansas St. 61
Portland 84, McNeese St. 61

COLLEXik: FOOTBALL
PHI I ADELPHI A AP)
University
of Pittsburgh defensive end Hugh Green
was named an the 44th recipient of the
Maxwell Award for the outstanding college football player in the country
Green won the 1980 Lombardi Award
an the nation's outstanding lineman and
was runner-up to running back George
Rogers of South Carolina for the
Heisinan Trophy His strongest competition for the Maxwell award, presented
annually by the Maxwell Football Club
of Philadelphia. came from Rogers,
whom he will play against in the Gator
Bowl when No 3 Pitt faces 18th-ranked
South Carolina
GENERAL
PINE:HURST. N C (API - Richard
Tufts, former president of the U S Golf
Association and a prominent amateur
golfer, died He was 84
HORSE RAt'ING
NEW YORK 1API
Bud Delp, the
trainer of Spectacular Bid, joined his
colt as an Eclipse Award w suer in
balloting by the National Turf Writers
Association. Daily Racing Form and
Thoroughbred Racing Association
Joining Delp as award winners were
owners Mr and Mrs Bertram
Firestone, owners of Kentucky Derby
winner Genuine Risk, pokey Chris McCarron, apprentice rider Frank Love"
Jr and breeder Mr, Henry I) Paxson

Prep Scores
By The Asaociated Press
Wednesday Games
Boys
Breathitt Co. 86, Dilce Combs 76
Owensboro Apollo 60, Henderson l'ai
51
Tournaments
Russell Invitational
Boyd Co. 67, Rowan Co. 62
Fairview 61, East Carter 600T
Valley Invitational
Lou. Jeffersontown 58, Lou. Butler 55
Lou. Male 69, lou. Pleasure Ridge
Park 52
Girls
Allen Central 74, Paintsville 58
Knott Central 79, Dike Combs 39
Lou. Ballard 40, Jeffersonville, Ind 39
Tournaments
East JetfersonCounty
Lou. Male Si, lou. Eastern 45
Lou. Westport 52, lou. Fairdale 51
Iroquois Christmas
Lou. Holy Rosary 80, Lou. Iroquois 30
Campbellsville Holiday Classic
Taylor Co. 57, Adair Co 52
Green Co.67,Campbellsville 48

Transactio s
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES - Signed
Jose Morales, outfielder, to a three-year
contract. Waived Paul Hartzell, pitcher
TORONTO BLUE JAYS - Waived
Bob Davis,catcher.
Ilipanese League
NANKAI HAWKS - Named Barnec
Schultz their pitching coach.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
DENVER NUGGETS - Fired Donnie
Walsh, head coach Named Doug Moe intenm head coach.
WASHINGTON BULLETS - Signed
Keith McCord,forward, to a 10-day contract Placed Carlos Terry, guardforward on the injured list

FOOTBALL
National Football League
ANSAS CITY CHIEFS - Placed Arnold Morgado, running back, on injured
reserve list. Signed Clarence Sanders,
linebacker.
ST. LAMS CARDINALS- Placed Pat
Tilley, wide receiver, on the injured
reserve list. Signed Oudious Lee, defen•
sive tackle; Jonathan Brooks,
linebacker, and Ron McCall, wide
receiver.
COLLEGE
BROOKLYN COLLEGE - Announced
that Charles Massana, head football
coach, resigned.
HAMPTON -Named Ed Wyche, head
football coach.
HOLY CROSS - Named Rick Carter,
head football coach.

By JOEL STASHENKO
Associated Press Writer
UTICA, N.Y.(AP) — Larry
Costello tells the story now
with something like a smile on

his face. But there's no amusement in the eyes of the former
National Basketball Association coach.
"That was when I was still

with the Bucks, but wasn't
mach of the team anymore,"
Costello said. "We were playing a Friday night game.
"On Friday night, this

'Freak Accident' Costs North
Carolina Services Of Doherty
By The Associated Press
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (API
--- A "freak accident" has cost
eighth-ranked North Carolina
the services of freshman forward Matt Doherty for about
six weeks, according to Tar
Heel Coach Dean Smith.

Heisman Trophy e 11111el.
Winter 015 Mt/WS despite a reGeorge Rogers.
cent House Representatives
--deciSion -hot to provide addiSAN FRANCISCO (API —
tional money.
Olympic 1,500-meter chamThe I.POOC had hoped to
pion Sebastian Coe of Great get $2.7
million in federal
Britain will be at the Runner's money and an
equal amount
World Indoor Classic on Jan. from New York
state, but the
2,
but
as
a
spectator.
The 6-foot-7 reserve from
House knocked the money out
Coe,
unable
to
compete
at of an emergency money bill.
East Meadow, N.Y., broke his
left thumb Monday night. this time, has accepted an in- Congress may again consider
vitation
to take part in the Na- I.POOC funding during
Smith said Doherty apparentits
ly stumbled and fell against a tional Running Week spon- next session.
sored by Runner's World
chair in his dorm room.
--magazine.
JEFFERSON CITY, Tenn.
Doherty underwent surgery
The indoor meet at the Cow (API — Carson-Newman
footWednesday. Smith said his
Palace will feature a mile ball Coach Ken Sparks
hand will be in a cast for about
has
race..4t is expected to draw a been named NAIA
football
four weeks, and then he will
field*cluding former world coach of the year
in the two
require about two weeks of
record holder John Walker districts comprising
Kentucky
rehabilitation before he can
and American record holder and Tennessee,
a- school
play again.
.
Steve Scott,
spokesman said Wednesday.
--Sparks,in his first season as
HOUSTON (AP) — Houston
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (AP) heach coach
at CarsonOilers special teams Coach
— The Board of Directors of Newman, finished
with a 7-3
John Paul Young said
the Lake Placid Olympic record. The
Eagles were
Wednesday he had not been
Organizing Committee said runners-up in
the South Atlanformally contacted about the
Wednesday it will continue to tic Conference
behind covacant head coaching job at
seek state and federal aid to champions Elon
and Mars
Texas Tech University, but
cover debts from the 1980 Hill.
that he planned to interview
for it.

player said he couldn't play
because of an ankle injury. I
saw him walk on it and he was
limping terribly, you'd have
thought his leg was going to
fall off. He really looked like
he was hurt."
"So he doesn't play that
night. The next morning my
wife and I went out to a tennis
club in Milwaukee and the
same guy was there, playing
tennis," he said. "Here was a
guy probably making $250,000
a year and he just didn't feel
like playing that night. I guess
it was just the money that used to tee me off. They just
didn't want to play hard all the
time."
Costello is now in his first
season as head coach at Utica
College, a small liberal arts
school in central New York.
The Division III team I which
wants to go Division I in three
years) hasn't a tradition of
good basketball to go along
with the winning reputation
Costello brings to the job.
But Costello, 49, seems at
ease with the challenge of
building a program at a place
where the athletes play for fun
and pride and not money.
"I'm learning now I was on
a vacation in the NBA," said
Costello from an office in the
throes of remodeling. The
Utica gym seats 2,200. "Back
there, all I had to worry about
was coaching 82 games a year
and watching game films.
Here I have to worry about

recruiting, community

Texas Tech Coach Rex
Dockery said Tuesday he was
leaving the Southwest Conference school to accept the
head coaching job at Memphis
State.
COLUMBIA, S.C. ( API —
South Carolina offensive
tackle George Schechterly has
won the state's Jacobs Blocking Trophy, awarded annually
to the best blocker in the state
by the South Carolina Sportswriters Association.
Schechterly,a 6-3, 255-pound
senior from Berwick, Pa., is
regarded as the top blocker on
the Gamecocks'offensive line,
which forged the way for the
country's
No.1
rusher,

Lougherty Finds Way To Cut Tech nicals
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
While the New Jersey Nets
were inside playing ball,
Coach Kevin Loughery was
outside discovering a novel
way to cut down on his
technical foul total.
Loughery, always one of the
National Basketball Association leaders in technical
whistles, got stuck in a
monumental traffic jam on a
New Jersey toll road Wednesday night and didn't take command df the team until
halftime, with the Nets
leading Milwaukee 65-61. The
Nets eventually won 115-112 as
veteran Maurice Lucas scored
31 points.
"This is the first time I've
ever been late," said
Loughery, who has been
coaching the Nets since 1973.
"It usually takes me an hour
to get here, but tonight it took
three hours and 40 minutes."
Elsewhere in the NBA;
Boston. bounced Chicago 11598, Philadelphia clubbed
Cleveland 103-79, New York
clipped Detroit 119-103,
Phoenix defeated Dallas 115102, San Antonio nudged
Houston 113-107, Portland edged Golden State 115-113 and
Seattle beat Kansas City 101-

Mike Newlin added 24 points
to support Lucas, while Marques Johson led Milwaukee
with 24.
Sonics 101, Kings 94
Wally Walker hit four
straight shots as Seattle
outscored Kansas City 23-8 in
a 61
/
2-minute burst in the second quarter to take a 10-point
halftime lead. John Johnson
led seven Sonics in double
figures with 19 points, while
the Kings' Otis Birdsong led
all scorers with 23.
Blazers 115, Warriors 113
Kelvin Ransey hit a 15-foot
jumper with five seconds remaining to give Portland its
seventh straight victory and
Golden State its fifth straight
loss.Mychal Thompson led the
Blazers with 23 points.
76erg 103, Cavaliers 79
Philadelphia, with the best
record in the NBA at 31-4, won
its eighth straight game and
never trailed
against
Cleveland, which nevertheless
had the game-high scorers in
Kenny Carr with 25 points and
Mike Mitchell with 20.
Knicks 119, Pistons 103
Michael Ray Richardson
scored 25 points and New York
never trailed after taking a 2220 lead late in the first quarter
on a jumper by Campy
94.
Russell. Detroit center Kent
The Nets' victory broke a Benson led all scorers with 27.
five-game losing streak and
Celtics 115, Bulls 98
improved their record to 12-22,
Boston raced to its fifth vicwhile the Bucks dropped to 24- tory in a row and fourth
10.
straight over Chicago this

•••
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season as Larry Bird scored 25
points and Chris Ford added
19.
Spurs 113, Rockets 107
Guard Johnny Moore scored
22 points to offset an off night
by George Gervin as San Antonio outlasted Houston. Gervin, the NBA's third-leading

scorer with a 28-point
average, scored only 10 points
for the Spurs.
Suns 115, Mavericks 102
Len "Truck" Robinson
scored 17 of his 29 points in the
first period to lead Phoenix
over Dallas, which lost its 19th
of 20 road games.

Poindexter's Free Tosses
Clinch Auburn's 6th Win
By The Associated Press
Frank Poindexter's four
free throws in the final 16
seconds carried unbeaten
Auburn to its sixth consecutive victory, a 78-74 decision over Florida-State.
Mississippi State had little
trouble in disposing of
Tennessee-Martin 87-62, but
another Southeastern Conference team, Mississippi,
dropped a 79-76 decision at
Bowling Green.
The 2-1 SEC recorded
Wednesday against outsiders
dropped the league's season
total to 40-4, a .909 percentage.
Two more games are
scheduled tonight for the SEC,
with Florida taking on Florida
Southern at Orlando and 10thranked Louisiana State
visiting New Orlean.V
The conference faces a busy
slate beginning Friday when
six teams begin participation
in tournaments, headed by
second-ranked Kentucky's
battle with Alaska-Anchorage
in the Kentucky Invitational
Tournament.
Georgia, riding a five-game
winning streak, serves as the
host team in the Cotton States
Classic at the Omni in Atlanta
where the Bulldogs will (see
Tennessee-Chattanooga
following a Florida StateMissouri opener.
In other tourney action for
SEC teams Friday, Alabama
meets Old Dominion in the
Cable Car Classic, Ole Miss
takes on Jacksonville in the
Dayton Classic, Tennessee
meets Iona in the Vol Classic
and Mississippi State battles
Southwestern Louisiana in the
Fresno Classic.

Poindexter, who had 18
points, gave the War Eagles a
75-70 lead with 16 seconds to go
when he sank one free throw,
came back with two more with
seven seconds left for a 77-72
advantage and applied the
final point with one second remaining.
Mickey Dillard led Florida
State, 2-3, with 20 points.
"Poindexter
was
unbelievable at the line down
the stretch," said Auburn
Coach Sonny Smith.
Sophomore Jeff Malone
scored 21 points and Donnie
Allen 17 as Mississippi State
had little trouble with
Tennessee-Martin. State lifted
its record to 4-1 and Martin,
which got a game-high 24
points from Don Hubbard,fell
to 4-2.
Coach Jim Hatfield of
Mississippi State said his
team got some badly needed
practice against the zone
defense.
"We needed a chance to ...
practice against the zone
defense in a game that wasn't
an absolute life and death
situation," Hatfield said.
"There was a period in the
second half where for the first
time in a game we executed
properly against the zone," he
added.
Bowling Green, 5-2. got 26
points from Joe Paine, who
put the Falcons ahead to stay
at 77-76 with 50 seconds remaining. John Miller put the
game on ice with two free
throws with two seconds left.
Elston Turner led the
Rebels, 4-1, with 24 points and
Roger Stieg added 20.
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lions and a whole range of
other things. 1 really have t,i)
coach now."
Utica has won six of its nine
games so far this—season
Costello, who started at the
school in September,thinks he
can do even better once he
recruits his own players.
Costello grew up in the
Syracuse suburb of Minoa and
began a successful playing
career at Niagara University
He went on to play 12 years itt
the NBA with Syracuse ancf4
Philadelphia,-and was picked
six times as an All-Star.
He returned to the NBA as a
coach reputed to have the
most complex playbook in the
league. In 1970-71, Costello
directed a Milwaukee team
that included Oscar Robertson
and Lew Alcindor to the NBA
title.
After a season he describes
as "fun" with the Milwaukee
Does of the now-bankrupt •
Women's Professional Basket- •
ball League — "the girls came
to play every single day" — •
Costello took the Utica job'
when asked by a childhood
friend, school president
Thomas Sheldon.
"You don't even think of
questioning his ability," said
Utica senior Danny Ryan.
"This guy has been involved in
basketball his entire life. He's
been at the top of his profession. You know what he's
showing you is right.••

Nets' Coach Gets Stuck In Traffic Jam

Radio Cab
Chuck & Myrtle

AVAILABLE

Costello Has To Do More Coaching Now

Sports In Brief

NBA Standings

be' tailback
t a tailback,

Utica Vying For Division I Status

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

imes
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Mayfield Girl Is Certain Of Ambition

Freshman Knows What She Wants
By M.C.GARROTE
Melissa Coplen knows exactly what she wants to do in
life - sing.
And, if ever there was a
freshman music student
enrolled at Murray State with
a suitable background for
such a career, it is this per4-foot-11 L2-inch,
sona ble
strawberry blonde, Mayfield
High School graduate.
The youngest of four
children of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Coplen, Route 1,
Mayfield, Missy. as she is
known to her classmates and
triends. is one of six Graves

Countians at Murray State
this year with $SW freshmanyear scholarships provided by
the Alumni Association's Century Club.
The others are: Jeanna
Carol Rogers, 116 Bel Aire
Drive, Larry Sharpe Green,
131 Bel. Aire Drive and
Kimberly Ellen Fuqua, 1111
South 12th Street, all of
Dianne
Mayfield; I.ynn
Suiter, Route 2, Wingo; and'
Mark Duane Mays. Wingo.
At Murray, Missy is majoring in music education with
emphasis on vocal performance,changing earlier plans

To Sing

to work toward a double majoi
- music and pre-veterinar
medicine.
This interest in amnia'
health stemmed from her love
for animals and her "hanging
around" the offices of Dr.
George Pickens, Mayfield
veterinarian, during the summers as well as a natural interest in science.
At first, she felt she wanted
to become a veterinarian and
her first semester at Murray
included a chemistry clas
Since coming to the camp
however, her pre-vet plans
have given way to her music

,

Church
isfor kids
and old people.

THIS IS THE NOTE — Melissa Coplen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Coplen, Route 1, Mayfield, checks her
music with her voice professor, Henry Bannon, during
a practice session at Murray State University. A freshman Alumni Association Century Club scholarship
winner, she is majoring in music education with emphasis on voice performance.

A lot of people feel this way. They want no part of church
themselves, but think that the young folks should have a good
moral base on which to build their lives and that old people are
just studying for final exams.
What about all those years in between? What about those
times when you just can't cope with your job or serious personal problems? To whom do you turn when a member of your
family has died?
There is never a time when we don't need God. We always
need His strength, His forgiveness, His wisdom, His presence
and His love.
You can find all of these at the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ ). You'll also find kids and old people, but they're in
church for the same reason you will be. To worship God.

aspirations.
"My heart is in my singing," she says, and she has
done a lot of this in her 18
years, including a four-week,
10-concert tour of Europe last
summer in the America's
Youth in Concert program.
More than 200 choir and orchestra members were in the
group, which performed in
New York's Carnegie Hall, as
well as in Strasbourg, Germany, Innsbruck, Austria,
Notre Dame Cathedral in
Paris and in London.
At Mayfield High School,
she was an outstanding music
student, graduating sixth in
her 175-member class with a
grade point average of 3.8 out
of a possible 4.00 points.
A choir officer for foil!:
years, she was its president in
her senior year. She was voted

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

the most spirited choir
member and won three
superior ratings in vocal competitions.
Although involved in a long
list of high school activities,
she also found time to direct
the choir at her church, St.
Joseph's Catholic Church, and
play on the Mayfield girls' golf
team.
Playing out of the South
HighlandsiCountry Club at
Mayfie , she was on the team
for three years, playing with a
18-stroke handicap. During
one of these years, the team
finished 5th in the state tournament.
A coloratura soprano, she
had been taking voice lessons
from Henry Bannon, a professor of music at the university for two years before coming
to the campus as a student.

A resident of Springer Hall,
a__ dormitory for freshman
girls, she rooms with Ladanna
Buckner, a freshman computer science major from
Owensboro.
Why did she choose to come
to Murray State?
"That's easy," she smiled.
"It has a fantastic music
department and program. The
campus is small and the people are friendly. I feel so comfortable here, I rarely go
home on weekends."
Although her older sister,
Nancy, now Mrs. Gary Elliott
of Mayfield and the mother of
two children, was Kentucky's
Mountain Laurel Queen and
Miss Kentucky U.S.A. in the
Miss Universe preliminaries
before graduating from Murray State in 1974, Missy is not
living in her sister's shadow.
Already, she has been
selected as a member of the
chorus for the 44th production
of "Campus Lights," the
university's long-traditional
student musical and schedul
ed for mid-February.
Last summer, she had a
leading role in "The Fantastic," a musical produced in
Mayfield. She also is an Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority pledge,
the same sorority of which
sister Nancy was a studentmember while on campus.
Another sister, Christi (Mrs.
Charles) Henson, also lives in •
Mayfield and is the mother of
four children. A brother, Tim,
with
International
is
Telegraph at
Telephone
Evansville, Ind., and her
father is a business analyst
with Dunn .. Bradstreet.
"I enjoy all kinds of music,"
she said in her soft, clear voice
in a recent interview, "but
right now, I can't say exactly
which direction my music will
take me. I suppose, most of
all, I would like some day to
sing with a band."
LOTS OF LEGS
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
(API — The average American
woman purchased 12.3 pairs of
pantyhose in 1979, a year in
which more than 1 billion pairs
of pantyhose were sold in the
United States. Pantyhose accounts for some 64 percent of
the total women's hosiery category, according to a major producer, L'eggs Products.

Thinking of you
and hoping
your holidays
will be filled to
the brim with
bright Christmas
treasures!
Thanks.

F"

0
,
K.
'

Christmas
. and we wish you the best of gifts:
peace on earth, good will toward men!
Thanks for your kindness and loyalty.

Ozark Log Homes
s•

•

Market 414 hamiture
atillo".114**AP464101111fr

MARKET 414 FURNITURE
HAS JUST PURCHASED A LARGE
INVENTORY OF A FLOWER SHOP
IN BLYTHEVILLE, ARKANSAS

JUST ARRIVED
$ CHRISTMAS

PoinsEnms
Beautiful
Poinsettias
10 Wrapped in Foil
# Just In Time_For
Christmas —ons,

t $4"

Mii

Bel-Air ShoRing
753-1851

*Beautiful Arrangements *Christmas Arrangements
*Dried and Silk Flower Arrangements *Christmas
Decorations *Assorted loral Arrangementsk
Many, many items too riumerous to mention usually
found in a flower shop
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DON'T MISS THESE SAVINGS — JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS

1/2 PRICE

Off Regular Retail
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ATTENTION ALL CHILDREN!
Visit Santa Claus at Market
414 Furniture weekdays until Christmas.

Holiday
Store Hours:
Open Daily
8:30 A.M. til
8 P.M. - Sun.
1 P.M. til 5 P.M.

arket 414 hrmiture
II I \mill Nlarket Sweet -

'Fenn. Geraldine and Terry Sykes, Managers

"The Store
With The
Low Orerhead"

642-6996
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Jury Witnesses Questioned About Dealings

M

ay every happiness be yours at this
Chrintmas season.
Thanks for everything

First of
Michigan Corp.
IA•rdslOarty
Ill•sonsm lid. 7534415

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Witnesses before a special
federal grand jury in Lexington have been questioned
about the business dealings of
Brownell Combs II, a prominent local horseman who is
chairman of the Kentucky
State Racing Commission.
Wednesday's witnesses included Fasig-Tipton Inc.
President John Finney of
Newport, R.I., and two attorneys — Herb Finneson of
White Plains, N.Y., and
William Syrnrners of New
York City.
Combs, who is president of
Spendthrift Farms Inc. in Lexington, and Fasig-Tipton Inc.
are two of several partners in
Livestock
Fasig-Tipton
Underwriters, an equine insurance agency, Finney said
in an interview. The agency
writes equine policies mainly
through Lloyd's of London, an
internationally known insurance firm, Finney said.

Finneson declined comment, but Finney identified
him as Fasig-Tipton Inc 's
longtime general counsel.
Svmmers .;aid he once
represented a foreign partner
in Fasig-Tipton Livestock
Underwriters.
Syrruners said he was asked
whether he knew of any
business between the state
and Combs or Fasig-Tipton
Livestock Underwriters, but
d,id not disclose his answer.
He also said the name of
former Gov. Julian Carroll
"came up just once" during
questioning.
Prosecutors asked whether
he ever was told that Carroll
and Combs were friends,Symmers said, adding that he told
the panel he could not
remember. Symrners would
not elaborate.
As for business with the
state, Finney said FasigTipton Livestock Underwriters was paid "less than
$10,000" in premiums for a
five-year period that ended

last Dec. 31.
The money "came right
from the state and was processed by us as normal
business," Finney said. He adJed the grand jury "didn't
seem very interested at all" in
the premiums.
"It's all very unstartling
stuff as far as I can see," he
said.
Finney said the insurance
partnership made no
paymekts to either Carroll or
members of his family.
Also appearing before the
panel was Connie Elaine Slattery, a state Department of
Public Information employee.
She apparently invoked a
Fifth Amendment right
against self-incrimination in
refusing to answer questions
during a previous appearance.
That was disclosed two
weeks ago in a court document
filed by grand jury prosecutors.
A written motion by prosecutors asked U.S. District
Judge Bernard T. Moynahan

Department To Continue
Hearings On Insurance
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API —
The state Department of Insurance has won the right to
continue hearings on credit
life insurance.
Franklin Circuit Judge
Henry Meigs gave the agency
permission Monday to resume
its push for lowering the rates.
The judge also said the department, under state law, has the
power to change the rates.
"His statement will have a
significant impact on the
future of this case," said
departmental attorney Diane

Fri. & Sat. 8-8
Open 8-1
Mon.-Thurs

31rococil.
•

1407 W. Main
753-4681

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
2 Liter

COCA COLA

99'

Libby's Crushed, Chunk, Sliced
'•

PINEAPPLE

20 oz

69'

RDER YOUR
PIT BAKED
HAMS, SMOKED
TURKEYS AND
PARTY TRAYS FOR
CHRISTMAS NOW!

Prices Good 12-18-80
Thru 12-24-80

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps
Del Monte or Green Giant

SWEET PEAS

.. 17 oz.

39'

CAKE MIX.

18

Z

69'

1 lb. box

Lipton Onion

Libby's Blue Lake Cut

P's GREEN BEANS

16 oz

69'

JUNE PEAS

1 6/
1
2oz.

39c PEAS

17 oz.

APPLE SAUCE
Libby's

i

31$1

•

1. r

•
",

Niblets Whole Kernel

CORN
CORN

,70,. 39'
,70z. 39'

•

Libby Pumpkin'

PIE MIX

s

CORN

,f. _
d1PFmoo

Jiffy Pie Crust
MIX

j",

l4
by%

...

79'

30 oz

4110, We,

Jiffy Corn Muffin
MIX
Hyde Park
7' 2

oz.

Ocean Spray Cranberry

20 oz

ubbv)
ubbv)

A

•

16 on

APPLE RINGS

. 15 or,

89`

GREEN BEANS

16oz

39'

79'
49'

FLOUR

'
DRINKS

all flavors 16 oz.

4/97'

FLOUR

5 lb

PEACHES

PUMPKIN

Libby%
twig)
utsbV)

Sliced Slab

5 lb

0
'Mao

4 oz

Foulds Mac. 8 Cheese
16 oz

49
' DINNER
Kraft Marshmallow

80z.99c

DATES

CREAM

BACON
$1 19

COUNTRY
HAMS<,

Owen's Best B.B.Q.
lb. $279
/

$129

- BEEF

lb

alr

Boneless
Owen s Best B B Q.

BREAKFAST HAM
.
p

•
•

S739

RIBS

lb

Bryan's Boneless

HAM

'259

or whole lb

C,

6cliiimliND BEEF
'TURKEY

$139

3-5 lb. pkg. lb.

Owen s Famous Pit Baked

$129

HAM

lb

V .•

USDA

Owen's Best B B Q

$129

BAKED HAM

lb

lb

lb

89
' HAM

Butterball

TURKEYS

AVAIL ABLE

al

$329
'3

or whole lb

99lbC

2-15
cor —
Fun
make ,
Leanalindgred
For your

New Crop Lg. 36Size

FLORIDA CELERY

49`

6olden Ripe

BANANAS

HAM

59c

GRAPES

lb

Washington State Golden Delicious

APPLES

lb

$29
lb

ar

49`

Delicious 8 Juicy Florida

$119
5 lb. bog

I

U.S No 1 Russett

POTATOES

Danish Boiled
10 20 lb

•
fT

ORANGES

$

f rvsf,

HENS

af

II

$i 19

sZT

Calif. Red

Owen's Famous Deli Bolsed
r

S.

volume
°WY

mOM.
.411106

•

Lb

TIP STEAKS

Tli
1111
SESAME STREET
LIBRARY
-

VSVVITV
VVIPP,=;V,

$1 89-

U.S. Choice Sirloin

SESAME STREET
LIBRARY

FOR A DELICIOUS HAM BAKED
WITH CLOVES AND SLICED
PINEAPPLE WITH OUR OWN
SPECIAL HAM GLAZE. SAVE THE
MESS AND HISS AND LEAVE THE
COOKING TO US.

tb

3-4 Lb.

THE

PUT YOUR ORDER
IN NOW!'

Harper or Clifty
Farms

59'

7 oz

WVW .40 kni a.
48%

919

Geisha Mandrin

29 oz.

5 lb

99'

•

Fancy Head
S

•
ie
•

Martha White Or Sunflower Self Rising

Green Giant Stems & Pieces

.\Wet

" Owen's Best

39`

dz

;
5

•

89'

MEAL
5'
9
ORANGES
89'
OLIVES
woz 99'
87
' MUSHROOMS s'5" 55'

Dromedary Chopped

Lb

.

5 lb

Gold Medal Plain or Self Rising

Hyde Park Sulad

Libby's Solid Pak

Del Monte or Green Giant Cut

RIBEYE
STEAK ete.11

29'

11 oz

Martha White Plain or Self Rising

Hyde Park Spiced

Lucky Leaf Spiced

U.S. Choice

9 oz

ROLLS

POTATO CHIPS
59' SAUCE

slices
es 111C
16 oz 61/7

$298

V.V.N

"•

Hyde Park Brown-N-Serve

Lucky Leaf Natural

U.S. Choice
T-BONE STEAK

4

Holiday Greetings To
All Our Friends

2% oz.

Rosedale Sweet
Teenie Weenie

Swift Roofing

•

Green Giant Whole Kernel

79' SUGAR
39' SOUP MIX

Robert Swift, Owner and
the Employees of

V

Pride of Illinois Cream Style

CLIFI Powdered
Duncan Hines

•

05liefi1
c 186

-"F%,"`

N ."

Ii',

Our warmest of wishes
are extendecl to you a nd
your entire family for a
Merry Christmas! May
the feelings of brotherhood, love, peace and
tranquility last throughout the year! Thanks
for your help!

'AllgIV34t41 -

Morris.
Earlier, Investors Heritage
Life Insurance Co. of
Frankfort, the largest writer
of credit insurance, had successfully halted the Insurance
DepaOrnent's proceedings.
That restraining order was
lifted by Meigs. Credit life insurance is sold for prmtection
on loans in case of death or
disablen Lent.
Investors contends in its
legal suit that the power to
regulate those rates is with the
legislature and not with the insurance commissioner.

"%;:".7
.41
•7`
7lirc
.

COW

liZmu
`4§,‘ ?r•

ing to rule on any academe
issue."
Ms, Slattery and her attorney, Paul C. Gaines III of
Frankfort, declined comment
Wednesday.
Grand jury witnesses are
not necessarily targets of an
investigation.

tu urdei Ms. Slattery to
testify. The motion said Ms.
Slattery apparently was protecting a friend instead of
herself and therefore could not
claim a Fifth Amendment
privilege.
Moynahan overruled the
motion,saying he was"not go-

49`
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
Daily ride for lob needed to
Mayfield and return to Murray
beginning January 5th Hours 8
to 330 Will share expenses
753-9458

The undersigned will
sell at public sale, for
cash, 1972 Kenworth,
serial number 221672,
at 2.00 p.m., December 19th, 1980 at
Trucks Trailers-Buses,
Inc. Highway 641
South, Murray, KT. The
undersigned re
ee
the right to bid. TrucksTrailers- Buses, Inc.

(7

DANCE
Sat. Dec. 20

Fa that extra special picture
that can only be captured in
heavy oils it N

CARTER STUDIO

Gene
Featuring:
Kimbrow and The
Classics
located 10 miles north
of New Concord on
Hwy. 79 E next to Paris
Landing Motel

104 Main

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
7 Imitate
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
8 Above
9 Sex
• Are ABE I. BAT
10 Go in
MIL 1313[313 1:1013
12 Ash. e.g
COMM CU C110121
13 Searched for
C3121115113 1:113010131
16 Afrikaans
1:111313013L113 013
19 Prepares
CIC111313 UDU CICI
21 Needleu UI3L L/13K3 113
shaped
23 Shore bird
rUIfl DOD UMW a
25 Worship
CU ODUCUOU
27 Exist
00313 LIMO
29 Negative
Cue DO 000130
31 Salad item
COO COMO CCU A
33 Thoroughfare pou UEON
SAI:1
34 Clock
36 Baggage car48 Capuchin
43 Trial
rier
monkey
44 Depression
37 Scorches
47 King Arthur's 51 Greek letter
39 Mud
Pronoun
53
lance
41 Brads
3

4

7

6

5

IS

9

10

The Apple Tree School now has
openings for 2 year old
children A limited number of
openings are also available for
3-5 year old children
Transportation provided to and
school
public
from
kindergarten programs For information about quality child
care, phone 753-9356 days
753-1566 nights, or visit the
facility at 1503 Stadium View
Drive.
C.0 Wcr Via Vu

LOST
Basset t
; Male
Cur- t
in
; Hound
;
area.
carama
Red

An- g

753-2484,

g Call
o 753-8964 759- g
g
1534 or 759-15 ;
;
;33 anytime.

University Day Care and
Kindergarten will have some
full time openings for children
January 1981 We have classes
for all ages, in a state licensed
kindergarten 753-6149 or 751
Z,967.

4. lnMiiory
In memory of Mr. 1.0. Parker
one of Calloway County's finest
citizens who passed away
December 6. 1980 Our sympathy to the family.
-Calloway County was sad to
hear
of the death of a man they loy
ed so dear
In a twinkle of an eye this great
one was gone
precious memories of him will
always live on
He was kind and good to
everyone
truthful and honest in all that
he done
His time had come for the
Master's call
he will sadly be missed by us
one and all
The day will come we'll see
him again
in heaven once more we'll be
with our friend.
But for now we'll hold his
memory dear
of a sweet man who once lived
with us here
Written by one of him many
friends5 Lost and Found
Lost on 280 East, Pottertown
Road, a Hawk. Wearing a bell
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet. If seen
or found call 753-0736.

6. Help Wanted
Immediate opening for R.N. or
L.P.N. for private doctor office.
Send resume to P.O. Box 1040
Need babysitter in my home on
Main Street. 745 AM to 4 PM
Call 753-5211.

Mar-Lane Ceramics

35
32

30

Hwy. 783
(Between Hwys. 121 & 94 West)
753-2540

ss
45

42

111

Saturday from 1 to 4 p.m. is having a sale on
all finished products, 25 to 400/0 off! Good
ideas for last minute Christmas presents!

52
55

54

SNOOP'
, AND HIS LITTLE
FRIEND WENT INTO THE
WOODS TO CUT DOWN
A CHRISTMAS TREE

THAT STUPID BEAGLE!
DOESN'T HE KNOUJ YOU
CAN'T JUST 60 INTO THE
WOODS, AND START
CUTTING DOWN TREES

I NEVER REALIZED
TAT SQUIRRELS COULD
GET 50 UPSET...

WI-Pt' NOT ? WHO'S
GOING TO CARE?

HURT
MY ELBOW,
DOC!

Custom
Built
portable
buildings Call 753-0984

9. Situation Wanted
Will do babysitting in my home
or yours 759-1931
Want lob caring for anyone
hospitalized or homebound
Have transportation and
references Willing to work 1
AM to 4 PM Monday through
Friday Call 753-7129 after 6
Pm

ports Equipment
203For sale Rampar RIO with
Tuff wheels and accessories.
One year old. Call 753-6194 or
753-8298 after 6 pm, ask for
Phillip
12 Guage Browning automatic.
made in Belguim, light weight,
nice. $325. Remington 1100.
20 guage. 3- magnum, like
new. $225. 753-1208.
Ruger Security Six .351
magnum with Bushnell 1.3x
Phantom handgun scope Mint
condition. $270. 753-8121
after 5 pm.
The Pistol People: Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville lunetion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5,
Sunday 12-5,(502) 885-5914.
Three inch pump shotgun, like
new, recoil pad. 28 inch mod.
$85. 753-0318.

14. Want To Buy
Need comfortable large, swivel
chair with arms, etc Also
would like to rake leaves
Phone 753-3315. Paul Crocker
Want to buy Standing timber
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up 753
5592
For Sale
UKC Registered Walker
Pups. Good Blood lines.
Call 753-3928 oter 4
p.m

.Articles For Sale
15FOR SALE
All Types of old dianionds and go4d jewelry,
ring•,
wadding
engagement rings, dinner rings, all types of
men's rings, antique bar
pins, broaches. karat
gold watches. We have
a good selection of preowned jewelry and will
pay top dollars for these
items.

I WONDER
HOW I'LL
SOUND
IN STEREO

YOU WERE
HITTING
BEETLE,
RIGHT?

AND YOU WEREN'T
KEERiNG YOUR
WRIST FIRM AND
FOLLOWING
h.

THROUGH!

22. Musical

irewood. 18.'14" seasoned,
mixed hardwoods, $25 per
rick, delivered Call 753-8536
Firewood, cut any length, mostly oak and hickory, $22 50
delivered. 753-8649. 4892492. or 753-0798
Firewood for sale, $25 rick
delivered Call 436-2475 after
5 pm.
Good used 2 horse aucompressor Can be seen at
213 Iman Call 753-3563. 7532569
One hp Sta-rite water pump,
tank, and pipe Call 759-4799
after 5 pm.
Red and white Silvestri accordion. 65 mens and womens
rings, turquoise birthstones,
bracelets. necklaces, western
vests, leather belts, floor lamp
western leather saddle purse
and knives Call after 4 pm,
753-7166.
Seasoned firewood Call 4362758

Christmas
Special

Th• Diamond Store of Pam
110 W Wathingtoo St
Northeda of Swaps, Down
town Pans, IN Pao.. MOD 842
8561

Your Choice Of
A New

Kimball Piano
or Organ

Don't give intruders a*- chance
to invade your home Be able to
enjoy a good nights rest
without fear of intruders for as
low as $39.95. Would make a
great Christmas gift. Supply is
limited. Call 753-7219.
For sale: Steieo. t.v., tape
player. Must sell soon, leaving
town. Call 435-4425.
Toy model trucks, several
models to choose from, great
for Christmas. Call 753-1372.
Truck load of merchandise, for
bargain or to resell. Fireplace
insert, blowtr, screen, electric
appliances ect. Much more!
First $75 takes it! 753-0318.

ONLY

208 E Mom
Murray. Ky. 42021

1978 Baldwin Spinet piano.
Spruce sound board, excellent
condition. $1100. Peavey 200
Watt amp head and cabinet
with two 14 inch speakers.
$500. Call 753-5889.
Gibson 12 string acoustic
guitar. $150. Call 753-2698.
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co..
across from the Post Office
Paris, TN.
Responsible party to take up
monthly payment on Spinet
piano, less than a year old
Clayton's. 753-7575.
Red and white Silvestri accordion.
6. Call after 4 pm, 753-

Christmas sale! Club aluminum
7 piece set, 527.99: 10 piece
set, $49.99. 11 piece set,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Antique day bed. Best offer.
Call 753-6232.
Antique mahogany drop leaf
table. 6 chairs. Hotpoint 30"
electric range. Call 759-1322.
Christmas sale! Correlle Expressions, 20 piece sets, all patterns, while they last. $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
French Provincial living room
suite. In new condition. Couch,
2 chairs, 3 end tables, and one
coffee table. $425. 753-0318.
For sale. Westinghouse 36"
electric stove, white, $100 or
best offer. Call 753-3020.
Good, old, used. G.E.
refrigerator, $50. Call 4892839 after 5 pm.

$995.00

Thurman's
Furniture

Takamine classical guitar.
$200. combo banjo. $90. Call
753-3436.

23. Exterminating

12x50 All electric furnished
home, 1 5 milec east of Murray
on private lot $140 per month
rent Deposit Tquired Call
753-8536
Furnished 12x65, 2 full baths,
washer and dryer, $150 7591,87
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court, located at South
4th Street.
Two bedroom. outside city
limits on 121 South. Water furnished. $90 plus deposit.
Phone 753-5405
Two bedroom trailer, $60 per
month Also 3 bedroom. 2 bath
trailer for $125 per month.
Ledbetter Church Road. 3545144

30. Business Rental
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

25. Business Services
Santa suit rentals 759-4073

32. Apts. For Rent

26. TV-Radio
Responsible person wanted to
take up small monthly payment
on like new 25- color t.v. Warranted. Clayton's I & B Music,
753-1575.

27. Mobile Horn-ages

Rogers Jewelers

12x55 Furnished mobile home
for sale Down payment, take
over payments. Call 753-5307
or 753-2731.
Liberty trailer, 43x10. with
aluminum awning, porch,
underpinning, strap. and anchors. $2000. Phone 7536614. To settle estate of Willie
Glover
1970 Mobile home, 12x60. 2
bedroom, new carpet, sliding
glass door. porch, underpinned. tied down. Partially furnished. Gas heat. washer. Call
753-9672.
1974 Trailer, 12)(65, 2
bedroom, central heat and air
Make down payment. take over
payments. Call 753-7121.

_ 28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray. No pets. 4892611.

FOR RENT:
Beautiful furnished
apartment, fully carpeted, haH block of
campus. For 4 college
girls. Available nowl
Phone 753-5865 days,
or 753-5108 after 6
p.m.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown. Call 753-4109.
For rent. 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove. referigerator, washer,
dryer, dishwasher furnished.
753-9240.
For rent 2 bedroom duplex,
1214 Peggy Ann, Murray. 4928225
Two bedroom apartment,
redecorated, adults, no pets.
Lease and deposit. Call 7539208 after 4 pm.
Two bedroom Townhouse apartments, all carpet, range,
refrigerator,dishwasher,
disposal. washer-dryer hookup,
central heat and air. 753-7559
days or 753-7550 nights.
Two 2 bedroom apartments.
Close to campus. 753-9714.

Work done exclusively by students under
the supervision of instructors.

Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.

19. Farm Equipment
7'6"x16'.

4

& Pest Control %
Pliono753-3914
1.-!.II\ I
a/01
.Oirl
-110

24. Miscellaneous
Antique bisque piano baby,
100 years old, original, written
appraisal. 615-232-6505 or
232-5197.
Firewood, seasoned oak and
hickory, 18-, 24". Chainsaws
Tree
repaired, sharpened
removal. 489-2327, 489-2853

Partially
house, N
Deposit
Call 753-!
Spacious
quiet sut
wall hea
$350 mi
Call 7!
through F
Three br
stove, ref
dryer, $2
deposit. 7
Two bedr
married c
children.
4401.

For sale: G
half or Mt
Horse stal
4588 or 7!
Ree Mar
welcomei
horse to
deliver. 75

3rIvet

AKC Shih 1
small shag
champion
quality. $2
6052.
AKC
re
Chesapeaki
Call 759-4E
1=INIMEI

Saturda,
7 miles
School,
large lo
tyres.
2225 L
tanks, F
chests'
grinders
compres
new und
load of
Runaboi
motor,
Selectra
Rotary c

INSTRUCTORS
Mary Roberts
Mrs. Estelle Ezell
Polly Jones
Kay Dalton
Margaret(Mug) Waldrop Receptionist
and Students

•
/TAU , 111

Kelley's Termite

Practi
bedrot
living
$300
otter
2587.

would like to thank you for another year of
patronage,

Would like to invite you to visit them for
your hair, skin, and nail care.

tr.•

three ro
spartmei
Olive Stn
Unfurnisl
ment, n
Referenc
492-8594

Ezell Beauty
School

6...
111-414i
'
All BUGS CALL

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Tandem trailer,
$350 474-2325.

28. Mob. Home Rents

24. Miscellaneous

For sale Factory built 16 toot
trailer Tandem axle. low on
the ground with ramps and
surge brakes $1100 1977
Chevy 1 ton truck, 4-speed.
350 engine, $3300 Ferguson
30 tractor with frosted loader.
plow, disc. bushhog, auger.
$3500 Cill 753-9920.

16. Home Furnishings

12-18

I THINK
I'LL GET
GOOD
ENOUGH
TO MAKE
RECORDS

19. Farm Equipment

rage11dig
/31(1

24
24

as

collar.

swers to "Bill." g,
pet.
4 Child's
;
bit;
offered.
; Reward
;
p.m.
1:00
; After

DOWN
1 Pinder
2 RbFlunerated
3 Near
4 Electrified
particle
5 Musical
instrument
6 Needlefish

7534291

.1.17

20
1 22

/

13

12

11
;14

s;:i.if7a7r"P" h
STARKS _

r
Picio
aP;4
;4
4
2"
12e1,

LOUNGE

'What If I have been
un
baptized
759
scripturally?
4444; "I am Joseph."
759-4445.

2

i

HARDWARE A

8 til 12

11

ITS A
FACT

LANDING

free Store for the
'59-4600

ACROSS
1 Plat
6"Estimate
11 Sharp reply
13 Occur
14 Opus(abbr.)
15 Foster
17 Niton symbol
18 Paddle
20 Wherewithal
21 Fruit drink
22 Expires
24 Dine
25 Maple genus
26 Facts
28 One who
loans
30 Dreadful
32 Entrance
33 Quiet
35 Snare
37 Let it stand
38 Obscure
40 Short Jacket
42 Bitter vetch
43 Shy
45 Time period
46 Diphthong
47 Esteems
49 Scale note
50 Rest
52 Glossy paint
54 Chore
55 Rows

*11_1 15 815115S

PARIS

2. Notice
Bible

2. Notice

2. Notice

1. LeOJAdr
ice

PAGE

Permanent wave 7.50 11.50 15.50
3.50
Shampoo and style
7.00 to 15.50
Hair color;frosting
3.50
Hair shaping
5.00
Scalp massage; style
2.00 and 3.00
Facial
1.00
Arch
1.50
Hot Wax
1.50 and 2.50
Manicure

One le
tigues
tion.

DMSO
99.5°0 puri-$24.95 pint
901-642-7807

•
HERa CAN'T GO
30Wu'NG TONIGHT

OKAY.-WILuYOU
OF
C0 BowLiNG
COURSE
WITH ME r"
NOT

'IOU DON'T EXPECT ME To
PLAY SECOND FIDDLE
To HERB, bovou7!

Per Mall 0,4s, lose Greer, P.O. Bea 1022
Paris, 2•. 111242

NAME
ADDRESS

CUT

Stet*

ZIP
was.. wld So MN* callwt w4w.

WHY IS HE
RYAG
HIS

140E5

HIS FEET
HURT. HE
NE CR

WORE SHOES
BEFORE.

American Midlands
of Tennessee, Inc.

POSITION
OPEN
Available January 1st
For qualified Bookkeeper/Accountant
for local automobile related business.
Salary negotiable. Send resume and
references to P. 0. Box 1040 D,
Murray, KY 42071. All information
confidential.

We're banking

on

you. America, with

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands.
Inc. can receive assistance for:
$ Farm Purchases
$ Livestock and Machinery
$ Farm Refinance
$ Conversion from short term
to long term
$ Leasing
MINIMUM: $150.000

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702

Just list
dudes
setting

Ced (=Nei

east

(In Nebraska call 402/334 51001
American Midlands, Inc.
2945 S 132nd St.• Omaha, NE 68144
Member NAFCO

With offices in Los Angeles. Dallas.
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville

if

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

of

4••

••••,,,- Axe,

..aatiatmaur• .
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38. Pets-Supplies

fhree room furnished duplex
apartment, close to town. 503
Olive Street. 753-1246
Unfurnished 2 bedroom apartment, married couples only.
References and deposit. Call
492-8594.

AKC registered Boston Terrier
puepies. wormed Make nice
ChrittrnAs gifts. 753-7438.
AKC male Bassett'hound pup
pies. 8 weeks old. 489-2599.
Boarding and grooming for the
holidays, Daily or monthly
rates. Heated kennel with out
side runs. Hidden Valley Kerr
nels, 435-4481, Lynn Grove.
Boxer puppies, AKC registered
8 weeks old, all puppy shots
Call 247-0033.
Dog obedience classes. AKC
German Shepherds and AKC
Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
436-2858.

34. Houses For Rent
Practically new 3
bedroom, with den and
living room. No pets.
$300 per month. Coll
after 5 p.m., 7532587.

Three bedroom house with
stove, refrigerator. washer and
dryer, $275 per month plus
deposit. 753-3582.
Two bedroom house, gas heat,
married couple only, no pets or
children. References. 759
4401.

37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale: Grain feed beef by the
half or whole. Call 753-3336.
Horse stalls for rent. Call 7594588 or 753-7637.

JAMES'
ANTIQUES
Custom

Stripping and
Repairing
and
Refinishing.
Custom

43. Real Estate

••••••
1978 Holly Park - 3
bedroom, 2 bath with
living room addition.
Central heat and air.
Fully furnished. This
is the Cadillac of all
mobile
homes.
Located on a large lot
with city water, good
garden spot, fruit
trees, and grape arbor. Close to town.

zugato

:NO 9114

11

MI\

i

13 Acres of good farm
land, well constructed
3 bedroom home with
full basement located
only 212 miles from
town. Owner must
sell!

and
Wood
working. No dipping.

11.1wley WIllord

1534141

4.49.., 5•49.

4364410

Hwy. 641 South

3641.• B•94.

/53,2409
3••••••••• •••co•••••r
133 932.

1/A

1
3

Murray-Calloway
County Realty

43. Real Estate

(502)753-8146

LARGE RUSTIC

ANOTHER

HOME AND

NEW LISTING

13 ACRES

1334123

11vont”•31.•••••

I

Just listed this choice
property which includes a modern home
in peaceful wooded
setting. Several barns
and
out-buildings,
fenced area for horses,
and located only 7
miles east of Murray.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222, for all the
details.

Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School, fresh on
the market. Home has
recently
been
redecorated
throughout, insulated
to TVA standards, and
chain-link fencing added around backyard.
Excellent location and
excellent price - upper
50's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty, and
let the "Home Team"
go to work for you.
CLOSE TO
UNIVERSITY
Another new listing
near the university.
Proud older brick
home on wooded lot.
Fireplace in living
room, formal dining
room,3 bedrooms,and
attached garage. Selling to settle estate. Offered in the mid 40's
through
Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.

NEW LISTING
Wooded lot provides serene set.
304N 120, St
Completely remodeled
ting for newly decorated three
Murray, Ely 42071
brick home one block
bedroom brick located just
••••
•
from the university.
west of Southside shopping.
OW cot home loan money
Home is just like new
Fenced backyard provides won't last
38. Pets-Supplies
long. For applica- ftom the carpets to the
security for small children and t ons,
incomes can vary up to
AKC Shih Tzu male and female, pets. Glassed in back porch
ceiling, plus new kitsmall shaggy oriental beauties. lust off U-shaped kitchen pro- $22,500 for - a five member
chen and bath.
f
mily. Give us a call now at
champion sired, pet and show vides seclusion and privacy.
Fireplace in living
53-1492 for information on
quality. $250 and up Call 522- Transferrable loan available
room adds just the
I is 10 7/8% interest. Yes, you
6052.
with lower than current in- r ad right -under 11%
right touch. Offered in
on a 25
the mid 30's, and
AKC
registered
male. terest rate. Dial 753- year term. Dial 753-1492. We'll
owner will consider
Chesapeake Retriever for sale. 1492. Century 21 Loretta lobs. help you. Century 21 Loretta
Realtors.
Call 759-4663.
financing. PhoneP 753Jobs. Realtors.
1222. Kopperud RealMr. Executive...If you were ever
ty, for full-time real
to believe an advertiserbent,
estate service.
believe this one! This handsome to-level is brick and wood
with*wrought iron fenced court
Saturday, December 20th, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine!
yard. Now picture this home
7 miles east of Murray off Highway 94 at Old Faxon
setting amongst dozens of tall
School. Due to fire and vandalism owner wal sell a
beautiful trees with a gorgeous
large lot of shop tools, equipment, supplies and fixlawn underneath. This spacious
,tyres. Will only list a small part of them.
home has everything _game
room with free standing _
2225 Lincoln welder, acetylene torches, gauges,
fireplace, family room with
tanks, hose, valve grinders, floor jacks, several tool
Friday Night, 6:00 p.m.
cedar paneling, brick fireplace,
chests filled with extra good wrenches, skill saws,
Advance Tire Building
Old
built
in
bookcases
(very warm
grinders, drills, big chain hoist, wire welders, airand inviting). U-shaped kitchen
compressors, shop tools and parts of all kinds, lots of
808 Coldwater Road at 5 Points
has quality cabinets and loads
new underground electric cables, chains, rope, truck
Truck loads of new merchandise. Toys - Tools
Of ceramic. 3 bedrooms, 3 full
load of overhead door panels, bicycles, 15' fiberglass
baths...Call 753-1492. We can't_i
.Novelities, Automotive and household items.
Runabout boat, 16' Jon boat, 80 horse Mercury
begin to tell it all! Oh yes,
motor, boat trailer, 4000 Ford tractor, 10-speed
owner will consider partial
Selectramatic transmission, all the extras, John Deere
financing and owner wants of
Rotary cutter, grader blade, and much more!
fer now! CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs. Realtors.
For information call

he Mar Arabians visitors
welcome! Give an Arabian
horse for Christmas! Will
deliver. 753-6126.

'

AUCTION SALE

DEALER'S
AUCTION

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St.

y Robert'.

Otto Chester's
Auction Servic•

JC1111,

!1,111,t

433-4128 Lynn Greve
them for

Look at this beautiful 3

Across From Community Center

mini form. located 3
miles west of Murray.
Beautiful building spot.

Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday

acre

15.50
3.50
to 15.50
3.50
5.00
and 3.00
1.00
1.50
and 2.50

0

Saturday, Docovasiaor 20, 19B0

6:00
One

lot of new merchandise, one lot of antiques. Other items too numerous to mention.

NEW CONCORD
AUCTION BARN

•

641.

FOR SALE
New, 3 bedroom,
2 bath house
with finished
garage. 10
minutes from
Murray
Cl
Mayfield. The
right party could
move into this
house for Christmas, with no
money down and
over
take
payments
on
contract. For information call. .
489-2115

RFA1 151 A II

litale4DIMMPOIMMIPtiam

New Cerecenl, Kentucky
ferry Shereaseker Aeetkesseer 753-9324
!abort Bases Owner 4344353

I

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

'Profe..ionoi Services
With The Friendly Touch"
EXCELLENT
INCOME

Ica. with

PROPERTY

)ANS
Midlands

term

2

LARGE RUSTIC HOME
AND 13 ACRES
Just listed - this choice property which includes modern home in a peaceful wooded
setting, several barns and outbuildings, fenced area for horses, and located only 7 miles
east of Murray.

001
68144

Dallas

'so xvilie

House for Ate. 2-3 bedroom
brick on 1.9 acres, many shade
trees, garden, all new plumbing. Storm windows, shed and
garage. Woodstove with all new
triple wall flu. Call 435-4193

753-3685

& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Want to buy a home but in
terest rates too high? If your in
come qualifies, apply for an
LOW INTEREST RATE loan to
day! The money won't last long
at this rate - so don't delay
Call Spann Realty Associates at
753-7724 today for further in
formation.

Brand new duplex in
Northwood. Ideal rental location, two
bedrooms each side,
central heat and air,
many quality features.
Double carpoll, rents
for $570.00 monthly. In
low 60's.
RETIREES
SPECIAL
ralsoa
good rental
Investment)
502 N. 5th St. - Two
bedroom, I bath frame
home, electric heat,
living-dining room,
carpeted, s basement. Small yard for
easy maintenance.
Walking distance to
downtown. Only
16,900 00

53-8080

AUCTION SALE

Is your child honing. birthday
soon? It's time for that
special portrait.

CARTER STUDIO
301 Mein

753-8298

DEALER'S AUCTION
Friday Night, 6:00 p.m.
For Information Call
502-365-7149 or 365-3467

Brown's Grove
Trading Post
We buy, sell, or trade gust about anyting!

Attention Christmas Shoppers!
We have new gift items at wholesale prices!
We also have:
* Antiques
*Flea Market Items
*Used Furniture
*Used Clothing
Come and browse around, we have
something for everyone!
Open Tues. thru Sat. 9 til 5, Sunday 1 til 5.
Closed Mondays.
Location: Take Highway 94 to Lynn Grove, turn north on Highway
893, go 5 niRes
or take Highway 121 to the Graves-Calloway
County line, turn south on Highway
893, Go 2 Wes.

47. Motorcycles

Two Big Sales, Ono Day Sam* Location
Satan:ley Docolabor 20th 10:00 a.m., old Advanced
Tire Bending, 808 Coldwater Read. (5 Points).
Murray, Kontocky.
ANTIQUES A FURNITURE
OMNI green halt Mrs, limas bed, ersii reciter, Masser bells,
wood mei stem, mid chinks, 3 piece Mesee soil, amerces*,
Messiest set with 4 lesiderbeci cheers. three chores with lids,
table lamps, sled seeds more
GUNS AND COINS
12 year Sesame
nimble banal 12 owls. *oh
instismelle, with poly choke meted rib barrel •smell collection
.4t.1.. Will be sold.
APPLIANCES
Double oven eleark ramp, Not Point refrigerator, 100,000 STIP
gas hireme, (VIEW). Gas 'meter, electrk heater, Milord host
free refrigerator, mortared .011 lierescoat Debts. air caw
•
•ed pert., TV test ospripimint, 19" Fortible black and
white Megames, hire color TV, hire black end whit* TV, stereo
sad temstable
OfFICE FURNITURE & EQUWMENT
Electrk mkrieter, olochic typioserltor,
manwel desk
typewriter Offk• desk Eddie, mocidne, 107 copy machlee.
GARAGE AIM TIREIOINIPMENT
Tlre chasemir, body leek. ale whit. well mechims. frock tire
spreader, •lectrk meter, Minh grinder, • my mill.* ter%
pews end teaks (NEM)meal simhisg, elemsissem ladder
MOAT, MOTOR MSC ITEMS
Casper beat, 35 NP Ivissmide limier, stereo steed wasteew sed.
iewolry, messy WWI, /NMI .0111
Ma, storms and terembh
IMINI1,000 te sneetlee
SUMO AlICT10111
Storting sit sperm 12.30 n.foliewing merchandise will be
sold away Mess items, tom figerriners, knives, tools. End isk
AN merchemits• is aew mod Weal kr Christmes gifts

HATClitte 'REAL
ESTATE &
AUCTION
Route 3, Benton, Ky.
437-4864
C. K. Hatchet Auctionoor
(rah show will be held ist seem Imoriee es Dec sea TIM.

1980 Honda ATC 185 3wheeler, like new. 753-4504.
1976 Model Suzuki 370 dirt
bike. $400. Call 759-4712 after
5-30.
1976 Suzuki RM-250, new bore
lob. Fox air shocks, asking
$450. Call 7513861 before 5

49.1Ised Cars
1967 Buick Grand Sport
Coupe, collectible, good condition, minor repairs needed. Call
753-8860.
1975 Buick LeSabre. 4-door,
power steering, brakes, and air.
$950. Call 753-8124 or 7539181
1972 Buick Skylark, cheap!
1975 Ford Pinto wagon. god
condition. 24 mpg. Phone 4362920.
1976 Chevelle Malibu Classic.
4-door sedan, 305 V8, power
steering, power brakes, and air.
18 plus mpg. Good southern
car $1950. 753-9181 or 7538124.
1977 Chevette, 33,000 miles,
orange. Good condition Call
after 5, 759-4526
1968 Delmont Oldsmobile. 1door, body and motor in good
condition $400 Call 7535463
1973 Dodge Polar& good condition, $375 Call 759-1610
1955 Ford 2-door sedan. V8
straight shift runs good good
restorable car: $250 753-9181
or 753-8124.
For sale 1970 4-door Impala
Chevrolet, 48,000 miles good
condition. $600 Phone 75!.
6614 To settle estate of Willie
Glover

• -99,./.•••••••••••••••••••1441.144111119441.1 49
-91 .91

AVAILABLE

53. Uivices Offered

Arts and Craft
Show & Sale

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
nts under

General
Merchandise Sale

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

I9/U ford !wino 61 iSi tour Driveways and parking areas
barrell all new tires good body white rocked and graded Free Plumbing and electric work
ON..borer. *boll..
and interior Firm $400 Call estimates Clifford Garrison done, Ronald Red Gertin
FARMS NOMIS
435-4234
492-8846
153-5429
1151 AMDIECMATIODAI
1972 Monte Carlo. $325. Fence sales at Sears now Call
PROPIRYI
Needs some body work. 153- Sears, 753-2310 for free
COURTNEY SMALL
Listings needed! Offices
9181 or 753-8124
estimate for your needs
ENGINE REPAIR 8.
Coast to Coast. Boyers
1965 Thunderbird, excellent Guttering by Sears; Sears conc
SAW SHOP Coldfront
Everywhere.
shape. new motor, new tinous gutters installed per
water, 489-2853.
"Free" Catalog.
transmission, 4 new tires, all your specifications Call Sears
STOUT REALTY
new brake system 753-1217
753-2310 for free estimate
.14•1 s.3.gel*
111/ Coll••••• II
1979 Toyota Celica GT Coupe Heating refrigeration. electrical Stop! For all your repair needs
No-nr
Black with black interior, sun repair, Bob Refrigeration Ser roofing carpentry, plumbing
753-0186
root, AM-FM stereo radio. 4 vice, Hazel Kentucky 498-8370 and electrical work look no
149,11.0.
more, Call /53-9226 or 753speakers, 4ow cassette deck, or 753-7829 Bobby Lockhart.
9623 We'll do your lob large or
sport wheels. AC, ps. low
'Insulation blown in by Sears, sma11,011 work done to your
11% Fixed rate owner financ- mileage, extra sharp! $6200. save on these
high heating and satisfaction
ing is available on this 3 After 5 pm, 753-7982
cooling bills Call Sears. 753Wet basement? We make wet
bedroom brick home at 1627 1973 Volkswagen Beetle. 2310 for free
estimate
basements dry, work completeHamilton Avenue lust west of 55,000 miles, very nice, good
K & K Stump Removal. Do you ly
guarenteed. Call or
MSU John Smith Gallery of' gas mileage. $1395. Call 753need stumps removed from Morgan Construction write
Homes. 753-7411
Co
7581
your yard or land cleared of Route
2, Box 409A, Paducah
stumps' We can remove KY 42001,
587Used Trucks
or call day or night
1978 Ford Custom F-150, 4. stumps up to 24" below the 1-442-7026.
Purim & Titer,...
ground, leaving only sawdust
wheeldrive, 28,000 miles, Inlaserance
chips. Call for free Will haul driveway white rock
cludes a Pioneer super tuner and
Real Estate
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 and Ag lime, also gave any type
8 stereo
of brown or white pea gravel
Srmethsisie Court Sq.
q 4 pm. $5000 753-0195 after or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Also do backhoe work. Call
Murray, Kentucky
1974 Ford Ranger XL', $1700. L& B Residential Carpet Clean- Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-4451
ing. 759-1147
Call 753-7458 after 5 pm
753-6763.
Need work on your trees? ToppWill lay carpet, vinyl, or tile
1978 Ford pickup truck, 391
ing, pruning, shaping. commotor, air-conditioned, power
Call 759-1823 after 6 pm.
44. Lots For Sale
plete removal and more Call
steering, power brakes, 2 sets
BOVER'S TREE SERVICE for 57. Wanted
Lot for sale, west of city limits. attires, mud grips
and regular, professional tree care.
water, sewer. paved street. tool
753- Old and Antique jewlery. World
box, red and white. Ap8536.
wooded. Financing available. proximately
War I and II military parapher
27,000 miles.
Call 753-4060.
painting nalia Pay cash. Engagement
Located at Dexter. 437-4959 or Professional
paperhanging. paneling. Com- ring for sale All transaction
Tract of land approximately 17
acres, level, cleared, 372 ft. 4li3inlernJionarT7r7ici‘r mercial or residential, 20 years confidential Respond to P.0
frontage just past Kingswood air-conditioned, power steer- experience. Free estimates! Box 2453 University Station
Murray.
Subdivision. State Highway ing, radio, 14' bed $3500. 759-1987
1550. $35,000 firm' Call 703- 753-8061.
921-1403 after 6 pm.
1978 Jeep pickup, automatic,
power steering, brakes, bucket
45. Farms For Sale
Potential!! Prime location seats. AM-FM, 30.000 Miles.
1842 acre farm with frontage 53950. 437-4967.
on 3 roads. 2 bedroom house 53. Services OffereU
Saturday and Sunday,
with good well. With down pay- Custom made cabinets,
music
ment, owner will consider centers, book cases.
20th
and 21st of December
hutches.
financing to qualified buyer Reasonable 436-2566.
Old
Advance
Tire Building
Don't delay call today for ap808 Coldwater Rd
pointment. 759-1322 or 489- Concrete and block work. Bloch
garages, basements. driveways,
Murray, K y
2365.
walks, patios, steps. free
FLEA MARKET
46. Homes For Sale
estimates. Charles Barnett,
753-5476.
Friday, Dec. 19th
stRUU/ NAL iv, lac.
n*
man,.....

Super constructed 2
story home with all the
luxuries including cen- 'Mrs. Higgins has her own ideas on busing
tral heat and air and
41 Real Estate
Fisher wood burning
43. Real Estate
stove. Located on Kentucky Lake with its
own canal and boat
dock with year round
deep water. You must
753-1222
753-1222
see this one!

Cabinets

492-8850
We Buy and Sell

uuot Bus 31E IP X inla

43. Real Estate

radially furnished 2 bedroom
house, North 6th No pets.
Deposit and lease required For Christmas, Yorkshire Per
riers, ready to go Christmas
Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
Eve. Call now for your pick'
Spacious 3 bedroom house in 753-8046.
quiet subdivision. Central air,
wall heaters, 2 car garage. Four registered Irish Setters for
$350 monthly plus deposit sale, 8 weeks old. Call days
Call 753-9436, Monday 489-2133 m ht 489-2769.
through Friday call after 5 pm.

r

118, 1980

.4ak.

32. Apts.'For Rent

1

Now That CIT Has
Closed Its Doorsin
Murray...
Cash at Kentucky Finance is more convenient than ever.
at no increase in cost to you. During the recent surge of interest rates, you'll be pleased to know that Kentucky Finance has not increased the cost of money you borrow at our office.
If there are things you want right now. . . or you can use a
wise and sensible bill consolidation plan, visit Kentucky
Finance and see how fast, efficient and convenient the BEST
loan service can be.
Count on us. Thank You.

Kentucky
Finance

Larry D. Brewer, Manager, 506 Main St., Murray, 753-201
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DEATHS & FUNERALS
Mrs. Bagwell Dies
Wednesday At The
Hospital; Was 76

Mrs. Theobald Is
Funeral Is Friday
Dead At Age Of 67: For Tony Dalton
Services for Tony Dalton of
Funeral Saturday
Tr -City, Mayfield Route 1,

For Carter Exit

Vans Ready To Move Up To White House

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON i API — A
week or two before President
Elizabeth
Mrs. Harlan
Mrs. Rose Bud Theobald, will be held Friday at 130 Carter leaves office, the first
Richardson ) Bagwell of 1709 Wells, Murray. died
p.m. at the chapel of the Max of 15 to 20 moving vans will
Puryear, Tenn., died Wednes- Wednesday at 11:45 p.m. at
Churchill Funeral Home with pull up to the White House to
day at 4:45 p.m. at the the Murray-Calloway County
the Rev. Joe Bagwell of- begin carting away the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 67 years of ficiating and Mrs. Oneida presidential papers of Jimmi
Hospial. She was stricken ill age.
White as organist and soloist. Carter.
Tuesday night at her home.
She was the wife of
Nephews will serve as
The trucks will be locked
The deceased, 76, a retired
Lawrence C. Theobald who pallbearers and burial will under military guard on a
a
was
teacher,
school
died Apr,416, 1956. Mrs. follow in the Murray City base near Washington and,
graduate of Murray High Theobald
as a retired Cemetery.
after Ronald Reagan's Jan. 20
School and Murray State women's apparel clerk and a
Friends may call at the inauguration, will leave by
Teachers College. She was a member of the Immanuel
funeral home.
convoy for Atlanta, Ga.
member of the Puryear Lutheran Church. Born Sept.
Mr. Dalton, 79, died TuesThere, government arUnited Methodist Church and 9, 1913, at Paducah, she was
day at the Murray-Calloway chivists working in the baseof the Maude Harker Sunday the daughter of the late John
County Hospital.
ment of an old Post Office
School Class there.
H. Coffer and Ethel Lynch
Survivors include his wife, building will begin the long
She was the daughter of the Coffer.
Mrs. Stella Miller Dalton; two process of sorting and indexlate C. Bates Richardson and
Mrs. Theobald is survived sisters, Mrs. Attie Spann, ing the papers, first for
Mary Alice Ryan Richardson.
by one daughter, Mrs. Lou Murray Route 4, and Miss • Carter's and his aides' exSurvivors include her hus- Pursley, North Canton, Ohio;
Mae Dalton, Murray; one clusive use in writing books or
band, Harlan Bagwell; one one son, tarry Theobald, brother, Frank Dalton, Murmemoirs and later for unveilson, Donald Bagwell, Route 2, Milwaukee, Wisc.; two
ray.
ing to scholars.
Puryear, Tenn.: two brothers, sisters, Mrs. Paul (Mimi) JorJames Ryan Richardson, dan, Murray, and Mrs. Elmer
Royal Oak, Mich., and James (Janie) Albritton, Mayfield;
Frank Richardson, San An- four grandchildren — Barry
tonio, Texas.
and Susan Theobald,
NILES, Ill. (AP) —Thieves was similar to the July 31 robThe Max Churchill Funeral Paducah, and Kim and Deena
crowbars, sledgeham- bery of a Sears store in
used
the
of
charge
in
Home will be
Pursley, North Canton, Ohio; mers and screwdrivers from Chicago in which $200,000
arfuneral and burial
several nieces and nephews the tool department of a Sears, worth of similar mercharkse
rangements.
including Mrs. Jackie Conley Roebuck and Co. store to rob was lost.
of Murray.
the store of at least $50,000 storage drawers and filling
The funeral will be held worth of gold watches, gold four tote bags from the lugs
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the chains and valuable coins, gage department with loot,
chapel of the Roth Funeral
chief of detectives Lt. John
Funeral services for Home,Paducah, with the Rev. police say.
Two or three men hid in the Christie said Wednesday.
Wallace Dowdy, 839 Hurt Jay Brigham of Murray and
"It was a very crude operaDrive, Murray, are being held the Rev. Paul Donner of suburban Chicago mall store
said. "It was not
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of Paducah officiating. Burial after closing time Tuesday tion. Christie
job because of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral will follow in the Maplelawn night, then ransacked the a professional
jewelry department, forcing the way they hacked their way
Home with the Rev. R. J. Bur- Cemetery.
open display cases and into the drawers."
poe and the Rev. Leon Penick
Friends may call at the
He said the burglars
Samuel Fucarino
vestigator
is
officiating. Leland Peeler
funeral home after 6 p.m.
by smashing a plateescaped
of
excess
"in
was
loss
the
said
directing, the choir from the tonight Thursday).(
glass window leading to the
$50,000."
Grace Baptist Church.
exthat
requests
The family
Detectives said the theft mall. The broken glass was
Serving as pallbearers are pressions of sympathy take
discovered by security guards
Donnie, Joe Pat, Teddy, and the form of contributions to
at 5 a.m. Wednesday when
Mark Cohoon, Max Dowdy,
the American Cancer Society,
they went to open the store for
and Ben Moore, grandsons. Kentucky Division, Medical
maintenance personnel.
Burial will follow in the Ivy Arts Building, 1169 Eastern
However, Niles police in—
NEW YORK (AP
Cemetery.
ay,, Louisville, Ky.
Mr. Dowdy, 76, died Tues- -.•0217, or to one's favorite American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.'s reported 12day at the Murray-Calloway charity.
.month profit has set a record
County Hospital.
for the most profitable year
He is survived by two
ever recorded by a U.S. cordaughters, Mrs. John Cohoon.
poration.
Murray Route 1, • and Mrs.
OWENSBORO, Ky. ( AP ) --AT&T said it earned $6.04
Holmes Ellis, Jr., Findlay,
Sen. Wendell Ford, Dfuneral
W.
The
Joe
Mrs.
for
the
in
share,
billion, or $8.18 a
Ohio; three sisters — Mrs.
Kentucky, was listed in
Irene Garrison and Mrs. Erie (Sylvia) Rogers of Mayfield 12 months ended Nov. 30. That satisfactory condition at
Ellis, Murray, and Mrs. Sadie Route 6 will be held Friday at was up 7.7 percent from $5.61 Owensboro-Daviess County
Vance, Corinth, Miss.; 2 p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. billion, or $7.98 a share, in the Hospital on Tuesday after
brother, Rex Dowdy. Murray; Churchill Funeral Home with preceeding 12 months.
undergoing what his surgeon
The previous record for ear- described as a successful her10 grandchildren; two step John Hoover officiating.
follow
will
MurBurial
the
in
also
period
12-month
a
in
nings
grandchildren; nine great
nia operation.
ray City Cemetery.
belonged to AT&T, which
grandchildren.
Dr. Royce Dawson said
Friends may call at the made $5.8 billion in the 12
Ford, who suffered the hernia
funeral home after 6 p.m. to- months ended Aug. 31. Exxon
earlier this year, should be
day ( Thursday).
Federal-State Market News Service
Corp. reported profits of $5.7 released from the hospital
December 18.1900
Mrs.
died
80,
Rogers,
billion for the 12 months ended shortly.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Wednesday at 7:17 a.m, at the Sept. 30.
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 777 Est. 600 Barrows di
Hospital,
Community
Gilts mostly 50 lower Sows steady 1.00
Mayfield. She was a member
higher several 1.50
.
.$4350-4429
US 1-2 210-2401bs.
of the Northside Church of
LS2210-250 lbs
143.25-43 50
Christ, Mayfield.
543.00-43.25
US 2-3 240-260 lb.
94251-43.29
US 2-4 250-270 lbs.
She is survived by her husSows
US 1-2 270-350Ibs.
$33 00-35.00
band; one daughter, Mrs.
US 1-3360-45011w.
00-36.00
$34
Marion Messlar, LaGrange,
537.00-38.00
US 1-3 500-450Ibs
CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. torture and deprivation in
*3351-3451
US 2-3 300-501310.s
Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Beatrice
(API — Marine Pfc. Robert
Roars 29 00-30 50
Vietnamese prison camps,
Hendley, Mayfield.
Garwood suffered an "ab- and the trauma still leads to
solute psychic trauma" suicidal tendencies, a
because 4 physical injuries, psychiatrist says.
"He felt killing himself
wouldn't mean death, but
CHRISTMAS
meant he would be at peace,"
LOUISVILLE, Ky I AP (USDA) --SALE
said Dr. Emmanuel Tanay.
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
200, compared to Wednesday's close not
Tanay, who was a POW in
OFF
enough of any class for accurate price
Germany during World War
43.00utility
couple
cows
slaughter
test.
II, was the first witness called
STOREWIDE
46.29; feeder steers medium frame 1 405570 lb 67.25-6900; medium frame 2 435by the defense in Garwood's
Now Thru Christmas
630 lb 5750-62.00; heifers medium frame
courtmartial on charges of
at
1-2345-510 lb 50 00-54 25; stock cows few
medium (camel 985 lb 47.60
desertion and collaboration
Hogs 400, barrows and gilts near
with the enemy in Vietnam.
steady with Wednesday's late decline; ITanay was undergoing cross2210-225 lb 44.60-4435. 2260-380 lb 43.40Bel-Air Shop. Cif
43 80. 2-3 268 lb 41.00; few 3 250-350 lb
examination today.
3900. sows over 400 lb steady to 50 lower,
Tanay said Wednesday his
under 400 lb not fully tested; 1.2 435-610
examination of Garwood and a
lb 39 00-40 00, few wet sows 677 lb 37.50,
boars over 300 lb 34.50, under 300 lb 28.00
review of records relating to
Sheep 25, untested early
the case convinced him that
the 34-year-old Marine "suffered an absolute psychic
trauma — the kind of experience no human being, no
If
matter how resistant or
strong, could survive without
As pictured is being
traumatic
suffering
neurosis."
featured by the Music
Because of the illness, GarDepartment of the
wood was unable to appreciate
the "criminality of his conMurray Woman's Club
duct" in Vietnam and regressas o fund raiser in suped to a childlike state governed by the needs of survival, he
port of the youth consaid.
Awnr't

•

Store Robbed Of $50,000

Final Rites Today
For Wallace Dowdy

AT&T Reports
Record Profits

In the meantime, aides
throughout the White House
and Executive Office Building
are sorting through their files,
making copies of documents
they hope Carter will let them
keep.
Carter has told his staff they
may not take any presidential
papers out of the White House
unless they first get permission and sign an agreement
not to quote from any document without Carter's approval. If they sign, he has
promised them access to any
papers they received or wrote.
Aides say Carter, the last
president to own the vast store
of paper created during a
presidential term, offered the
deal to guard against
premature disclosure of
potentially embarrassing
materials that he thinks could
make future aides reluctant to
give a president frank but unpopular advice.
Deputy White House counsel
Michael H. Cardozo denied
that the unprecedented
clearance procedures are
designed to give Carter continuing control over wilat .as
aides may say or write about
him. And guidelines sent all
staff menibers by chief of staff
Jack H. Watson Jr. and
counsel Lloyd N. Cutler make
the same point.
"These obligations are not
intended to inhibit in any way
your freedom to write or talk
about this administration's
policies or practices," the
memo says. "The president's
approval will be confined to
the publication or disclosure
of presidential papers and will
not be conditioned on prior
review or approval of any
comment the staff member
desires to make."
Still, the procedures give

Sen. Ford Satisfactory
Following His Operation

Funeral Is Friday
For Mrs. Rogers

Ford, 56, planned to spend
Christmas with his family in
Owensboro before returning to
Washington for a 'Jan. 5
swearing-in ceremony. The
senator was re-elected to a second term in the Nov'tmber
election.

Carter continuing control an
estimated 12,000 cubic feet of
documents. Even aides'
private notes, memos they
wrote t2 themselves and invtions to White House parties belong to Carter under the

president's interpretation of
his ownership rights.
The 1978 Presidential
Records Act, which takes effect when Carter leaves office,
will make the papers of
Ronald Reagan and future

presidents the property of the
government. They will be subject to public disclosure under
the Freedom of Information
Act after 12 years under control of the president whose
White House created them

Louisville Men Sentenced
CENTERVILLE, Tenn.
AP — Two Louisville, Ky.,
men have been sentenced to
life imprisonment for the
murder and armed robbery of
a 51-year-old grocer.
A jury deliberated for 2'2
hours Wednesday before
sentencing Ernest Lee Archie,
32,and Myer Pettyjohn, 28,for
the Dec. 10, 1978, robbery and
slaying. The same jury on
Tuesday convicted the men of
killing James Griffin, a grocer
in the Hickman County community of Wrigley.
District Attorney General
Elmer Davis had asked for the
death penalty for the men. But
during Wednesday's sentencing hearing, defense lawyers
asked Tennessee State Prison
Warden Jim Rose to describe
the procedures involved in
preparing a person for execu-

Man Injured In
Wreck Following
Daughter's Shooting
ERLANGER, Ky. )AP(
An Elsmere man was critically injured when he lost control
of his car following the fatal
shooting of his daughter in an
apartment building, according to Erlanger Police Lt.
William Witten.
Gerald Banks, 39, was
reported in critical condition
at St. Elizabeth Medical
Center here.
Willen said Balks was
charged with first-degree
homicide in connection with
the death of his daughter,
Pamela,16.
Witten said the girl was
visiting an apartment and
refused to let her father enter.
Willen said shots were fired
through the door, one of which
struck the girl in the heart.
She was dead at the scene,
police said.

tion in the state's electric
chair.
During Rose's testimony,
Pettyjohn's mother let out a
scream and began to cry. She
was carried from the cour-

trooni.
The men were scheduled to
be transferred immediately to
the Tennessee State Prison to
begin serving their sentences,
authorities said.

Road Sections To Open
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Highway
Department said two more
sections of Interstate 471 will
be opened next week in Campbell County, opposite Cincinnati.
The bureau said a section of
the interchange near the
former Beverly Hills Supper
Club between Southgate and

1

Fort Thomas will open on
Monday.
On Tuesday, the section
from the Daniel Carter Beard
Bridge, crossing the Ohio
River between Newport and
Fort Thomas.
However, the connecting
portion between the two new
sections has not been completed, officials said.

Corrections & Amplifications
traffic accident
at 5th and Pine Streets Tuesday is not the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe T. Foster, Route 8, Box 20, Murray. A picture of the accident appeared on the front page of Wednesday's paper.
The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly arty errors in
The Sheila Foster who was involved in a

fact or clarity any misleading information appearing in news ankles
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need kir
clarification please call 753-1918.

Ideas
AT
I

Open
M-F 10-8
Sat. 10-6
Sun. 1-5

Be) Air

Center
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Hog Market

Psychiatrists Testifies
In Robert Garwood Trial
Livestock Market

250/0 T. 40%

King's Den

Peace :1700dwiii 1
on
-toward
eat* Aen

Ray Harm's
"Cardinal

•

cert program.
You are invited to a
reception to be given by members of the
dSMJ
Woman's Club on
Friday, December 19th
from 5:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. at the Blackford House Gallery,
Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Or the prints can be bought by calling Jean Bennett at 753-2590
or by calling 753-8301 for $20.00.
The "Cardinal" will make an ideal Christmas gift and with each
purchase of a Cardinal you will receive a Complimentary print of Ray
Harm's "Cooper's Hawk."
The youth concert is a great educational and cultural experience
for the students, so oil you parents, grandparents, uncles and aunts cone on out and buy a "Cardinal."

'1

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
I10011. EDT, today, furnlahed to the
Ledger Sr llmea by First or Michigan,
Corp ol Murray,sr* as follows
Industrial Average
Air Products
Amencan Motors
Ashland
Arnencan Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G AF
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf00
liardees
fleublein
IBM
Jenco
Knurl
Kuhn's Rig K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U S Tobacco
Wendy's

to,

e hope the glowing .Spirit of
0

Christmas will brighten every day of
your holiday and its holy light always
shine in your heart. Thanks to all.
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MAX CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
$/r. & Mrs. Max Churchill and Staff
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dents the property of the
rnment. They will be sub.o public disclosure under
'.'reedom of information
ifter 12 years under conof the president whose
House created them.

Hear ye, hear ye! Santo's ringing
in this holiday season with an

tenced

all new ... alleo,w,assortment of

men were scheduled to
insferred immediately to
'ennessee State Prison to
I serving their sentences,
orities said.

gift ideas for,etwyene on your list!
This special section will guide you

To Open

to the places to shop in MURRAY

Thomas will open on
lay.
Tuesday, the section
the Daniel Carter Beard
4e, crossing the Ohio
r between Newport and
Thomas.
wever, the connecting
on between the two new
ons has not been comd,officials said.

to find those extra special gifts for
everyone on your shopping list.
This is the place to find the who,
what and how of gift-giving ...

iplifications

the when, why and wherefore of

ved in a traffic accident
not the daughter of Mr.
Box 20, Murray. A pice front page of Wednes-

Christmas shopping ... and the
everything you-need-to-know

irrect promptly any errors in
n appearing in news articies..
report an error or need tor

about festive touches, home
decor,foods, travel, fashions.
Wrap up your holiday shopping
early by shopping in Murray,
where everything imaginable can
be found ... and wrap yourself
up in the fun and excitement that
the season's sure to bring!

g

'til Christmas
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A touch of festive coloring has
your hair looking its holiday best
(9Holiday time is party time!
But, any holiday occasion hecomes fun and exciting when
you look your very best.
Whether you're sipping wine in
front of a glowing fire, or dancing the night away, your hair
can be as festive as the season,
, Turn heads at the Christmas
'party with 'Nestle Streaks 'n
Tips, spray-on, shampoo-out
Muir color in spirited holiday
.shades of red and green. It's so
easy, you can do it yourself, at
'home, just about as quickly as
-.you can say,:'St. Nick."
Get into the spirit of the Season! Top off a glittery , chic New
Year's Eve look with a drama-

tic, glamorous hairst). le
Heighten the di ulna by sneaking
your hair v. ith shimmering
silser or gold.
Whether you streak it or tip it,
go for subtle sophistication,
all-out drama, or a look that's
just plain fun, Streaks 'n Tips is
the key to your special holiday
look .
an instant hqir coloring that sprays on and shampoos
out without permanently cluinging your natural color
You can choose from adazzling array of colors gold,
silver, orchid, snowy white, red
and green-all party perfect, to
complenient your mood, your
outfit and the occasion. You can
be a "golden girl" one day, a

Books: answer to gift-giving dilemma
What do you gise the person
who has every thing? Head into
sthe nearest bookstore and
browse. You're sure to find
something to please even the
,
.most difficult-to-satisfy family
',member.
If there's an ailurophile on
,- your list, there's a wide variety
of books on cats, their ways,
how to take care of them, myths
.and legends surrounding them.
On-e-super book that covers
(natters feline from A to "Z is Cat
Catalog (Workman Publishing

Have a
perfectly
heavenly
holiday'
Many thanks.

HIll
Burger Inn
413 S. 4th

753-9151

Co.. $6.95). It's arttully illustrated, too.
Your favorite feline fancier
will probably purr when he or
she receives The Morris Approach: An Insider's Guide to
Cat Care &William Morrow &
Co., $6.95) by Barbara Burns.
It's illustrated throughout
with photos of everybody's
favorite finicky cat, and utilizes
a whimsical approach that's a
delight.' But, behind the liberal
doses of humor is a wide variety
of hard, serious facts that will
help any cat owner understand
and care for Boots, Muffin . . .
or Morris.
If you've got an erstwhile detective to please, you might
consider giving"a selection of
mysteries by his/her favorite
writer(s).
Many mystery classics have
been reissued recently by a variety of publishers. Dell, for instance, has just begun issuing
mystery favorites (some reissues, some never before published in the U.S.) under two
series names-Murder Ink and
Scene of the Crime-with a
total4four every month.
To finish up your Christmas
package, consider either Murder Ink or Murderess Ink (both
Workman Publishing Co.,
$7.95 and $6.95 respectively).
Both are billed as having been
"perpetrated by Dilys Winn,"
and the whole field of whodunits is approached in a lighthearted but thorough fashion.
Murderess Ink focuses in on
the distaff side-on female
sleuths, female criminals and.
of course, female writersleading readers to the conclusion that, in the world of the
whodunit, the female may well
be deadlier than the male.
For the literature-lover on
your Christmas list, there is of
course a wide range of classics
and modern works from which
to choose. Poetry kooks are always a good present, provided

Pre Christmas
Specials
Group
Girl's

Group
Boy's

Sportswear

Shirts

3

Off

Price

Group
Girls

Group
Boy's

Dresses

Pants

/
11 3 Off

/
1 3 Off

Group Girl's

1/
2

Coats

Price

he

Ste°eft

_

adder

tel Fie Shoppinq Cent,
753 1795

•
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A

sparkling 'siker beauty- the
nest, and all at only the touch of
a button.
When the party's over, stiltply shampoo your hair to remove the color .
it's that
easy. Then, you can still have a
smart new look with Streaks 'n
Tips in "everyday'' colors, and
your casual "back -to-business"
hair style will base a pretty lift
Streaks 'n Tips is also ltrilil,
for touching up dark roots and
"growing-in" gray instantly,
with natural-looking color.
black. Brown. Auburn (Henna), Silver Gray. Manufactured
by The Nestle LeMur Corn pany, the Hair Care Profession als since 1925.

you know the recipient's taste in
verse, and what he/she does or
does not have.
If your lover of literature
doesn't mind seeing the classics
of Western Civilization shrunk
down to size a bit, he/she might
enjoy one of the newest entries
on the humor front, ShrinkLits
by Maurice Sagoff (Workman
Publishing, $3.95).
This little volume is a perfect
stocking stuffer and is sure to
tickle the fancy of many a reader. In short. 70 classics are reduced to a few ironic lines of
verse and to 34 minutes worth of
reading, about as long as it
would take the literary adventurer to wade through five pages
of Finnegan's Wake.
For the chef, there are cookbooks, and one that's been
warming the hearts and kitchens
of cooks and food lovers across
the country since its publication
is Jane Bute!' s TEX-MEX
Cookbook (Harmony Books,
$12.95).
• Ms. Butel takes her Tex-Mex
cuisine seriously, and with a
good sprinkling of fun. The delectable recipes Ms. Bute has
gathered and created have a firm
basis in the Southwest; however, they've been updated so
the home chef,can simplify traditional cooking tasks with
modern appliances.
•
Vagabonds will be enchanted
to get, as a Christmas present,
Horace Sutton's copiously. researched and very witty history
of the American tourist, Travelers:The American Tourist From
Stagecoach to Space Shuttle
(William Morrow & Co.,
$12.50).
Sutton guides the reader
along the routes taken by
American travelers from 1800
to the present, via stagecoach,
steamboat,railroad,luxury liner
and jet plane, to name just a
few.
In Sutton's capable hands,
the fascinated reader is impelled
to visit the wide variety of destinations frequented by our
forefathers, who were infected,
as we are today, with incurable
wanderlust.
'
The whole family will enjoy
The Golden Treasury of the
Familiar (Macmillan, $24.95),
compiled by Ralph L. Woods.
It's billed as "the definitive anthology of familiar selections-long and short, witty,
wise,and inspiring . . .," and it
fits its description admirably.
Whether you enjoy browsing
among choice selections of
poetry and prose or want,on occasion,to look up the entirety of
a familiar quote, it's the ideal
companion-for den, or bedside-encompassing writings
from people as diverse as William Butler Yeats and Winston
Churchill, Mark Twain and
Alexander Pope. You'll enjoy
it!
Lavishly illustrated in color,
Bible Stories for Children
(Macmillan, $12.95), retold by
Geoffrey Horn and Arthur
Cavanaugh, is an ideal Christmas present for a youngster who
is attending or is shortly to attend Sunday school.
Encompassing stories from
both the Old and New Testaments, it presents them in easily
comprehensibie fasKion, to
stimulate a child's interest and
imagination, and give hours of
pleasure and, inspiration to
young readers.
The selection offered by a
good bookstore is vast. In fact,
once you enter, you may not
find your way out of the maze of
books, without having picked
up two or three irresistible volumes for yourself. Merry
Christmas!
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Master Ch

Gifts under 10.00
HEAD INTO THE HOLIDAYS with style, sparkle and verve. You can add fun and glamour to
the holiday season with Nestle Streaks'n Tips, the spray-on,shampoo-out temporary hair color. Available in an exciting range ofcolors for Christmas, New Year's. ..and special occasions
all year 'round. It's so easy to look your party best.

Lingerie Gifts
Pastel Brushed Gowns

4.99

Reg. 9.99

Famous Name Gowns and Coats

Pets enjoy the holidays,too, but take
some precautions...for safety's sake!
The advent of Christmas
evokes excitement and pleasure
in virtually everyone, and the
family pet is as likely to be affected by all the activity and glitter as any.
The look of wonder in a kitten's eyes as it stares slits first
Christmas tree is something too
precious to be forgotten.
Let your pet join in the festivities, but take some precaution, for its sake and yours.
•Some seasonal plants, such
as mistletoe and poinsettia, are
poisonous. If youhave pets-or
young children-around,
you're wiser to forego them.
•Candles add a special glow
to holiday parties and even quiet
winter evenings at home.
However, if you have a cat or
douit's wiser not to leave candles burning unattended. A
curiolis animal could knock one
over and start a fire.
• If you have a natural
Christmas tree, you're better off
not using preservative in the
water slits base. Cats, particularly, are notorious samplers
and, after ail, you wouldn't
want your pet drinking water
which has been heavily treated
with chemicals.
• Many people feel that a tree
is not complete without garlands
of lights. If you belong to this
group, and you have a cat or
dog, be careful not to leave the
animal unattended in the vicinity of the tree. If possible, stand
the tree in a room that can be
closed off.
•Stay away from breakable
Christmas tree ornaments. Be-

sides the waste of breakage, a
glass ball which shatters can
leave splinters about-making
it easy for either pet or person to
cut him or herself unawares.
Replace those shiny glass
balls with satin ones. They're
equally decorative, and far

Floral Caftans and Floats

safer.
• Silver icicles turn a
Christmas tree into a wondrous,
glittery sight. They,can also
cause severe digestive problems
to an animal that is so entranced
by them that it just has to take a
taste.

7.99

Reg. 19.99

Dearfoam Warm-Up Boots

7.99

Reg. 10.00

Panties

4 pr. for 3.00

Reg. 1.25 ea.

Half-Slips
Specially Priced

4.50 to 6.00

Sportswear Gifts
Solid and Plaid Shirts

7.99

Reg. 15.99

Fancy Holiday Blouses

8.99

Reg. 15.99 to 19.99

Fashion'Sweaters

6.99

Reg. 19.99

Better Sweaters

8.99

Reg. 22.00 to 24.99

Fashion Skirts

8.99

Reg. 19.99

Fashion Pants

8.99

Reg. 15.99 to 19.99

Misses and Junior
Famous Name Mix and Match Sportswear
CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS make terrific playthings,
on or off the tree, in the eyes of your ass-rage household pet.
This eat contemplates pouncing on a shiny satin hall for a romp
across the room--%hich proves conclusively that Yuletide is
an occasion to be enjoyed by every member of the family.

8.99

Reg. to 29.99

Jeans

6.99

Reg. to 19.99

Better Jeans

Answers to frequently asked
questions about fragrances
Buyer be prepared . . . that's
the Caron Christmas advice this
season.
This fine French fragrance
house has done research on what
are the most frequently asked
questions about perfume. And
the answers are something
everyone considering a fragrance gift should know.
Q. Why is French perfume
expensive?
A. The ingredients used are
among the most expensive in the
world. For example, the jasmine Caron uses in Infini, one
of its classic perfumes, costs as
much as $6,000 a pound.
Q. What is the difference between Toilet Water and Cologne?
A. They are both diluted versions of perfume. Toilet Water
is the stronger and more lasting.
Cologne is most effective as a
light refresher.
Q. How long should a fragrance last?
A. It depends on the form of
fragrance you select. Perfume
lasts-the-lettgestlet-Wa=
ter, followed by Cologne.
Q. Where sbould I apply my
fragrance. . . so that it lasts the
longest?
A. If you are using perfume,
limit the application to pulse
spots which are temples, the
base of the throat, the inside of
wrists and elbows, center of the
bosom . . . and, traditionally,
behind the ears and knees. If
you're using other forms of

6.99

Reg. 13.99
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9.99

Reg. to 24.99

Dress Sale!
Misses, Half-Size, Junior

7.00 to 9.00

Reg. to 35.99
fragrance . . apply more
lavishly . . . splashing over the
body.
Q. How can I make certain
my perfume doesn't dry out in
the bottle . . . or lose its
strength'?
A. Keep it in a cool, dark

place, away trom direct light,
and tightly sealed.
And, perhaps one of the 'post
importantquestions . . with an
apparent answer: Why perfume
for Christmas? Simply because
it is traditionally one ofthe most
cherished gifts to receive!

Accessories Gifts
Fashion Jewelry

2.00

Reg. to 4.00

Handbags

5.00

Reg. 15.99

Genuine Leather Handbags

Making Goodies For
Holiday
Giving?
Give It
With
Style...

7.99

Reg. 16.99

Entire Stock Hosiery!
Hanes, Underalls, Slenderalls, Today's Girl

- 30% Off
a little more expensive
Sportswear Gifts
Blazer Sale!

19.99
29.99
39.99

Reg. up to 39.99

...Cartons,
Tins, Bags,
Plates
from the

Reg. up to 60.00
Reg. up to 100.00

Designer Jeans

19.99

Reg. 36.99

PANMkcifDLER

Sale! Junior and Misses
Famous Name Sportswear

50% Off

Reg. to 70.00

Fo

Outerwear Gifts

Give The Gift That Gives Year Around

Quilted Jackets

'Perfect For Stocking Stuffers

29.99

Reg. to 45.99

Storm Coats

39.99

Reg. to 69.99

•Buy Any Amount You Like

Wool and Wool Blend Coats

59.99

Reg. 10 119.99

Rabbit Fur Coats

*Always The Right Size & Color

49.99

Reg. to 89.99
• Fur

nsOural and dyed relobe 'Furs Isisslee to show country 01 ono,

Leather Blazers and Jackets

•Perfect For Any Child or Adult

69.99

Reg. 119.99

Full-Length Leather Coats

Available At:
Cheri 3-Cine 1 & 2

Good At Any Murray Theater

Central
Center

Sifts

99.99

Reg. 169.99

753-7991
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Cookbooks That
Cater To Kids
Are Worthwhile

Aair-d.41 ..e

,ef akt"

Open Sundays 1-5 Until Christmas

Ildeas.

4.99
Coats

6.99
7.99
7.99
3.00
6.00

7.99
8.99
6.99
8.99

By('ECILY BROWNSTONE:
AP Food Editor
The 1980 revised paperback
edition of "Creative Food Experiences for Children" by
Mary T. Goodwin and Gerry
Pollen ( Center for Science in
the Public
Interest,
Washington, D.C., $5.95) is interesting and worthwhile.
Although it was intended to
be used primarily by teachers
preschools, daycare
in
centers, and similar groups, a
good many parents could gain
a great deal from Bib sound
nutritional practices it advocates. One of the authors is
a public health nutritionist
and a mother; the other,also a
mother, is a specialist in early
childhood education, with long
experience in teaching young
children.
The book's great virtue is
the guidance it offers in involving
children
in
pleasurable food experiences.
Chapters on vegetables,
fruits, milk, protein foods,
cereals and bread are informative. Another chapter on
"Lunches, Snacks and
Celebrations" offers practical
suggestions parents and
children can have fun using.
The chapter tells "How to
Take the 'Drag' out of Bag
Lunches," offers suggestions
for "Packed Lunches,"
"Nutritious Snacks," and
"Snacks for Celebrations,"
and has recipes for a
"Children's Calendar of
Celebrations."
Finally, there's a section of
recipes that nutritionconscious parents may find
appealing. Covered are:
beverages; salads and salad
dressings; soups; main
dishes; breads, cereals and

8.99
8.99

1w ear

8.99
6.99
9.99
to 9.00

2.00
5.00
7.99
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19.99
29.99
39.99
19.99

School

All Calloway County
& Murray School
Other Style
Bags.,.Nike,
Adidas, Puma,
eSaelis
lo,
r
Etc.

Gym Bags

$795r

*AN
God bless you
and keep you
in the circle
of His love.
Warm thanks
to all our
friends.

Lubie I Reba's
Superburger
1100 Chestnut
753-8488

Holiday time usually means
unexpected guests. And, it's
axiomatic that unexpected
guests expect, however unreasonably, to be fed-any
thing from a complete meal to a
snack with drinks.
How to accommodate them
without throwing yourself and
your household into a tizzy.
every time the doorbell rings?
Stock up in advance with delectables. A few cans or jars of
nuts, some candies packaged in
holidaywtappings.. a
couple of cheeses-a hunk of
Edam, a round of Brie, some of
that scrumptious cream cheese
with herbs spread-and some
boxes of savory crackers will go
a long way to satisfying the appetites of those friends and
neighbors who stop in for a
while to share the Christmas
cheer.

Hooded

Sweat Jacket,
Pants,
& Shirts

10 Colors Availa bit.
Retail $4000

Youth &
Adult Sizes

LS330

Choice of Colors

Sizes 4-48
4 Styles From...

occer Balls
$895.

.1

Tiger & Laker Wool
School Jackets

This is the
same ball used
by the Murray
Soccer Team

$2295

Special Lettering Available
Also Chenel Tiger Heads

Nike Blazer Leather Hi-Tops
*White
with Red Trim
•White
with Royal Blue Trim
Suggested Retail '41"

Sale Price $3195
Save $10"
Dennison & Hunt Stock 175 different styles
of athletic shoes. Largest selection in
Western Kentucky. Over 15 styles of
children's shoes beginning at size 8.

Football Jerseys, T-Shirts,
Fraternity &
Sorority Jerseys
All Colors & Sizes

Complete Lettering Service
With Pressed On Or Sewed On
Letters

Exercise
Bik

e EasY To Operate
3Styles

$

KEEP CUPBOARD
READY FOR
UNEXPECTED
GUESTS

Is

t's Girl

pancakes; dips, spreads and
sandwich
fillings;
and
desserts.
Dorothy I.ara-Braud had a
great idea when she gathered
together recipes for her
recently published book,
"Good Food Kids Love"
Quick Fox). She asked a good
many mothers - in person, by
mail, by phone -- "What are
your kids' -favorite dishes?"
As she says, "Almost all the
mothers responded quickly,
naming from three to six
recipes that they use again
and again, year in and year
out." From these the author
chose about 100 recipes that
"taste good" and are "good
for you."
Dr. Alvin Eden, a professor
of pediatrics, contributed a
foreword to the book. And
Alex Beck, a respected nutrition consultant, wrote an introduction and added the
nutrition notes and charts that
accompany each recipe.
"Good Food Kids Love" is a
spiral-bound book with color
illustrations on each page and
durable paper that should
wear well in the kitchen. The
recipes are sensible American
ones, from potato and corn
chowder to pumpkin chiffon
pie ( with a whole wheat
crumb crust). There are also
some new combinations: for
example,a carrot soup that includes tomato paste, apples,
brown rice, honey and raisins.
All in all, the dishes should
please the whole family.
If you are thinking of
bestowing a cookbook on your
children that they can use
themselves, you might consider "Better Homes and
Gardens New Junior
Cookbook" (Meredith). It's a
hard-cover book that offers 75
recipes with easy-to-follow
directions and is illustrated in
both black and White and color. Although this book
originally appeared in 1963, 55
of its 75 recipes are new.
Among these are up-to-date offerings - such as Taco
Burgers and Easy Muffin Pizzas - as well as triedand-true
favorites such as scalloped
corn and no-knead yeast rolls.
If your children love the
classic stories of Laura Ingalls Wilder
the "Little
House" books), chances are
they'll be interested in "The
Little House Cookbook" by
Barbara M. Walker ( Harper 81
Row). Its recipes are for the
frontier foods that were so important a part of Laura Ingalls
Wilder's own childhood. Mrs.
Walker did extensive
historical research that contributes a great deal to her
book. Her recipes were tested
and they're workable.

500ei

$12595
Calloway Co.
Murray
High or
Kentucky

Waste
Baskets

R?

Racketball
Rackets
From

1195-'4995

By Ektelon, Leach, Omega,
Wilson, Voit, Trenway -

Stocking Stuffers!

«Jump Ropes
•Pom Poms(all colors)
.Tube Socks
•Tennis & Racket Balls
•Stadium Seats

•Toboggans
•Gator Gum
.Quench Gum
•Nike-Adidas T-Shirts
•Danskins

Cotton Flannel Lined

tr

I% Off

School Jackets
4 Schools
Murray State University
University of Kentucky
Calloway County
Murray High

29.99
39.99
ats

$1595

59.99
49.99
ets

69.99

1203 Chestnut

99.99

753-8844

Open Sundays 1-5 Until Christmas
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Mortest Day Of Year Celebrated By Ancestors

• •

By Rita Bubo% ski
.mithsoinan News Service
goes by many names: the
inning of winter, the
rtest day of the year, nud'der's night. This year, it
al occur on Dec. 21 at
: r,•eisely 11:56 a.m. EST.
l'u astronomers it is known
i the winter solstice, the moi•lit when the sun stops its
'ahem migration in the sky.
fact, the word solstice
mes from the Latin
otstitiuni," meaning "the
in comes to a halt."
Most people today are bare' ). aware of the winter solstice.
,;ut the early Indian peoples of
'Sorth America celebrated
•it event with elaborate
duals. Indeed, recent arliaeological evidence sup;sirts the theory that native
..anerieans not only revered
the sun but that they devoted
..,„ei.a,ty to
.441. I Wile
:observing its position and
inovement in the sky.
The sun, like the land,
'played a central role in the
Eves of native Americans. Its
Light and warmth brought life
to the people and their crops.
Its movements were incorI.orated into their cultures and
thoughts. Its cycles lent a
Aructure to their societies,
providing a calendar on which
I,. base their ceremonial,
iigricultural and hunting accities.
"Early peoplesnesaw
iemselves as an integ I part
;-f the natural world," says
Von Del Chamberlain, an
istronomer at the Smithsoian's National Air and Space
• useum in Washington,D.C.,
ho has studied astronomy in
Alicient cultures.
"When the sun would rise,
ley were thankful; when it
.'t, they were hopeful it would
--ise again. If they lost the sun,
'ley knew that they would lose
;re itself. Thus sun-watching
..).as a crucial activity, and the
inter solstice was oge of the
-lost significant religious
.,.stivals of the year."
"On the day of the winter
• -olstice," Chamberlain coninues, "the sun rises and sets
.t its most southerly position
in the horizon. At noon on this
lay, the sun appears at its
.oRigst point in the southern
ky. Early native Americans
vere afraid that the sun might
ontinue to . sink lower and
.ower in the sky until it disapleared altogether. They felt
'hey had to perform a variety
if rituals to guarantee that the
;lin would continue to rise and
;et and return to the northern

National Anthropological
Smithsonian News Service Photo courtesy of

For hundreds of years, the Hopi Indians of Arizona
celebrated the sun and the winter solstice with a complex, nine-day ceremony called "Soyal." Chants, dances, prayer offerings and public rituals were held to
entreat the sun god to turn back from his southward
course and begin anew a northward journey bringing
light and warmth for the coming growing season. The
Hopis permitted very few outsiders to observe or
photograph the events. In this faded photograph,
taken around 1897 and preserved in the Smithsonian's
National Anthropological Archives, a Hopi messenger
presents a ceremonial cornmeal offering during Soyal.
The festival is still celebrated today.
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Kut'N Kurl
Southside Shopping Center

753-1682
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SDOVAD witty
Allegro 2500
Speakers
Features 8-Track
Tape Recorder

Full Featured! Top Quality! Televisions, Radios, Stereos
and More — All Reduced Prices For Inventory Clearance.
Come In Now And Shop Our Quality Products At Low,
Low Prices. WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
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New Concord — 436-5353
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sparkling wishes and
•Lots of little frames for counted
cross-stitch.
• Wood accessories to decorate
with needlework.
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says,
Chamberlain
"astronomy was a fwidainental part of everyday life,incorporating religion, art,
mythology. It was part of Qieir
concept of themselifECtheir
origins and their world. It provided a calendar that
regulated agricultural activities, essential to communities like the Hopi who eked out a marginal living from
the land. It also served to
regulate the rituals that gave
the community an identity."
Today, some native
American celebrations of the
sun survive in ceremonies and
art — the Hopis, for instance,
still celebrate Soyal —
although the sun no longer
plays the same crucial role in
their lives as it did in the lives
of their ancestors. But to ancient native American
astronomers, it was only
natural that the sun,so central
to life itself,should be so closely observed.

sky."
old) to observe the sun but The Hopi Indians of Arizona, also to stage ceremomes to
for instance, celebrated the mark the winter solstice.
winter solstice for many hunIn the western United
dreds of years with a complex, States, several large stone
nine-day ceremony called "medicine wheels" left cen"Soyal." Chants, dances, turies ago by the Plains Inprayer offerings and public dians along the eastern flanks
rituals were held to entreat of the Rocky Mountains also
the sun god to turn back from seem to indicate various sunhis southward course and watching techniques. Some of
begin anew a northward these wheels are aligned with
journey, bringing light and important
astronomical
warmth for the coming grow- points, including the positions
ing season.
of sunrise and sunset on the
have day of the summer solstice in
Anthropologists
observed the Soyal festivities June. The summer solstice is
firsthand since the late 19th the longest day of the year,
century. Their reports in- and for many ancient cultures
dicate how the Hopi Indians it was the most important
made'prayer sticks, or Pahos, astronomical date.
The Bighorn Medicine
of assorted objects, such as
feathers, string, herbs and Wheel built around 1760 in norwillow sticks. 'rhe sun priest thern Wyoming, for instance,
placed the offerings at a "sun is a circular structure of rocks
altar" facing the direction of.. laid out on the ground across a
the midwinter solstice, just as diameter of about 90 feet.
the sun peeped over the Discovered by prospectors in
the late 1880s, the structure
horizon.
pile,
During another part of tbe has a large cairn, or rock
ceremony, the priest, this at its center, with "spokes" of
from the
time representing the sun god, rocks that radiate
rim. Five
held a rawhide sun symbol center to the
fastened to a stick. As he danc- smaller cairns lie along the
intervals,and
ed from east to west and back rim at irregular
cairn
again, he shook the stick,sym- a sixth, more prominent
outside at
bolizing the coming and going stands several feet
the end of one of the spokes.
of the sun.
This odd formation takes on
Recent
archaeological new meaning when vieweg,
discoveries reveal that native from an astronomical standAmericans not only carried point. The number of spokes in
out ceremonies but also the wheel is 28,about the same
developed ingenious ways to as the number of days in a
observe the sun. r
lunar month. The positions of
Consider, for example, two of the cairns indicate that
Cahokia, in what is now they might have served as
southwestern Illinois. Cahokia horizon markers for sunrise
Many
sunset.
was a major Indian city and
between the 10th and 14th cen- astronomers now believe that
turies on the Mississippi River this arrangement enabled the
near present-day St. Louis. In Plains Indians to mark the
the 1960s, archaeologist War- time of the summer solstice
ren Wittry of the Cranbrook with precision.
Institute of Science near • '"To the ancients,"
Detroit discovered within the
limits of the ancient city a
series of pits, arranged in a
circular fashion.
'From the shape and dimensions of the pits, Wittry surmised that they once held
wooden posts which could
have been used to mark the
directions of sunrise at the
summer and winter solstices
and at the equinoxes (the two
times of the year when the sun
crois—erthe equator and day
and night are everywhere of
•
equal length). This finding
0
.4
fl
and the discovery of several
interesting artifacts (among
j#.
,alOs'gr
them a ceremonial goblet)
suggest that the Cahokians
might have used the site not

el
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AMERICA'S STOCK CAR LEADER, Richard Petci. and his
famous Number 43 are headliners in this new action set
The Ertl Company. The Richard Petty Race Set brings home
I stock car circuit. The au•
all the excitement of the riot'
thentically designed and ,l,..1,1 die-cast metal replica of Petizi d to speed .down the
ty's I hang • hip rat car it
able Richard Petty figure and complete
k•ard track. A
set 0i pitstop accessories—including jack, extra set of tires,
tools,gas can and Are extinguisher—make'the race even more
realistic. The racing car is carried aboard a customized
trailer, pulled tv• a chrttttte-dreorated (he•y Titan truck.
oici00

Save Time and Money
High-Speed 4-Inch
Right Angle
Disc Grinder

g Gift Headquarters

(r1
;
g Motorcyclists On Your List. t
FOR THE

Throttle lock
$9.95
Jacket
$34.95

Riding Suit
$19.95 to $32.95

<MEM

Luggage Rack wIBackrest
$44.35 to $83.75
Touring Seats
$94.95

pec $66°°
s.,

Saddle Bags
$175.00

Designed for easy one hand operation Conipectly
designed with instant release thatch switch and high
speed boll bearing motor Tuck it into yew tool
chest .keep it handy to get into the tight spots
where a larger NIA disc grinder lust won't fit. hall
beefing rnotor generates 10.000 rpm Double
inseteted 3 wire ground cord tweets ell 091/1
specifications This conveniently sired, high spored
electric hand tool could agile the offer...re bet
ween finishing the oh on time or fooling wowed with

y your Christmas •e
one to treasure alwaysN
"\\\

Warm Winter
Gloves
$16.95

Engine Guards
$22.95 to $36.95

Gift Certificates
for Merchandise andfor
Service work

•let of hend worb.
46.979/1A 6 lb.. List SI 19.00 Net each IlitS46 79
UT INCLUDES
4- disc grinder Open end wrench. 24 end 36 pit,
grinding wheels loth net creeds

Gift Certificates Available In The
Amount of Your Choice

Moro Cross Boots
$79.95

Talk With Our Friendly Sales Stall!

Zoirn & Countrg Vanudia,
The Smoke
Shoppe

JONES IRON & METAL CO.
P.O. Box 443
1ar0041 Avenue
Merrey, KT 42171

Helmets
$24.95

Vista-Cruise

NNIMIN• be

(502)753-3141

Olympic
pin's

Highwa y 94 East
Murray, Kentucky,
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"Vac the halls!"and sing
praises ofsharing chores
While carolers sing •-tleck
the Halls" outside, today's man
of the house is vacuuming them
inside!
Now that half of this country's women are in the work
force, more and more couples
are sharing chores. A recent
survey of 1,000 married men
revealed that 70 percent of them
cook, 47 percent vacuum the
floor. and 41 percent wash the
dishes.
And,during the holidays, this
sharing is especially important
to cope with the demands of a
hectic schedule filled with
working, shopping and entertaining.

of
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Holiday beauty at yourfingertips Christmas gift treasure inspired
by ancient Byzantine -civilization

The holiday season is one
year, The Eureka Company
time of year that allows for extalked to two who so fa have
trasagance
in fashion and
managed to maintain their sanbeauty! From elegant party fashity. Their success, it seems, is
ions to glittering palettes of
primarily a matter of preparamake-up—it's a time when you
tion and planning.
can
create your own special
"We try to do as many cookbeauty
fantasy—right down to
ing and cleaning chores as posyour fingertips.
sible in advance," says Ann
This season's fashions range
Harris, a Chicago physical
from soft, pastel romantics to
therapist whose husband is an
sleek
and colorful classics with
advertising executive.
accessories to suit every mood.
"We'll sit down and make a
And, more than ever before,
list of who's responsible for
the added pizazz of artistic
what, and then set up a flex ibk
make-up
is the thread that ties
schedule for doing the work.
any holiday "look" together!
"For example, 1 might polish )
The season's best make-up
the wooden furniture four or
trends include richer, more
five days before company arluminous colors, applied crearives, then on the day of the dinPreparation and planning
tively and with intensity. So,
ner go over it lightly with the
why not do the same- for your
dusting brush of my vacuum
To find out how working
nails?
cleaner. The important thing is
couples keep things under conHere are a few suggestions
to get everything organized two
trol during this busy time of
from the Cutex beauty experts to
or three weeks in advance.••
help
you try your artistic hand at
When Ann and her husband
creating unusual nail designs to
Scott entertain large gatherings
complement your holiday
at the holidays, they always
"look!"
Simply choose your polish,
make one of the two main dishes
then apply a base color, such as
ahead of time. "I enjoy cookCutex Scarlet Ribbons creme
ing, so I'll usually make a casenamel, in diagonal stripes
serole and freeze it," says
across each nail. Allow to dry,
Scott.
then apply one coat of shimmerLast minute shopping and
ing, sheer Platinum frost enamel
rushing to send out Christmas
over each striped nail.
cards is never a problem for the
You might even go a step
Chicago couple. Ann buys the
further and sprinkle gold glitter
cards at reduced prices right
onto each ribbon-striped nail to
after Christmas and addresses
complete this captivating holithem during the summer whenday design!
ever she has a few spare miFor another way to create
nutes. And, she and Scott both
beauty at your fingertips, start
buy gifts all year long.
with a diagonal swirl of white
San Francisco accountant
polish over texturizing basecoat
Steve Welch and his wife Shaon each nail. Then, polish both
ron, a grade-school teacher, di'
sides of the swirl with your
vide up their chores according to
nor now
favorite creme or frost enamel.
rooms. They feel it's important
to avoid unnecessary work.
again
"I usually clean the kitchen,
hut there's no point in washing
the floor the day of the dinner
May it
since it will get dirty as soon as
bring you
three or four people come in to
help," says Steve. "That's why
good fortune
I just use my floor brush attachand lore.
ment to vacuum the loos,.
dust."
- Sharon uses her Power Team-It is that time of yea We
vac on her living room carpet
must think seriously about
Richard
about half an hour before the
Christmas shopping, or face inguests arrive to give it a fresh
Orr Dist.
creasing anxiety. Loved ones
appearance.
also
She
quickly
ask, "What do YOU want for
Peeve A.. 733402
dusts her furniture with the atChristmas!?" It is magic time,
tachments.
tree time, gift time.

Inspired by the gilded domes,
colorful mosaics, intricately
carved ivories, glittering gold
and jeweled splendor of an an•
dent civilization ...Elizabeth
Arden presents "BYZANTIUM An Elizabeth Arden
Christmas Fantasy 1980."
This unprecedented Christmas collection includes 21 exquisite porcelains containing
Elizabeth Arden fragrance and
bath products, and specially
packaged gift sets of Blue
Grass, Memoire Cherie, Cabhole and Arden for Men Sandalwood.
The limited-edition porcelain
collection, "The Treasures of
Topkapi,•• translates the stud
colors and intricate designs of
ancient Byzantium.
Each piece was hand.
decorated in Japan with precious 10K gold and bears the
authentic imperial seal, of Justinian. The porcelains mirror designs from the fabled palaces
and basilicas of the glorious an--- cient civilization of Byzantium.
The Byzantine Mosaic Collection, with soap dish, bath jar,
decanter and boudoir tray, is a
glorious celebration of the famous mosaics of Byzantium.
Sacred palace pets are transformed into precious collectibles in the charming Palace
Garden 'Cat and Royal Atrium
Doves fritgrahced candles, the
Filigreed Duck Pomander and

•

WRAP YOLRsE LE UP in holiday beauty... with shimme
mak...letup right down to your fingertip.. The Cutex beauty e
perts recommend nods manicured to perfection and errs
timely striped to suit the spirit of the holidays:
Or, after two coats of polish,
allow to dry, then apply dots
with white polish for a 'snowflake' design.
And, to keep your nail's looking beautiful all season long,
give them a helping hand. In
cold, harsh weather, your skin
becomes dry and nails tend to
become brittle.
For added protection, mois-.

tunze hands, nails and cuticles
frequently to keep them smooth.
Vse an oily polish remover with
conditioners in Lemon, Herbal
or Regular fragrance.
Then, go ahead . . . use your
imagination and be extravagant
with holiday beauty. Wrap jip
the season and wrap up your
hands with a delightful holiday
gift of their very own.

Heap on more wood!-the wtrid
is chill,.
But let it whistle as it will,
We'll keep our Christmas merry
still.
—Sir Walter Scott

Your Christmas shopping can
be fun when you plan ahead!

- VIDEO
"RECORDER

Byzantine Lovebirds Jar
The peacock, prized possession of emperors, Is spectacularly represented in the gold-lit
porcelains of the Imperial
Peacock Collection, with powger box, bath jar and boudoir
tray.
Blue Grass, Memoire Cherie
and Cabriole gift sets are en-

folded in a
gold inlaid wrap inspired by a Seventh Century mosaic
Arden for Men Sandalwood
gift sets are wrapped in regal
burgundy and lavished with
gold-enriched liyzantine tilzs to
complete the wide array i gift
items in the Elizabeth srden
Christmas 1980 Colleen, n.

r--->s
-e%r
-i t,44,6-7- Have a
Merry Christmas

T he beauty of Christmas
reflects the beauty of our
patrons. Thanks for
letting us serve you.

Murray Beauty
Salon

Chestnut St

753-3142

••••••••

BYRON'S gsAcemuAT,

R

r,

Olympic Plaza

Phone

753 238C

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
a.

—
—
—
—
--UALITY DEVELOPING Et PRINTING'

12 Exp.
$199d

20 Exp $299
24 Exp $349
36 Exp S5 79

We process Kodak, Fuji, Focal
and all other brands of 0-41 film

1:04,146,
tod,iitie* I 4.

Free
1981
St. Joseph
Family
Almanac
Calendar

THE. ULTIMATE GIFT for that "CHARI.IE Girl" in all of us:
Concentrated Perfume with the luxury look this classic fragrance desertes. From CHARLIE Limited Editions, it is only
in the finest stores at suggested retail prices of 820.00.the Vs
ounce, $37.50 the 1 2 ounce, anti 865.00 the ounce.

Stereos
Clearance.
:ts At Low,

3S,

L.-

GREAT
HOLIDAY
VALUES!

May the old fashioned delights of Christmas
make yours a wonderful holiday.

oextgi
rs

Our sincere thanks for your friendship.

Face up to what must be
done—and enjoy yourself! It
can actually be pleasurable if
one follows a few simple steps.
Number one, make a list. A neat
and tidy list on white bond is
fine, but so is one on a clean
napkin. Second,rate your favorite folks to give yourself an idea
of how much you want to spend
and how-important a gift you
feel is desirable.
The third step might well be
of fabulous gifts are in the finest
cosmetic areas. These gifts include something for every name
on your list, from Mother and
Dad, to very special girls and
guys.

•

Wide variety to choose from
This wide variety includes the
clever, the unusual and the exciting—all at a variety of acceptable prices.
Step five is the best. Sit back
and take the applause on
Christmas morningl

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Freed Cotham Co.

1st. t

'53 8181

Off
•

Tatiana
Spray Perfume
With Sachet

One-stop shopping
Gifts you carry home get
there much faster. Gifts to be
mailed should go now! Step
number four can save lots of
time: consider the possibility of
doing all, or most, of your
shopping in one, lavish and
complete, gift center. The cosmetic department is the one spot
in better stores where all the
gifts on your list can be selected
happily.
For example, those Revlon
gift experts have been hard at
work to ensure that a full-ranee

Reg. 25.00

1

2
Open
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
and_
1-6
Sundays

OtitIiNce.«.**.Z.V«

Established in 1937

.

20/0

Limit
Per Family

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
mg Sint

.
D-2
"

Jewelry Et
Timex Watches

i

to check your calendar. Decide
what days you have and how
much time on those days for
shopping, Remember that most
stores will be jammed Saturdays
and evenings.
See if you can block out some
mornings. Maybe the time away
from work can be made up in
later evenings, or on those
Saturdays when you are avoiding crowded aisles?

Free
Gift
Wrapping

Price

We Keep
Complete
Accurate
Family
Prescription
, Records For
Insurance,
, Income Tax

:.
•
••
•

We Have All Types
Of Film Et Flashes

For the merriest
Christmas
memories

to $32.95

• • • DAKOTA'

or those who are hard to buy for!

A Dakota Feed & Grain fVu''''411
or Pagliai's

e Guards

Gift Certificate

0

111111

Byron's Pharmacy
Wishes You A

Create relaxing atmosphere

An Appetizing Gift

)1PAGIAMS

11111111111 111111111111111

to $36.95

The Welches believe some
people'put too much emphasis
on getting the home totally spotless. Instead, they try to create
an atmosphere in which people
can relax and enjoy themselves.
"We use candles a lot to set
the mood and concentrate
efforts on the food, the drink
and the decorations,- says Sh.i
ron. "We don't want perfection: we just want everyone to
have a good time."
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Prices Good Thru Dec. 27, 1980
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7533234
MRS:
Fri

Doss n town
Shopping
(enter

:
()
Lt
SUNDAYS

AVAILABLE

Open Til tilt() P.A1. Fri
/.
4 ()pen Sun. I -;

This Week's qratiam
One Group
Fancy

Sweaters

30%

Olt

& Jackson

Corduroy
Suits-Sport Coats-Jeans-20%
Slacks
ofi

;Mak,

Christmas Special

Reg. Denim
Levi's
All Leg Shies

$14" 47'

cr,
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01,
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Copycat Cooking: Fruitcake
Bonbons Similar To Mail Order
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
DEAR CECILY : I'd like to
make fruitcake bonbons
similar to those you can buy
by mail order. The bonbons
would be both festive and convenient to serve at holiday
time and give as gifts —BE
PREPARED.
DEAR BE PREPARED:
Here's a recipe for fruitcake
bonbons — they are rich in
fruit and nuts. You can make
them now and store them in
,oir.
freezer. — C.B.
FRUITCAKE BONBONS
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 2 teaspoon salt
teaspoon ground allspice
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
3 cups chopped pecans
3 cups chopped walnuts
1 cup chopped candied
pineapple
1 cup chopped candied ('her-

rlc
tune. Pour batter over fruit1 cup ,- mipped cat 011
nut mixture; stir until fruit
1 cup golden raisins
mixture is coated with batter.
34 cup margarine
Spoon about 1 tablespoon of
'a cup firmly packed light
the mixture into muffin-pan
brown sugar
cups each 1 34 by 1-inch lined
1-3rd cup light corn syrup
with fluted paper cups that
4 large eggs
have 1's-inch bases and are 1
1-3rd cup brandy
inch high. Bake in a preheated
On wax paper or in a small 300-degree oven until lightly
bowl stir together the flour, browned — 30 to 35 minutes.
baking powder, salt, allspice Cool completely on wire
and cinnamon. In a large bowl racks. Makes8 dozen.
stir together the pecans,
Store in one layer in
walnuts, pineapple, cherries, shallow, tightly covered concitron and raisins — all chop- tainers in freezer. Before serped about the size of medium ving,thaw completely at room
green peas. In the large bowl temperature. U desired, glaze
of an electric mixer at and decorate as follows shortmedium speed beat together ly before serving.
the margarine,sugar and corn
To glaze and decorate: In a
syrup until smooth; beat in the small saucepan over medium
eggs, one at a time, until heat bring 1-3rd cup light corn
blended after each addition. syrup to a boil and boil 1
Stir in the flour mixture in 3 minute. With a natural bristle
additions, alternately with brush, brush glaze over tops of
brandy, 'until smooth each fruit cakes:If-desired, garnish

Ill eNsing with COM ort

In time for Christmas
watches for entire family
The holiday season is a time
for giving and a time for family
togetherness. What better way
to cherish those times than with
a gift that will last for year to
come? An excellent gift idea for
every member of the family is a
beautiful new quartz watch,
suggests the Jewelry Industry
Council.
For women, ultra-thin, ultra-elegant styles are the fashion
leaders. The timepieces are designed like jewelled accessories.
Popular watch faces are
square, rectangular or cushion.
shaped, with gold, black or
white dials. Hours are marked
by dots at 3, 6,9 and 12. Many
of the new watches are calendar
watches with a sweep second
hand.
Analog and digital readouts
on a 12 or 24 hour basis with a

with toasted walnut or pecan
halves and candied cherry:
halves; rebrush with glaze.
Note: Don't worry about
baking all the bonbons at one
time. Use as many small
muffin-pan cups as you have;
let the remaining batter stand
at room temperature and bake
it as soon as the muffin-pan
cups are available.

•4444
England was merry England;
when
Old Christmas brought his
sports again.
'Twos Christmas broachd the
mightiest ale.
'Twos Christmas told the
merriest tale;
.4 Christmas gambol oft could
cheer
The poor man's heart through
half the year.
—Sir Walter Scott

day and date display are favo)
Res for men. Each function ma
be set independently for two di:
ferent time zones. Among IP
special features of men'
watches is an alarm which ca
ring daily or hourly.
Men's new slim timepiece
have fine reptile leather OF fill
calf leather bands. Day and dai
calendar watches have luminoi
hands, and most of the fin
watches for both men an
women are made to resist wade,
dust, wind, shock and magnet:
fields.
Remember that more an
more people favor specis
watches for special occasior
rather than the old-fashione
all-purpose watch. So, if yo
have a gift list that puzzles yot
consider sports or fashio
watches for that special perso
on your list, advises the Cour
cil.

Gold jewelry is status'
symbol,treasured gift
Real gold jewelry has beconie
the status symbol of the '80s.
With gold's increased publicity
and recent price fluctuations,
more Americans than ever are
clamoring to own this beautiful,
but increasingly rare, metal.

CHRISTMAS IN COMFORT with Ship 'n Shore's FeatherStretch shirt. It's the world's first woven,Zway stretch shirt,
dev eloped for active NO11111.11 %. ho lead an active life ...in comfort. Female liberation, plus the panache of fashion styling.
The world's most comfortable shirt in every gala color, long
sleeves and short, dressy and classic collars. Equally festive
and comfortable ...for holiday evenings anti daytime celebraIns.

And, according to The Gold
Information Center, America's

I

.
I I I

leading jewelry designers art
striving to create "affordable'
looks to meet this demand.
They are responding to thi
higher gold price with innova
lions in design and manufactur
ing processes that reduce thr
weight of their gold jewelq
without diminishing its innati
beauty and styling.
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Sharp
O."

Calculator
W/Memory
Batteries

$788
Prices Start At
SERVICE AFTER CHRISTMAS
IS WHAT COUNTS
3 Ways To Pay
•30 Days Same As Cash
•Up To 24 Months In Store Financing
•Lay-Away Till Christmas

HOLIDAY GIFT GIVING is easy and affordable with Reed &
Barton's Damascene Jewelry. Created hy inlaying precious
metals, the Damascene Jewelry collection includes mieh
ique designs as the "Goldfinch" pendant, the "Ltutar" pendant,the "Sea Shell" necklace,the "Americana" bracelet, the
"Sea Swirl" stickpin, and the "Tulip Tree" button earrings.

Damascene jewelry
for unique 'gift giving
One of the pleasures of selecting gifts is finding exquisite and
unusual but affordable gift
items. Damascene jewelry
makes an ideal gift and carries
the mystique inherent in precious metals and ancient times.
In ancient Damascus, the art
of inlaying precious metals
flourished through the ornamentation of armor, statues and
jewelry. This art form became
known as damascene and was
eventually used chiefly in the
crafting of jewelry.
It was a titne-consuming pro-

cess which involved the engraving of a base metal and then inlaying a precious metal such as
silver or gold. The result was an
intricate and exquisite design.
Today, this art form has been
recreated by Reed & Barton Silversmiths. They have develYOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
oped a unique jewelry line that
includes necklaces, pins,
HOWARD COT and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
bracelets, stickpins and earrings.
Each piece is crafted with
pure silver, burnished copper,
212 EAST MAIN ST.
PHONE 753-1586
bronze, and 24k electroplated
gold. These precious metals are
incorporated
layer upon layer to
11:111.11,SILIZA1111,11.Wrataltallail,aftIIELILilliatiVillaaftatidltalt0
create a variety of unique .de-.
signs.
Damascene jewelry comes in
a wide variety of motifs that
make gift giving easy. For special nights on the town, give the
mystical "Lunar" pendant
which is the perfect complement
to any evening outfit.
For more conservative days
at the office, a "Sea Swirl''
--sttekpin-makes-on-idetil-gift-and-ig
will brighten the lapel of any
suit.

MURRAY APPLIANCE

Knives Hair Dryer

$895
25%
Automatic Butter-rite

14

Popcorn /00‘
Popper
•

1 •1

$1088

Black & Decker

Drill
$995

Open All Day Saturday

Murray SupplyCo
Inc.
208 E. Main

ttl

2,1

Compact Pro 1200

All Case
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Know what
she molly
warts?

2,1
Its

We know. We can make your gift shopping a lot easier,
too Just call us at 753-4623 and let us know when you
cart come in We'll be waiting with some great gift ideas,
and you can relax knowing that you're giving the best.
,
Don't give half a gift—call us today

al

Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
LIZIVIZIMV17171414-44-4CRVIITCWITITITTZTUTIMITIMITVIZITTIIMTIV17144
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give a pet for Christmas
• Sometimes the inost treasured Christmas gifts are not
those %hid) come in gaily
wrapped boxes. A beribboned
puppy, a hamster in a cage,even
an aquarium placed beneath the
tree on Christmas morning is
sure to surprise and delight that
special person on your gift list
for which nothing else seems
right.
Pet-giving is an ideal way to

splve that yearly dilemma ot
what to give to whom. Ano,r.!
ing to the Pet Informm,
Bureau, the popul.mi,
has grown to
where over 50 per,,lit
ican households own at least one
kind of animal—and many have
more than one!
Give a friend a fish
hishkeeping is the second

as MIRS XS MA SA 1:Si JCSSIZS =VI=4FSPS MS12151/1A 1113 MISS
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We 4ill
g
Be Open !
m
Til 8:00 p.m. tt
- Nightly and 1
NiVs.,.11:00-5:00 p.n1.1
the preen door —Nuid
Sunday's g

Bringing a pack full of warm
wishes for a jolly Christmas to
all the fine folk we count as
friends. It's a pleasure to
know you thanks.

I li %whim! I mm I,-,
0 mictunactassomagsztomacnismyezscsatysoasaiszezmucsag

s status
red gift

'4444.14.14.

From
most popular hobby in the U.S.
Why not get a friend started in
that hobby with a gift of fish?
Aside from being an interesting and gratifying pastime,
fishkeeping will provide hours
of relaxation, as the new owner
admires the aquarium's tranquil
beauty.
The hobby can be as simple as
maintaining a tank filled with
several hardy varieties of goldfish or as involved as raising
exotic guppies.
Most pet shops stock a variety
of complete aquarium set-ups,
including tank, gravel, pump,
filters and heaters.
After purchasing the tank and
accessories for the person on
your list, get a "fish certificate"
as a creative stocking stuffer,
and give him the pleasure of
picking out his own fish. Pet
shop personnel can advise on
proper tank, fish and accessory
selections.

jewelry designers art
to create "affordable'
meet this demand.
are responding to thi
old price with innova
iesign and manufactur
:esses that reduce thi
of their gold jewelq
diminishing its innati
nd styling.

Cheerful chirpers

"Mc Place for the Commit Face "
12th

753-6926
•

yrulAnt

/
4444 dr. ir-•

(

\

rancing‘ in with wishes from
Santa land for sweet dreams
and happy surprises.

CON AGRA INC.
Railroad Ave.

753-3404

The companionship of a bud
is a pleasure that will continue
all year long. If Mom, for example, appreciates a good song,
give her a canary to serenade her
Ill her heart's content.
If she loves to talk; a mynah
bird will supply ample conversation. And, if affection is the
order or every day, she'll cherish her loving cockatiel.
Bird-givers should consult
reputable breeders or pet shops
for cages proportioned to the
wing span of the chosen Breed
Information concerning hat,•
and diet requirements can iibe acquired.
Children love animals, and
usually puppies and kittens
for the spot on a child's "iis,
r
wanted" list. A puppy or kitten
given to a child at Christmas is a
gift_that will not he forgotten
once festive decorations are put
away.
Not only will a child find a
friend in the gift, but he or she
will learn valuable lessons in responsible pet ownership.
Like babies, kittens and puppies must receive special attention and care during their first
few growing months. Parents
must be sure to educate their
offspring in the feeding, exercising and general care of the
new pet.
Local breeders or pet shops
will answer any questions concerning puppy and kitten care;
veterinarians can detail necessary medical attention as the pet
grows older.
All that's needed to get the
new pet started is a proper diet,
water, a bed and a loving child.
Then, let nature take its course.
Make this Christmas memorable for those on your gift list by
giving them a pet that will offer
enough love and enjoyment to
last for many more Holiday seasons to come.

The Clinic Pharmacy
104 N. Sth

753-11
'302

HEART-WARMING CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS FROM P.N. HIRSCH & CO.
400.‘
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Miniature

Lights

/
/

NIL

Entire Stock

Blankets

.

2
5% Off

$2"

35 Light Set

0

C

Reg. 6.00 to 15.00
Prints L Solids

Entire Stock
Christmas

Entire Stock
Ladies & Girls

Wrapping
Paper

Winier
Coats
Reduced Up To

25% off

30 /0
Boxed

Men's 2-Piece

Thermal
Underwear
$299

Tops or Bottoms

Girl's Cotton

Booed
Assorted
Chocolates
Reg 3.29

93

(24 Os, 1 1/2 lb.)

Hibernators

Panties
10-12-14
Solid & Print

/
1 4•CARAT CLUSTER
COMPARE and SAVE!

Chocolate
Covered
Cherries

334

Large

Ladies

$1788

Half
Slips

1•=1,

r-

Med. & large Only

a lot easier,
w when you
at gift ideas,
ng the best.

Charais It Or Lay-A-Way
For Christmas
Fully Guaranteed In Writing

•••..
•
•,,t

Prices Good Til Christmas

"When You Think of Diamonds Think of DeBeers"
lay a way—Visa —Master Charge—Financing
Open 10 AM 9PM Daily. 1PM 5PM Sunday—Phone 443.3200
Paducah Mall 3200 S Beltline Paducah Ky

Mint
Closed 5:00 p.m. Christmas Eve & Al Day Mishaps

P.N.INIRSCH a CO;
Olympic Plaza, Murray

an INTERCO company

_

AVAILABLE

'Ow

4
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W

ith fond
gratiude for
your warmth
and
friends'
we s:

HAPPY
HOLIDAY!

Motor Ports

Bearing
I 109 Chottaell

713-Lilt

Share happiness of the holiday
with loved one who is far away
Christmas is a time wiicn
tamales should he wrgeihei
even a hen part of the tinnily is
hundreds of ini:Lrs away Now .
with Zenith's exclusive Space
Phone feature. it is possibk: for
Grandmother to loin in the tes,
!Rine, train her %Sarin retreat.
tar from ice and snow.
Space Phone turns a color TV
set into an extension tekphone.
When it is connected to an ordi
nary telephone jack, incoming
calls can be answered through
the set.
The ins-onting call activates
an alarm in the set The sir:o'er
then presses the Space Phone
button on the Computer Space
Command remote control
transmitter and answers the call.
The caller's voice is heard
through the TV set, and a microphone inside the set picks up
voices anywhere in the room,
transmitting them to the caller.
The microphone is voiceJoisated, and works the sante
way that a speaker phone does
-- a two-way conversation can
he held, with parties at each end
of the line speaking in turn. It
kith parties speak at once, the

11:11.11:17 Ii1JE

1111.1. !space
matter where they arc. XX rah
1101.111A1S ARE FOR EN ERION
her ian relax in the warm sun
Phone feature, everyone can share in the testis hies. Grruirl
and still he with her family as they open their gifts around the Christmas tree. 14 hen the TV art is
Incoming calls can in received
an extension telt ph
connected to a phone jack, it In
through the rec riser while the TV picture remains on the screen. A sensitive inicropl.....r inside
Caller's
voice
can be made louder or softer
the
caller.
in
the
room
traiwinits
to
soices
the set
with the volume control on the ren • control transtttitter. Privacy button allows conversation
to he held in the room without the caller hearing it. Color TV set shown is the Andantino,

microphone will override the
caller's voice.
When Space Phone is
answered, the TV sound cuts
out, but the picture remains.

giFF1ES`

The volume of the caller's
voice can be adjusted by using
the volume control button on the
remote control transmitter.
There is also a Privacy button

that puts the caller on "hold"
and permits a conversation to be
held in the room without the caller's hearing it.
Outgoing calls can be made
using Space Phone, also, after
the connection is made on a
conventional phone.
The remote control unit also
turns the set on or off, changes
channels up or down, directly or
by scanning, adjust; volume up
or down through a continuous
range, and mutes the sound.
Space Phone is a feature of a
series of color TV sets with
Zenith's Computer Space
Command 3500. It is available
in four 25-inch diagonal consoles and one I 9-inch diagonal
table model.
Now the family need not be
tied to_extension telephones all
over the house. They can all join
in the conversation from the
same room, and can "give or
receive' holiday' cheer from
underneath the Christmas tree.

Leisure footwear for men

arm time. am,;Acre.any place

Brown
Or

Blue

Santa's dashing through
the snow to bring each
and every one of you
lots of good cheer for
the holiday . . . and

125°

BARON
Elegant "Sueded — Espodulle With Genuine Split
Leather Sole.

our glad thanks!
From:
Jane Potts
Laura Shelton £:t
Rhonda Burkeen

PLUSH TOUCH
This Ultimate Voyant Velour Offers An Incomparable Look And Feel. Soft Cushioned Insole.
Durable PVC Sole

k
•

416 Marn-Murray

-t

THE POINSETTIA:
A BRIEF
HISTORY
- --Although the poinsettia plant
is not indigenous to the United
States. Americans have come to
associate its brilliant red bracts
--with -the Christmas season.
The plant was actually introduccd here in 1828 by Dr. Joel
R. Poinsen, at that time the U S.
Ambassador to Mexico, for
whom the plant was named'.
Poinsettias grow wild in
Mexico, reaching the height of
their splendor just around the
third week of December.
Their Spain% name, nor Jr
la Noche-barna (flower of the
holy night), derives from a Mexican legend which holds that the
poinsettia originated in a miracle.
A poor peasant child, with
nothing to take to the service
honoring the birth of the Christ
child, sadly picked a few weeds
to give as an offering.
Kneeling at the altar with this
humble gift, the child's earnest
prayer and tears of reverence
transfOnlied the weeds into the
beautiful scarlet flower we
know so well.
Today, poinsettias are imported from both Mexico and
Hawaii, hut a careful plant.
user can keep the plant from
one season to the next.

FREE DELIVERY

Our Yultide greeting 4
.
'''
')4,110111
Ao you this year,
•

4,4 Brings every good wish

Parenting tips: planning happy
lwlidaysfor young children
These quiet moments give parents and baby time to relax, so
necessary to the health, appetite
and sensitivities of both parents
and child.
When baby is encourage'to
observe new sights and sounds,
and participates with faintly and
friends in joyous reunions, the
Holidays can be a learning,
growing and developing experience for every young child

delight in surprise and make him
feel a pan of the gift-giving.
• To guard against baby's
over-activity, loss of appetite or
fretfulness brought about by too
much Holiday excitement, keep
mealtimes and bedtimes quiet
and calm experiences, just as
they should be all year round.

The Holidays—no other time
is quite so special, quite so.excitin , especially when it is a
-new experience. Babies
and yIng children can easily
sense riSe change of pace, the
extra activity that the Holidays
bring.
The people at Gerber Products Company, the experts in
families with infants and young
children, suggest these tips for
making this fun time one of
learning and growth as well:
• Wrap baby's presents in.
colorful paper without tape, just
loosely tied with string or bright
yarn. No matter how long it
takes to unwrap, don't rush a
small child if he's happy exploring.
Colorful paper and bright
bows stimulate a baby's sense of
color, and unwrapping presents
helps develop eye-hand coordination.
•Take the time to show baby
all the ornaments, presents and
other items that glisten and
sparkle at Holiday time. Even
the smallest infant will respond
with bright-eyed wonder to the
new colors and shapes.
•Choose gifts for babies and
small children that are soft and
flexible, with no sharp edges or
pans that can be removed and
swallowed by an active, curious
baby. Easy-care Gerber play.
suits and sleepers are washable
and have snap closings that
eliminate the struggle to get
!dressed, for mother and baby
alike.

Relax and enjoy

Gifts for growing babies
Stuffed animals, rattles, Infantoy learning puzzles and
toys, a personal feeding dish,
cup, and spoon, Funzie slippers, sleeping gowns, or a new
Gerber bib are appropriate gifts
for growing babies.
Even simple, practical presents satisfy a child's growing

THE11(11.111) t iv an lies t
of new learning experiences as
well ii.. fun for the young child, according to the people at
Gerber Products Company,the experts in families aimh infants
and small children.

Fatiti:onagy& appaub

boymentohocute,

BIG'ALL
bq Of
lb if ..1 --

Gig

(

5100 REIDLAND ROAD

898-6981

.4

IOpenOpenEvenings
Mon.-Sat.
1-6 P.M. Sun.

SUITS • SPORT COATS
SLACKS• DENIM JACKETS
SHIRTS, ETC.
[AY-AWAY!

BANK CARDS
WELCOME

ri ‘' ,,..?

REIDLAND CLOTHING CO.
PADUCAH

KENTUCKY

GIFTS:

,
cs/00:f
'
'20
10%

AVOW

Kitea

All Girl's

Off

Er joy and good cheer!

Ladies Dresses
Jr., Misses,/
1
2 Sites
All Ladies

Winter Coats

Dresses

All Boys 8. Girls

Jackets &
Coats
1/
2

ladies fall & Winter

Price

Purses

Children's Toboggans,
Gloves, Girls Pajamas,
Boys Knit Shirts
10-18

One Rack Ladies

Sportswear

..etck

4Or
dive
_

Our Christmas Gift To You All Year

+ PLUS +

hapterCHRISTMAS

*15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions
*Complete Insurance & Tax Records
*Emergency Service Provided

Muff
"V"'School TO ALL.
Wishes to thank the businesses and people
for their help and support and wish a
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to
all. Settle WerWoo
Ileave/so IPersia,
lorry's Ilettaewsitt
Profs
Ni

lie Johns
Pritchett Maio
Nerstos'i Itcriteloret
erste
Uncle Jeff's

1/2

All Men's

'A MERRY,
vDE
MERRY

a

Locally Owned & Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH

HOLLAND DRUGS

Price

Leather Coats & Jackets

One Rack Men's

All Men's

Dress Suits
AU Men's

Corduroy Suits

Knit
Shirts

Settle-Workman
Closed All Boy Sundays Beginning Monday Dec. I 5th We'll Be Open Until 8 PM
Evening. Located Downtown Murray Across From The Bonk Of Murray.
753-2447

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Happy hours of play with this
great new trail blazer vehicles set

moments give patime to relax, so
e health, appetite
is of both parents

Here is a tun set of rugged
equipment designed to match
dad's own jeep orpick -up truck.
What could be intim exciting to
d growing child than the idea

is encourage'to
ights and sounds,
s with faintly and
nis reunions, the
I be a learning,
eveloping expertyoung child

that he has the set). same
"toys'• his Dad works with?
Stutdily built, this eight.
piece Super Brute group by
BUDDY I. teatures a pick-up

Send us the clowns

which attaches to a handsome
Horse Trailer with its own
horse, Jeep Renegade and
Canoe plus a Trailer pulling two
dirt bikes.
Imagine the joys of playing
with these sturdy steel and Dur•
able Molded Construction toys
The bright paint, metalized
tnm and labels give each
item their unique look.
Realistic detailing
The pick-up truck even has
"tinted" windshields. BUDDY
L'S'careful eye for quality and
detail makes this the perfect gift
set for a lucky child's Christmas.
Oh, all 18 wheels are N,
Man Billboards that sht,,,-]
make Mom very pleased when
she has just waxed the floors.

Celebrating the time
of Santa, of Joy, of
Giving! We send you
sparkling wishes and
sincere appreciation.

sei Mho

Roses
Wheel
Alignment
713-1351

g i'Xtit'rIelii'es as
to the people at
lilies with infants

Cherry Corner
Country Kitchen
Hwy. 121
753-9163

cs•

-

Versatility plus!
c I k'E YOUR HOUSE A FESTIVE AIR: Before guests arrive
sou ean osereolne any odors from smoke, mustiness and even
pets if your sprinkle a little "Love My Carpet"5 rug and room
deodorizer on your carpets as you vacuum. It's attire
hing
touch, and a warm welcome to your guests.

Some housekeeping
tips for after the party
If you're having a party, here
are some tips for the morning after. It's not inevitable, but
there's always the possibility
that someone will spill something on your carpet, and you
won't see the tell-tale spots until
the morning alter. These telltale signs won't linger if you
take care of them immediately.
The best time to take care of
any accident is as soon as it happens. If you can do this, club
soda and a little detergent will
often do the job.
Discoloration from some
spills can be permanent i
they're given time to set. This is
one reason why many people
avoid serving red wine and mustard at a stand-up party where
accidents are more likely to
happen.
Most stains will respond to a
few simple cleaning solutions.
Stains caused by coffee, tea,
wine and alcoholic bevrages
can be effectively treated with
detergent whipped into a foam.
If that is too mild try a solution
-of one-part white vinegar to two
parts warm water.
Stains caused by food conl.iming oil, butter or milk will
also respond Pi detergent mixi-E
with a small amount of ammonia. Should you need something stronger,, a suitable dry
cleaning fluid will help to dissolve the grease. Do not use
lighter fluid.
Always try,any cleaning solution, no matter how mild, on a
hidden pan of your carpet first,
just to make sure the fibers
won't fade or discolor Do not
use ammonia if the carpet is
wool.
If food has been spilled, take
up as much of it as you can with
a dull knife. If liquid was
spilled, blot as much of it as you
can with a sponge.
When applying any cleaning
agent, use a sponge and work
from the outer rim to the middle
of the spot. This will help to
keep that spot from getting
larger.
When in doubt, use less so
that the carpet backing doesn't
get wet. Blot frequently.
If at first you don't succeed

Thanks for your
knichnu,s
0 tidings ofcomfort and joy.

Joe Todd
Motor Sales
507 S. 12th
753-2814

18 WHEELS for indoor or outdoor philtre all rolled into
this
8 piece:Es-miler Blazer action set.

If the spot doesn't come up
with the first application, continue to blot and reapply your
cleaning agent, letting it sit for
about 30 minutes.
Once your carpet is clean and
blotted, place a stack of a dozen
paper towels over the spot and
weight it. You'll he surprised at
how much moisture is still in the
carpet.
Don't hasten the drying with
a heater as heat could set forever
any remaining discoloration.
Always keep treated spots
covered until absolutely dry.

Arid, a tip that will be a welcome to your guests. Before
your party starts you can eliininate musty odors, smoky odors,
and even pet odors if you sprinkle a little "Love My Carpet"
rug and worn deodorizer on
your carpets as you vacuum.
You have a choice of three
scents--Regular, Floral or
Citrus—to lightly fill and
freshen your rooms. and .fdl_
them with a festive air. It's 4
ftC finishing toil. h.

Imagine the happy hours of
play indoors or out with a set as
versatile as this.
, A Jeep, a Pick-Up, Horse
Trailer, horse, Canoe, Trailer
with two din -bikes
What a great holiday someone is going to have thanks to
BUDDY 1..!

Ideal Christmas gift for coffee lovers
There's aissay s one hard to
buy for person on every Christmas gift shopping list. The
young single or newly married
couple out on their own or the
elderly couple living a quiet life
in their efficiency apartment.
What do you buy for them?
Here's one gift suggestion:
How about a compact drip cof-,,
fee maker?

Coffee is a universally loved
beverage, and a convenient coffee maker is always a welcomed
gift.
The Coffee Miser* by Regal
offers just such convenience in a
handy compact size. Without
taking up much space, the
uniquely shaped, triangular
Coffee Miser fits snugly in a

kitchen corner and brews one to
four cups of delicious coffee in
minutes.
With its see-through amber
tank construction, the Coffee
Miser by Regal goes beautifully
with every kitchen design:
The Coffee Miser has a nonstick warming plate, convenient
removable pump assembly for
easy cleaning and lighted on/off
switch.
Brewing instructions are
molded onto the water tank
cover for handy reference.
The Regal Coffee Miser is a
perfect gift for those on your list
who can't waste space—or-eoffee.

our
Ii aln ay.. lie filled ‘v MI an
alimidanee of beaus iftil
Thiiiik•.

Shroat-Waldrop Realty
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Nelson Shroat-Pete Waldrop
Our Bus/ness Is Helping People

759-1707

maga
IS THERE A COFFEE LOS ER on your Christmas list? If.,,.
there is now a compact drip coffee maker—just right for the
college student. newly married couple or elderly rersim Ii, ilig
in an efficiency apartment. It's the Coffee Miser by Regal, a
space-saving, no-waste machine that's a perfect fit under _the
Christmas tree:

Yule
Be Giving The Best —
A Giftfrom

STOREWIDE SALE

10% 20%
and

The Treasure House
bt

Peae4tueavuebnad

Where
Quality Is Tradition
gz"Ozguepla,---panciveffec0195peligt

Off Everything
Mon.-Sat.
9:00-5:00

719

4he4

HIGHWAY

94 EAST

MURRAY KENTUCKY

753-8738

Lermans'Gift To You!

—Anonymous
Here we come a-wassailing
—Anonymous

Friday Et Saturday Dec.19th Et2Oth

22Hours of Santa Savings
Christmas
Special
Full Size
Folk Guitars
$4995

$5

Great Gift Ideas

ce

•Harmonicas
•Guitar Straps 8 Strings
•Guitar Cases
•Drum Sticks 8, Heads
'Recording Tapes

Chuck's Music
Center
mi...)
P M loch

Extra Bonus:Many Items 1/3 to 1/2 off

LERMANS
753-1247

'

AVAIL ABLE

Sorry No Lay-Aways Or
Gift Wrapping During This
Two Day Sale

1
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Give yourself a holiday lace

times are wonder.
tul seeing tamils and friends,
entertaining and being entertained. gis ing and receis ing
But, there w ill he at least one
time during the holidays v.hcn
sou'll 10,4, in the mirror and see
that sou'Ye heen naglecting
soursell and need a last trick to
gise yourselt sparkle
ri)a mask for a quick pickme-up tietvre an esening out
The All DO 1 wo.Step Beauty
Treatment consists tit two prod.
J natural clay mask and a
super moisturizing mask
you're
like ihost ot us. your
'At
skin inas ,Aell he a combination
is in the middle and
is Ise

PAGE

Eti

dry in other areas If this is your make a world of difference
type. gice yourself a I--zone faThe rewards of this facial and
cial. apply ing the clay niask relaxation regime v. ill he strikdown the center ot your face, ingly es ident when you return to
beginning with the forehead and your mirror You'll find your
ending with the chin
skin toned and glow ing from the
At the SitIlle time, apply the natural stimulation of the clay
moisturiting mask on dry or and deep-pore clean, smooth
normal areas Rinse off after LS and silken from the two masks
minutes Fash mask, if used as Make up with a light hand, dress
full !flasks. should be left on tor prettily, and you're ready for the
15 minutes, hut it you're using holiday whirl again
them together. you would lease
Extra gotxi cheer news, the
them on tor only 15 minutes
No matter how pressured or MUDD Two -Step Beauty
rushed tor time you are, stretch Treatnient is readily atailabk at
out for total relaxation while the drugstores, superniarkets and
mask works Just a tea minutes mass distributors, and together
ot really complete relaxation they cost a mere 3.5c per facial'

ay your roadrbemilstr
Your fortunes wide,
And those you love
Re at your side.

.4 QUICKIE, PERK•I'P MASK with two pro•
duct* makes a good facial for a combination
oily and dry skin. App!, MI DO Super Cleansing Treatment(a natural clay)down the middle
of the face and,at the same time, apply MI DD
Super Moisturizing Treatment on normal or
ilry areas. The masks are left on for 15 minutes
and then rinsed off.

SALE

4.
AFTER A HOME. E 51:1A1., 'our skin will bc
deep-pore cleaned and toned with•clay mask.
smooth, silky and soft from a moisturizing
mask—so important during the winter to pro.
tert your skin.
jolly...

Coats

Includes Rabbit Fur
and Tiger Jackets
N'eed

Comes the party-packed
holiday season, women want to
look their most dazzling. A
common inistake is to choose an
elaborate hairdo. A style that
requires endless fussing can ruin
a good time. Holiday parties are
meant for fun—not frequent
trips to the powder room for

Wait For Sales

Lad and Lassie

during the '70s will continue to"
be literally a fashion statement--and that applies to hair.
as well as the body.
Founded by a pharmacist.
Brea was way ahead of the
times as the company which
first introduced scientifically
formulated shampoos for dry

normal and oily hair back in the
early '30s.

:
IN/1

Happy Holiday Driving

Holiday
Pacha4e
Pla

hairdo wairs

Chil1'rens..51141)
.•faithside Shopping Center

z

WITH A

FORD RENT-A-CAR
Call us for our
Special Holiday Rates

"

M M6
- /1/16ft16///1561 IRO /to/ in

ALL DRIVERS MST RE 21 YEARS Of AGE

ns Fashions
it Four Seaso
1205 main
it
tit
It

it

'c

Says...
Thank You for the wonderful response to
our opening. Our way of thanking you
will be top quality clothes at low prices.
We have just received a shipment of
Miss Fashionality lace blouses, Brandy
Bow blouses, Oxford cloth shirts, fuzzy
jackets and ladies pull on slacks with
elastic waistband in larger sizes.
Come see what Murray is raving about
at FOUR SEASONS FASHIONS - 1205

SfrittiMtrit

i lRENT-A-CAR
l

Parker Ford
701 Main

753-527

1•04
0
1=,
84=4101SC=410.81=111.041=

FOR HOLIDAY PARTY-HOPPING, New York hairstylist
Rick Gillette created a simple, elegant look for Breck.

ti!t111111141 111 11

Ma) you and
your loved ones
share the contentment of
"home for the holiday."
Our thanks and hest
wishes at Christmas.

-Plat•-perteet4lair--Hair that's been precision
cut, styled simply and con•
ditidned regularly with high
quality products, such as
BreckS shampoos and conditioners formulated fer all hair
types, can survive crowded parties, disco dancing, even the
harshest wintry gusts. All looking well-coiffed takes is an Occasional once-over with a brush
or comb,and perhaps a touch of
light hair spray, such as Miss
Brecks.
The Breck hair specialists
suggest a blunt-cut, shoulder-length style, the hair pulled
away from the face with a colorful satin ribbon demurely bow.
tiedSlightly off to one side.
A healthy sparkle
Created by noted New York

1912 Coldwater Rd
753-0186 Anytime
Joe L. Kennon Broker

Lou Ann Philoot 753-6843

A7

hairstylist Rick- Gillette tOr
Breck, the elegant simplicity of
the look, enhanced by freshly
shampooed and conditioned
hair that seems to sparkle with
good health, is guaranteed to
make any woman a standout at
the most glamorous party.
Or, try an asymmetrical look
by catching the hair on one side
with a feathered comb. Hair or-

A7

Al

A7

A7

A7

A6

naments can lend just the right
touch offestive dash to even the
simplest style.
Breck predicts small, neat
heads of simply styled, healthy
looking hair will characterize
the woman of the '80s. Hair will
frame the face and set off her
best features, not overwhelm or
distract from them.
The fitness trend that boomed

A6

A6

Merry Christmas

Fireplace or nofireplace,fill
stockings withfamilyfavorites
Whether or not you have a
fireplace on which to hang
them, one traditional Christmas
treat that is a pleasure for all, is a
row of Christmas stockings
brimming with goodies.
However,for the Mr. or Mrs.
Santa that sets about filling all
those stockings, it may be more
of a chore than a pleasure, as
novel ideas for stocking stuffers
are rapidly exhausted.
This year, why not try themed
Christmas stockings?

jvaitaa

Sharon McConnell 753-4129
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half sir
sy iitholj
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ing time
Just a
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'Tis the season to be
don't let your hair spoil the fun

&I Girls

t Off
)

At hi
a husba
to he w
beautifu
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life,- )
her,a di.
her so ir

For the family gourmet, stuff
a stocking with delectable edibles, from fine Swiss or Dutch
chocolates through some hunks
of favorite cheese through a
small jar of imported caviar, and
some packets of unusual tea.
Top it all off, of course, with
some chocolate balls wrapped in
bright foil and a few candy
canes.
If Mom is a sybarite, she
might enjoy a stocking filled
with pleasant scents. Slip in a

and

A2

Best Wishes For The New Year

A2

From The

A2

Students, Faculty and Staff

A2

and earth recalling a
miraculous story of Love and Birth.
In reverence we pray
for your happiness and say thanks
for the gift of your friendship.
Merry Christmas

From
Residents 8 Staff

II _

• d

Fern Terrace Lodge
of Murray

,I

Murray State University
$01,C=111=114=41=01)C==14

A2
A2
A2

A21

A21

Large Selection Of
Gift Items Available
at

A ;

Al:

A 1'

M7

M7

M7

M6'

A little boy who collects
miniature autos, planes, etc.,
would certainly be thrilled to receive a stocking stuffed with additions to his collection.
A little girl whose pride and
joy is her dollhouse would be
tickled to find furniture and accessories for her miniature
home in her stocking.

M51

Pier l•

If Dad is a pipe smoker, stuff
a stocking with several varieties
of tobacco, his favorite plus
some exotic types for him to try
and, of course, a pack or two of
pipecleaners.

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
Store Hours:
10-8 M-F
10-6 Sat.
10-6 Sun.

Once you've begun, the possibilities are endless ...for one
ofthe merriest Christmases your
family will ever celebrate.

sit Christmas I no more desire a
rose
Than wish a SHOW in May's
new-fangled mirth:
But like of math thing that in
season grows.
—William Shakespeare

1505 Stadium View Drive hang 153-1109 -153-0091
•

A2

at

bottle of her favorite cologne, a
bar of soap to match, perhaps
body lotion in a new scent you
think shell like. To sweeten her
dresser drawers, a few flower
sachets might be in order and,to
hang in her closet, a pomander
ball.

A Blessed Spirit touches heaven

A5

A5

A

1 --- BEST COPY AVAILABLE
1

M4

M31

M31

M3:

M3.

M3.

M3:

M35

M34
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Eternity ring says "I love you" years after wedding
At tunes, the thought behind
a husband's Chnsinias present
to his wile can have d touching,
beautiful meaning.
And, when he wants to let her
know she's the love of his
life," years after he married
her,a diamond eternity ring tells
her so in no uncenain terms.
Symbol of eternal love

love that "knows no end!"
Diamond eternity ring styling
has a classic simplicity that suits
the lifestyle of today's wife,
mother and (more often than
not) working woman.
OveesHlialliteas. 24mosT 60
percent ofthe female labor force
today are married. according to
U.S Census statistics

A diamond eternity ring's
half or full circle of diamonds
symbolizes eternal love-one
that has come "full circle"
through the wonderful and trying times of a marriage.
Just as a circle has no beginning or end, a diamond eternity
ring is symbolic of a married

When a working wife has to
Juggle a busy schedule, on-thejob, managing a household. taking children to school and after
school activities, and finding
leisure time for herself and her
husband, she wants clothing and
accessones that work non-stop,

Elegant accessory

around the clock.
A diamond eternity ring's
timeless design offers the kind
of practicality that a working
wife and mother wants today.
Placed on the fingertip side of
her engagenient diamond, a
diamond eternity ring adds a
dazzling new look It can also he
worn on the third finger of her
right hand.
Thoughtful husbands can
make a big impression with a
diamond eternity nng gift for
Chnsimas this year.
That sniall package not only
"wraps up" his feelings for her,
it's also an elegant, meaningful
accessory she'll lose to wear,
day after day, year after year.

For him. the selestion as simple enough He rust needs to
know her ring size A half or full
circle of round shanionds makes
her round engagement ring

sparkle even more
A circlet of niarquise diamonds brings brilliant "new
life" to her marquise engagement ring

SCOTT

All
20%off

Timex
Watches

Large
Selection
753-1489

JOY, SHARING AND CARING

ving

That's what Christmas is all about!
May every happiness be -yo,
at this loveliest of seasons!
Our gratitude for your patronage

TIMEX
BECAUSE THE SOUND OF MUSH.ii(ilic KO MI.' of Christmas,
it's a fa•orite tittle for audiophiles, l'hr inioiic of 1,1iristinan al nay s gist's the... losers of high fillelil, milrliti a special urge to
tinker with llir carefully nsst midi fl I
I
ill of their i.lirreu
Ply totellle. ill it I'
10111 search for loiter sound quality. There•
fore. Wynn has.. an audiophile on y our Chrii IMO,lint, your gift
-Glii lee• ..4.•esiall.e appropriate if ii is a nen Shure M97 photo,
carti
rdge. 'nu. M97 is as tillable in 111.• prt
d sers•
shout, obi" t., which is dr-Aigtir.i1 for iiii.turil altu..1
.ril lo lour
arm,. of itini” leading turntables. or in aii u aaaaaaa united version
that your fuk °rile 1111.1101111ill• Cali 11,041, 111.1141.

Lyons Electric Inc.
616 S. 4th
EARS Of AU
753-4912

1rd

153-527
14=21

4....1

an SCOTT DRUGS .4*.
Mir

DISCO,'NT PRESCRIPTIONS FOR EVERYONE
CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY
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BEST DIAMOND SALE EVER

.t

AT MURRAY-McKENZIE JEWELERS
DOWNTOWN PARIS,TENN.
DESCRIPTION
A706-

14 its Yellow Gold Wedding Sot

A711-

taxi. Wedding Sot Vs Ct.

A733-

I/ to. Wedding se v. ce

A732-

.32 Ct. Solitaire

A738-

1.00 Ct. Total Wt. Gents

A754-

1
.
1

F;ar

;r-A4145'e4if•L-14

Gents 2.50 O. Ring

A630-

Ladies Vs Ct. on Wide Band

A632-

Ladies .30 Ct. on Wide Bond

A648-

1 Pr. Earrings 1.41 Total Wt.

A503-

Gents .56 Ct. Cluster Ring

A57I-

Ladies .56 Ct. Clust•r Ring

A230-

Ladles 1.50 Ct. 21 Diamonds

A24.4-

Lodi.' v. Ct. Solitaire Ring

A240-

Ladies 1.05 Ct. Ring • Three Row

A266-

Ladies 14 Kt. Band with 3 Diamonds

11
1

A270-

\
Gents 14 IC,. Bond with 3 Diamonds

g?

A269-

.L odirs 14 Kt. Wedding Band
3 Diamonds

k
t
t
it
it

tn
li
on
%. Wedding Band
ildo
A273A272-

Gents IA Kt. 3 Diamond Bond

A287-

Ladles Diamond Cluster ', Ct T.W

A280-

Gents 4 Diamond Band

A120-

Ladles Cluster Ring .95 Ct. Total Wt.

A125-

Ladies 10.Total Wt. Ring

m A19-

g

I
g
k
I
itg
la

Willits 2 Pc. Wedding Se 11 et. T.W.

M716-

Gents Vs Ct.9.W. Ring

M745-

is Kt. White Ladies Ring % Ct. T.W.

M776-

Gents '/, Ct. T.W. Ring

M695-

Ladies Diamond & Emerald Ring

M507-

Gents .42 Cl. T.W. Ring

M476-

Beautiful .37 Ct. Solitaire

M300-

Diamond & Sapphire Ring .63 T.W

M309-

Ladies '/, Ct. T.W. Ring

M321-

Ladles Diamond & Emerald Ring

M340-

Gents '4 Ct. Nine Diamond
Cluster Ring

at
li

M34-4-

Ladies Diamond and Sapphire
Cluster Ring

..6

M359-

Ladies 1 0 Total Wt Twin flow•r
Cluster Ring

?

if

M354-

Ladies Diamond & Opal Ring
'
. Ct. Total Diamond WI
ladies 1 0 Cocktail Ring

it

it

Ii.

REGULAR
PRICE

5925°°
1,995°°
$750°°
:99500
9,900°°
$3,250°°
,295"
$1 ,250°'
$4,500°°
Si ,100"
9,595°°
$2,695°°
$850°°
9,875°°
5340"
$525"
5450°°
'340°'
$425°°
$475"
$525°°
,250°°
,800°°
,995"
$1 ,100"
,575"
9,450°°
$3,950°°
:97500
1,275°°
5 1 ,150"
'925°'
$750°°
5950"
s1 ,15000
s1 ,59500
51 ,350°'
53,800"

SALE
PRICE

56455°
s ,29500
$550°°
$750°°
,400°°
$2,500"
$850°°
$850°°
53,500°'
5825"
s 1,225°°
1,995°°
$59500
s 1,395°°
$260°°
$39500
$325°°
$270°°
$295°°
:37500
$39500
$950°°
,500°°
1,495°°
'800°'
si ,10000
$950°°
,950°°
$675°°
51,00000
$850°°
$725"
$550°'
5650°°
$900°°
1 ,100°°
$950°°
2,800°°

$2705°

$700°°
$200°°
$245°°
S50000
$750°'
$445°'
$400"
s 1 ,000°°
5275°'
$370°°
$700°°
$225°°
$500°°
$80°°
930°'
125°°
$70°°
930"
$100"
$130°°
$300°°
$300°'
$500°°
$300°°
$475"
$500"
51,00000
$300°°
$275°°
5300°°
s200°°
$200°°
$300°°
$250°°
$495"
$400°°
51,00000

M207-

74(5. Diamond Solitaire Si.. Prong
Tiffany Mtg.

M206-

.93 Ct. Diamond Solitaire Sin Prong
Tiffany Mtg.

M227-

ladi•s 1 Ct. Three Tier
Cluster Ring 21 Diamonds

M218-

ladi•s 14 Kt. Donut Ring
''Ct. T.W.

M242-

14 Kt. WM* Solitaire Ring
Two-Ton.

M259-

Ladies Nine Diamond Cluster
Ring. ' Ct. T.W.

$850°°
S99500
$99500

,Ct, r.vv.

s 1,150°°

M282-

Ladies Diamond & Ruby
Dinner Ring

M288-

Ladies Diamond & Ruby Ring
Ct. T.W.

M296-

Ladies 1 Ct. Total W•ight Diamond &
Sapphire Ring

M298-

ladies Diamond &
Sapphire Ring

M125-

Gents ' Ct. T.W.
Cluster Ring

M 1 26-

Gents 1 Ct. T.W. Hors• Shoe
Ring

MI36-

Gents ' Ct. Solitaire Ring •
Two Tone

M132-

Gents 3 Diamond Ring
.411Ct. T.W.

MI57-

Ladies Diamond and Ruby Ring

Ml 52-

Ladies Diamond Dinner Ring

M160-

Ladies 14 Kt. White Gold
T.W. Ring

MI59-

Ladies '.Ct. 7 Diamond
Cluster Ring

M164-

Ladi•s 5 Diamond Ring. 1

Ml62-

ladies 7 Diamond Ring. %et.

MI 66-

Ladi•s 1 Ct. Diamond Ring
Seven Diamonds

M2-

1.26 Ct. Solitaire

M1 -

% Ct. Solitaire

M56-

SALE
PRICE

53,210°'
,925°°
9,875°°
$99500

Ladies Diamond Dinn•r Ring

M267-

$895°°
$99500
,250"
s 1 ,800"
$2,295"
$2,500°'
,595°°
s 1n150°°
$79500
s ,39500
9,250"
$2,500°°
$2,195"
52,495°°
$4,895"
$3,600°°
5825°°
$99500

T.W.

,..40 O. Solitaire

M53-

Ladies

M96-

ladies
Cl. T.W. Dinner Ring
33 Diamonds

Ct. T.W. Dinner Ring

M65-

Ladies Diamond & Ruby Ring

M98-

Lodi... I Ct. T.W. Cocktail Ring

M97-

1.• dies 1 Ct. T.W. Dinner Ring

5895°'
s i,250°°
s ,35000
i,550°°

$2,100"
2,925°'
1 ,200°°
5695°°
'625°'
$695°°
5750°'
5850°°
$695°'
$79500
5950"
1 ,39500
s 1 ,79500
1 ,95000
51 ,250°°
$900°°
:59500
$99500
$900°°
$2,000"
,695°'
,895°°
53,895°'
2,600°°
$625°°
$825°'
$695°'
$950°°
$950°°
sl ,150"

SAVINGS

k

5 1 ,11000
Si

,000°°
s675oo

ft

$300°°
5225" k
5300°'
'245°' 2
$300"
$200°°
$200°°
$300°°

k

s405°°

$500"

2

$55o"
$345"
'250" 0
5200°'
$400°°

k

$500°'
'600"

si,000"
si ,000"

k
2

5200°' k
170°°
s200"
$300°°

s400°°
'400°' w

• w
ITY JEW=

U

M360

ALL OF THE DIAMONDS IN THIS AD ARE MURRAY-McKENZIE
JEWELERS USUAL GOOD QUALITY
These are truly great values
-We stake our reputation on this statement". We are well aware diamonds can be purchased at lower prices
but the quality is lower also. Let us prove it. Visit us today.

REGULAR
PRICE

DESCRIPTION

SAVINGS

. 111,411
I it)A11

EASTI:01 HT.SQl IKE
90/442-2435
%4
/-.5

/'1HIS. TENN.
[n.

Open Every
Friday &
Saturday
Night til 8 P.M.
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Holiday gift ideasfrom the
great outdoors to your home

Holiday gift giving is
easy with silverplate
Tile holiday season is almost case complete with contact lens
here, and finding that perfect holder, fluid vial and mirror. It
gift can be as frustrating as ins is only two inches wide so it easchallenging.' Finding a gift that ily fits into any pocket or handwill be treasured for a lifetime bag. This particular gift can be
and is as elegant as it is practical- purchased for $15.00.
and affordable may seem like an
Many other gifts are available
impossibility. However, there is that would be ideal for anyone
an answer . . . silverplate!
on the gift list. For the busiSilverplate gifts offer the elenessman, why not give a sleek
gance of sterling silver as well
silverplated business card holas sterling's life-time durability. der.
A layer of pure silver is permaFor the student, or avid
nently affixed to a base metal. reader, there are silverplated
This results in an outward apbookmarks available in colonial
pearance identical to sterling or shell motifs. If elegant dining
silver but it is affordable and can
is what the recipient enjoys,
easily fit into any holiday season give a silverplated candle snufbudget.
fer. And, last but not least, that
The variety of silverplated special man deserves nothing
gifts is vast. They range from less than an Atra razor with a
slender bud vases to exquisite beautiful silverplated finish.
holiday bells. One company,
Make holiday gift buying
Reed& Barton Silversmiths,of- easy, and give the treasure of
fers a silverplated contact lens silverplate.

Do you dread sitting down
and making up your holiday gift
list? Have you just run out of
great ideas for cousin Jill, Uncle
Bob or your father-in-law?
Your troubles are over! Why
not give them all an unusual gift
ol the great outdoors?
Wouldn't it be wonderful to
give a gift that allows Uncle Bob
to go camping or backpacking?
And, how many fathers-in-law
ever received a tent a,.,
Or, wouldn't cou,
prefer a stylish—a,1
goosedown jacket? Sierra Designs, a designer and manufacturer of men's, women's and
children's outerwear and camping equipment. suggests a number of unique gifts for this holiday season.
Delightful down
Want to give a gift of
warmth? Goosedown jackets or
vests are a wonderful choice.
Down garments are very much
in fashion now.
Right not only for rugged use
in the great outdoors, goosedown garments are equally
smart for city wear. And, in
these days when stretching a
dollar is important, it's good to
know that a quality goosedown
_jacket or vest will last for years.
Down jackets and vests are
available in an assortment of
colors and styles. Some have
featherweight antroninylon on
the outside, very cozy, and
other models have a rugged poplin shell.
Good goosedown products
-are filled with prime goosedown, a natural insulator that's

est

WANT TO GIVE: a gift of warmth? Goosedown jackets or vests
are a wonderful choice. Goosedown garments, such as these
front Sierra Desigms, pictured above, are very much in lash
now.
light, soft and comfortable.
Sierra Designs advises that you
spend time talking to the salesperson at your local outdoor
shop or better department store
before you make a purchase.
Cheek quality
Ask about the quality of the
down. Test the durability of the
outer fabric. Check the stitching, finish and fit. Today, there
are a number of goosedown

garments tailored specially for
women.
Now, for that adventurous
type on your list. We bet you've
never considered giving a tent!
But, why not? The gift of a tent
will allow a spring outing that's
far more enjoyable than most
other weekend activities. Sierra
Designs suggests that you purchase a lightweight, durable and
spacious tent.
Outdoor equipment.
Today, tents can be put up in
a matter of minutes. There's no
struggle, and no need to haminer ctake,intaihe.groanit_You
can purchase tents to sleep two,
three or even four people comfortably, the latter being'ideal
for family outings.
Be sure to select a tent that is
not only rugged and well-made,
hut appropriate -for the terrain
and the weather. Sierra Designs
also recommends that the tent
you select should come with a
lifetime guarantee so it can be
enjoyed season after season..
Other outdoor gift ideas include sleeping bags, lanterns, a
camping stove or a daypack.
And, while you're at it. why not
a great outdoor gift for yourself?
After all, once you've introduced all your loved ones to the
great outdoors,-..you'll probably
want to join in on the fun. Perhaps a parka to match the one
you bought for your husband..
uncle. daughter . . or even
your mother-in-law.

GOope your holiday is decorated
with all things
bright and merry!

Lasts for years

FARM BUREAU INS

Whatever you select, these
gifts of the great outdoors are
certain to be appreciated long
after a blender stops blending
and a wallet lies forgotten in the
bureau drawer.

Ray T. Broach & Terry Broach Agents
309 S. Rh
753-4703

CHRISTMAS

HOOVER

High-performance

Convertible

DECADE EICIT"
Upright with
EDGE LIGHT

NIGHTGOWNS AS EVENING GOW 7NiS help keep down costs of holiday attire. Shopping the
intimate apparel departments for gowns that can mix in gala social rirelea can be a smart infla•
heater. 011 the left, a coral jersey gown froni Jt:Penney's Fall/Winter catalog lets you be
alluringly festive for just 912.00. On the right, a heavy tricot gown with lycra spandex top in
black or Persian blue is 911.00, a.ridable in most JCPenney fasheoa stores. Disco bags and
shoes from the catalog; jewelry from the fashion stores.

No-risk toy buying comes
with actual fun guarantee
lif these inflationary days, no
parent wants to spend hardearned money on a toy that'll
end_ up forgotten in a closet a
few weeks after Christmas.
That's why one rnor toymaker
is offering an actual guarantee
that a child will have fun with its
toy—or your money back.
The Fun Guarantee covers the
Play mobil toy series, sets of
three-inch-high figures and various accessories based on reallife and adventure themes—
such as Police Rescue, Farmers,
Cowboys and Indians, Knights,
Firemen and more.
Play mobil's manufacturer,
Schaper Toys, promises parents
that "if, after 30 days of play,
children. aren't enjoying. imagining and playing with Playmobil more-than any other toy
the set may be returned for a full
refund, no questions asked.
There are It different Play mobil themes, each designed to
stimulate children's interest in
various activities and occupations, both present-day and historical.
Unlike most of hxlay's flashing, electronic toys and gatnes,
Playmobil runs strictly on a
child's imagination, allowing
him or her to create an endless

HOOVERSALE

HOOVER,

• All steel agitator
• Big disposable bag
•4-on-the•floor carpet shift
• Full time edge-cleaning

Tip-toe carpet
selector

number of realistic or fantasy
play situations, using the miniature figures and their snap-on,
snap-off costumes and accessories.
Playmobil sets are interplay'
able among themselves, or the
tiny horsemen, doctors, nurses,
cowboys and Indians can be
• used in conjunction with a

child's other toys, such as
blocks, trains and toy cars.
This Christm, choosing a
toy can be easier than ever before. Not only can children find
limitless opportunities for constructive, creative fun with
Playmobil, but if they don't
have fun with the set, you get
your money back!

S

your *say with our
auitis dris
sincere ss lvtmts lor ii
oils holiday.
Your trust and confidence are a
pri‘iliege—thamks to our patrons.

Stokes Tractor &
Industrial Rd.Implement Co. 153.1311
AtVetigteAtOkieilk

tchenAll ®
oliday Sale
KitchenAid
Portable
Model KDD 688

• Sound Absorbing Insulation for Quietness
• TriDura Porcelain -On-Steel Wash Chamber—Exclusive
• Multi-Level Wash System
•"Load-As-You-Like" Random Loading

'399
„ KitchenAid
—

$6995

Steel
agitator
Lighted
edge cleaning

ts

NEW ENERGY SAVER IV DISHWASHERS
I- 'A
)11

Sugg.
Retail
$89.95

15 qt. bag
capacity

YOUR
CHOICE

$1 2995

BUILT-IN
OR
CONVERTIBLE

• POWER PEDAL SWITCH
• FULL TIME EDGE CLEANING

Sugg.
Retail
$149.95

9
Cut your utility bills.

COMPLETE
WITH
ATTACHMENTS!

KDI 5

HOOVER.

Why keep your hot
water heater set at 1400 or higher just for the sake of your
dishwasher? All KitchenAid Energy Saver IV Dishwashers heat their
own water in every complete cycle.

Celebrity"' Ill Air-Ride 1.7
H. P.
Vacuum Cleaner
12 Qt. Bag

3 1713

753-1713
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